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2. 

Machines are commercia~ available for the automatio recognition of 

characters hand-printed in accordance with rules of constraint. When the 

rules of' cons traint are removed, "che number of possible shapes o-r each 

character becomes astronomioal, and reliable aut<?matic recognition has 

not yet been accomplished. The general idea of the prese11t '"lark is that 

to reoognise a wider range of shapes of each oharacter it llill be necessary 

to make -revver simplifying assumptions in designing the reoognition machine: 

limitations in performanoe arise from logical restrictions in the design. 

Some commonly made restrictive assumptions are analysed, and the problem 

of working without them is stated in the form of tno hypotheses, the first 

be~g a preliminary simplific~tion of the second. ~ detailed formulation 

of the problem of reoognising, say, unconstra.ined hand-printed chara.cters 

is necessarily hypothetical: the only \1ay to shm7 that the problem is 

correctly formulated is to show experimentally that its solution leads to 

good practical recognition performance. 

Specifical~, it is comraon to base automatic character recognition 

on the detection of features, but the problem of automatical~ determining 

suitable features is notorinus~ unsolved. The problems tackled here can 

be regarded as simplifica·cions of, and no more than ear Jy steps towards, 

-the practical feature-choosing problem. In solution to ·chese simplified 

pr0blems an algebraic technique is introduced~ its efficacy being demon

s·cra.ted experimentally rather than theoretically. l~lthough the cost of 

this technique is great, and its performance is limited, it achieves its 

main purpose of \1orking Ylith very Duch less logical restriction than has 

hitherto been possible. 
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~l1era.l La.yout, 

and 

statem~t of Originality 

Chapter 1 contains an introductory survey of the literature, and 

Chapter 2 analYses several well kno~n recognition systems and conoludes 

V1ith a. formulation of a. general reo:)gnition problem. Clmpter 3 presents 

a computational technique in solution to a simplified version of the 

genera.l problem formulated in Chapter 2, and in Chapter 4- this technique 

is applied in oomputer sioulated oharacter recognition experinents. 

Chapter 5 deals \T.ith D.. nore general simplified probleo: the problen of 

effecting a polynomial dichotomy when very little is knoHn D. priori about 

the aotua.l po~omial. Chapter 6 considers miscellaneous questions 

arising fran previous chapters, and ends with a. brief general oonolusi.on. 

The chapters are copious~ divided into sections and subseotions, for 

struo·cural clarity and ease of cross reference. 

To the best of the author's knm7ledge and belief this uork is 

origil1a.l except i7here otherw'ise indicated. In particular, tests 1, 2, 

and 3 are claimed to be original. 
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1 JP 1 In.tro~i~ 

The recognition of written characters is one of a number of recognition 

problems which have received attention in recent years. Others nre the 

recognition of:-

(a) Speech (e.g., for speech dialling and also perhaps for paroel 

sorting) 

(b) i~erial photographs (for militnry purposes) 

(c) Finger prints (forensically, and perhaps as credit cm'd signatures. 

(Malik, 1967)) 

Cd) Bubble cham~er photographs (to recognise events deserving 

quantitative una~sis) 

(e) Chromosomes (to detect damage due to exposure to ra.dioao·civity) 

(f) Electrocardiograms 

It is possible that more effort has boen devoted to automating the 

recognition and processing of bubble chamber and aerial photographs, yet 

the published literature is predomin~ntly concerned with the recognition 

of nlph~numeric characters. 

There ~re three main types of chnrnctcr recognition. Firstly, optioal 

recognition of special mo.rl<:s such ns po.tterns of perforated holes, or 

sequences of parnllel lines with coded spncings. Secondly, mngnetic ink 

chnrnctor reoognition, as widely used by the Banks. And thir~, optioal 

alphanumeric chnrncter recognition, which becomes progressively more 

difficult, eJqlensive, (nnd interesting) as one goes from recognition of 
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0. single stylised font such as OCR '.A f or Ferrington Sel:f'cheok, to l:. single 

fairly ordin'lry looldng font such a.s OCR f B', to many knO\1n f'~nts, to 

uncontrolled fonts, to hand-printed che.rac"Gcrs, o.nd f':i.nnlly to oursive 

script. All -'c;y-pes of character reoogni"cion of course depend on the vita.l 

technology of paper handling. 

Electromagnetic theory, for example, is based on established physioal 

laws. But cha.racter recognition ns yet hOos no proper a.nd adequate 

scientific basiS, and its techniques are instead suggested initial~ QY 

intuition and. oonfirmed, if at all, by experiment. There have been 

theoretical studies in oharaoter reoognition, but always starting from 

assumptions which are questionable in praotice. 

Another point which it is best to notice at the outset is that the 

error rate of a recognition maohine depends on the extent of mutilation 

and variation of the oharaoters. Unfartunate~ there is generall,y no 

acceptable measure of degradation and deformation, whioh means in practioe 

that it is extreme~ difficult to assess the performance of a recognition 

machine. If two machines both achieve 9~b recognition of hand-printed 

charaoters, this 40es not mean that there performance is generally equa~ 

good, unless both are tested on the same data. One would like, for any 

reoognition method, to see a plot of extent of character variation versus 

cost of the maohine at fixed error rate (e.g., 99.9,%), and different methods 

could then be compared meaningful~. But neither of these variables can 

generally be measured adequa.t ely , a.nd this places a cloud over "hhe 

literature. 
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It is appropriate to start the following introductory survey with a 

discussion of mask matching, because this is the most obvious recognition 

method, and also, when implemented electrol1ically, the most commonly used 

commercially. 

Positive and negative photographic -transparencies of an 'F', when 

properly superimposed, will admit no light. But a positive tGf and negative 

IF', hOY/ever aligned, will always admit light. Hence the incomplete 

recognition rule:- if a positive of an unknovm character when aligned in 

s,ome position 'oVith negaJcivc 'F' admits less light than with negative A~ 

B, ••• , -Chon the unknovm chara.cter is an F. This rule is incomplete because 

a positive fEt on negative 'Ft YTill admit no light, (similarly !QI on to', 

etc.) This can be overcome by aligning a negative and positive of the 
\ 

unknovm charc..cter 'i:lith a positive and negative respectively of the knovm 

character, and summing the transmitted ligh.lc at optimal alignment in both 

cascs. The unb10vnn character is recognised as the kncwln character for 

which there is least total transmitted. light. .A machine on this basis, :Cor 

multifont print recognition, h~s been described by Hannan (1962). To avoid 

using a positive and negative of -ehe unknown character, it is possible 

(Rabinou, 1962) to use only the positive, uith the rule that if it matches 

both tE' ~nd IF' negatives then it is an 'Et, but if only 'Ft, then it is 

an t F'.. A Birople optical. mask matching machine was patented in 1935 by 

Tauschck (1935). 

The trouble with such machines is their sensitivity to cik'1XfI .. cter-mo.sk 

misaligllmCnt and to print degradation, and thore is no question of their use 
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except with o·mtrolled :Conts. According to FiedeJ...man (1966) the speed of 

the RCA ma.sk ma.tching machine is 500 chnrC!.c.!cers per second, which is slow, 

but with the prospect of a great increase in speed if the positives and 

negatives can be obtained optico.lly rather than electronically. 

1.3 Q..qn~~ of .Q.E:lical Pattcl'l1s Wo E~ectrica.l Patterns 

Bask matching or more elaborate "GGchniques are usually applied to 

patterns which have been converted into arrays of voltages. A commonly 

used method is to project an image of the unknown character townrds a· 

pho"Gomul-ciplier, the projected image being intercepted by a mechanical 

disc with a hole which only allows light :from one small area in the 

cfu'U'aoter to reaoh the photomul-'ciplier at anyone instant. The disc 

(e.g., Nipkow disc) rotates and brings d:tfferen.t.:;ly positioned holes into 

alig~nent between photomultiplier and oharacter, so that at successive 

instnnts of alignmen-c the pho·tomul-ciplior output is a measure of' bln.ckness 

over different small areas of the oh~r~oter (British Computer Society 

Handbook, 1967). These measures onn be binnrised and fed into 0. shift 

register pi." ior to recognition. Mechanical scnnning is one of the most 

conunonly used methods (Fiedelman, 1966). It is robust, but sla-wer than 

flying spot scanner methods, and alignment is more difficult. 

In the flying spot scanner method, a bright spot executing a raster 

scan is focussed onto the character nnd the total reflected light is 

measured by a photomultiplier. Again the photomultiplier output can be 

binarised at discrete intGrvals and fcd into a. shift register. An advanta.ge 

of this is that the size and position of the raster can fa.irly easily be 

adjus~ed to fit the scanned ch~r~cter. B~lds (1966) describes ~ device 
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which finds character heights and adjus'cs the vertical scnn accordingly: 

faster for taller, slower for shorter characters. In a Philco (1966) 

system the size and vertical alignment of the r~ster is adjusted on the 

assumption that the size and alignment of a character will be nearly the 

same as for the preceding ch~acter. 

A vidicon tclevisiiJn camera can <llso be used, (Griffin, 1962, Hall, 

1968), but Fiedelman (1966) reported that this was not common in practice. 

Unlike the flying spot scanner, it d.Jcs not require a light tight box. 

Another scanning meth()d is -to use Do vertical scan only r:.nd leave the 

horizontal component to be taken ccre of by document motion. The fdivided 

sli-l; SCC1.l1 t is a similar idea.: a vertical one dimensi~nD.l arra.y 01' (e.g. 20) 

photocells gives in parallel the vertical distribution of bL~ckness, and at 

different time instants the vertical distribution refers to different 

vertical sections ·~)f the chD.rncter, because of horizontal motion of '~he 

document. 

Two dimensi()!k~l arrays (retinas) of photocells are s~f:letimcs used. 

This h~s the advantage of speed of parallel operation (e.g. 2,400 

characters per second), but the disaivantnge that an clubornte mechanical 

and mirror system is required to position characters on the retina 

(e. g., Recognition Equipment Incorpore.ted, 1968), whereas with D. vidicon 

or flying spot sca.nner tho whele rnster can be deflected electronioally 

(e.g. f)ver a 6x6 inch area) into positi:)n. 

We !lOVi rc/curn to the various forDS of electronically implemen'l:;ed ma.sk 

matching. These methods can be applied directly to characters (ns arrays 

of vol·~['.ges) or to characters which have previously undergone D. "cro.ns:rorna

tion" e.g., fourier transformntion, and -this lwill be disoussed lo.tcr. 
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1.4 Peephole Masks 

The edge of a stroke in a typed character is often ill-defined, and 

consequent~ does not provide reliable evidence for recognition. 

Wada et al (1959) therefore left out from their character masks all 

unreliable points, so that it was irrelevant to the machine whether these 

points were black or white. In fact they carried this a stage :Cur·ther by 

leaving out as ma~ points as possible, so as to leave only a minimum 

number for distinguishing between different characters. This is a speoial 

case of the general idea of a weighted mask, weights here being restricted 

to DIS and 1's, and in fact unrestricted weights are fJund in practice to 

be more effective for dealing with degraded and misaligned characters. 

In the follmving seotions we shall discuss the determination of non-binar,y 

weights, but will return to discuss peephole masks a little further in 

section 1.9. 

1.5 Weighted Masks 

To a~ character in practice there corresponds not just a unique 

pattern, but a whole class of possible alternative patterns. All the 

different shapes, Sizes, positions, mutilations, deformations, etc. for 

example of 2's, are different patterns said to belong to the recognition 

class 12'. Optical and peephole mask techniques are applicable only when 

variation within any class is limited, and the same is true of weighted 

masks. 

1.5.1 Statistical IndeEendence 

Let us consider patterns spatially sampled at N discrete 

points, at which intensity is quantised into two levels '1' and '0'. 
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For present purposes the 1 ! S and Of s in a two dimens,ional pattern may be 

rearranged on~dimensiona~, and the resulting array treated as a vector 
(.~ ) 

V = l v1 ' v2,···Vj ,.e.VNje v1 ' V2' ••• of" course here stand for '1 ' 

or to t e 

Let the conditional probability of" the jth component of an rth class 

pattern being a 'if be P .• If the states of the pattern points are 
rJ 

statistically independent then 

(1-v, ) - u «p )v . (1-P) J) 
- all j r j J. r j •••• (i) 

where p(vjR ) is the conditional probability of> the pattern aotua1Jy be:i.ng r 

V, given that it belongs to the rth class R. According to Bayes ~le, 
r 

= P(R). p(v/R )/P(v) , r r 

and :ror example Minsky and Sel£ridge (1 961 ), Minsky (1961), and Chow (1962), 

suggest recognising a pattern V as belonging to the class for which 

p(~) is maximum. p(V) is independent of r, and if P(Rr ) is the same for 

all classes (all r) it is only necessary to find the class which has 

maximumP(V/R ). r 

Since log P(V/Rr) is a monotonically increasing :runction of p(v/Rr) , 

it is sufficient and more convenient to :find the class which has maximum 

", 

= 
j 

v. log P . + L---. (1-v.) log(1-P .) 
J rJ all J J rJ 

.... (li) 

= "" <~l-' v.(log P .-log(1- P .)) + / log (i-PrJ-) D...l' J J r J r J L~ .. 
D.~ J 

•••• (iii) • 



Equation (ii) can be implemented in an electronic template-matching 

system in which each pattern point has tvlO associated weights, one 

(log P .) for use when the point is black (v 0 ::: 1) and the other rJ J 

(log (1-P .)) for use when the point is white (1-v
J
. == 1). Equation (iii) rJ 

can be implemented with only one weight per pattern point, thut weight 
,-

only being added to the sum when vJo::: 1, and ,,> log (1 - P .) being an 
ull"j rJ 
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additive bias. This logarithmic weighting, in forms (ii) or (iii) can be 

applied to the outcomes of ~~ set of discrete-valued results of 

statistically independent tests on patterns, and is general~ knmr.n as 

1.5.2 Non-logarithmic Probabi~~stic Weighting 

In practice the stetes of pattern points are generally not 

statistically independent, and it is sometimes convenient not to use 

logarithmic weighting. In Steinbuchls (1963) learning matrix, for example, 

pattern V is classified in class Rr for which 

~ 

score := /' (v.P ° + (1-v.)(1-P .)) 
ail j J rJ J rJ 

.... 

is maximum, which is a two-weights-per-point system as in (ii) above. 

Since v.P . + (i-v) ( i-P . ) = 1 - «( i-v. ) P . + v. ( 1-P .)) 
J rJ rJ J rJ J rJ •••• 

V can equivalently be recognised as belonging to Rr for r such that 

score 
~ 

= ~/ «1-v.)P. + v .(1-P .)) ell j J rJ rJ rJ 

is ~. This is used in the reT oeRtB! reader (Throssel, 1966, 

(iv) 

(v), 

Hall, 1968). For example, the '0 1 output of a pattern-point flip-flop is 

connected to a resistor proportional to the probability of that point 



being 11 t in R f and similarly for all recognition classes. The sum of' r 

the currents through the set of' resistors for each class is the score 

which is minimised f'or recognition, and this is more reliable than 

maximisation because a given percentage error in the minimum would be 
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less important than the same percentage error in the maximum arising £rom 

circuit imperfections. 

Another form of equation (iv) can be derived as f'ollows. If 

sJ' = v.P . +- (1-v.)(1-P .), one can YfI'ite J rJ J rJ 

s. = v. (p . - ( 1 - P .)) + (1 -v .) ( (1 - P . ) -p .) + v . ( 1-P .) + (1 -v . ) P . 
J J rJ rJ J rJ rJ J rJ rJ rJ 

and from (v) it follows that 

s. ;: v. (p . - (i-P .)) + (i-v.) ( (1-P . )-p .) + 1 - s. 
J J rJ rJ J rJ rJ J 

;: (1/2)(v.(P . -(1-P .)) + (1-v.)«i-P .)-p .) + 1). 
J rJ rJ J rJ rJ 

Finding r for maximum score in (iv) is equivalent here to finding r for 

maximum 

score 
~ 

=L 
all j 

s. 
J • ••• (vi) 

Suppose that, for example, the P .fS are to be estimated from a sample of' 
rJ 

100 members of' R. For the jth point, 
r 

P .-(1-P .) 
rJ rJ 

count of" l' s - count of 0' s 
= TOo 

If', noV[, pattern points are represented by u. = 1 f"or the j th point black, 
J 

and U j = -1 for the j th point white, instead of using 0 and 1, then 

P .-(1-P .) 
rJ rJ = 

. ') 

L
all samples 

u . 
.....J.... 
100 
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th where u. is summed over the 100 samples of the r class; and maximising 
J 

(vi) is equivalent to maximising 

score .for rth class = )._ (I U j ) 
all j all samples 100 

..... (vii) • 

This has been used by Firschein and Fischler (1 963) and has the advantage 

of one weight per point, with no additive bias as in (iii) and no need for 

normalisation. 

If all P .'s are either a or 1, so that the generality of intermediate 
rJ 

probabilities is lost, then 

N(uhich is the number of pattern points)-score(as given by (iv)) 

= hamming distance 

between V and the R standard p~ttcrn. This hamming distance corresponds r 

to the degree o.f mismatch bet-w'oen bL.'=tck and white masks in section 1.2 

above, except for spatial quantisation. 

1.5.3 Cross Correlation 

It is generally imprac'cical to apply the maximum likelihood 

method when the pattern point intensities remain in analogue form. A 

more suitable method (Highleyman~ 1961) is cross correlation with a.n 

th average mask, the average mask .for the r class being the array o.f values 

of P • The cross correlation coefficient .for displacement x,y is rmn 

K(x,y) 

~, 

'%- ~ v(m+x),(n+y) Prmn 
= f»), V;n· > ) P~ 11

/
2

• 
ttl n m n : 
~ J 
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If the average mask is normalised according to 

pt = 
rmn 

p 
rmn 

then a character can be recognised as belonging to the class which gives 

maximum 

K' (x,y) = 

since [L L 
In n 

V
rnn
2]-1/2 is OOmtlon to the oros s correlat ions with all 

classes. It is important to note that recognition is independent of all 

transformations of V in whioh all v are multiplied by an equal mn 

coeffioient. This is because the cross correlation coefficient is the 

cosine of the angle between V and the average mask, regarded as vectors, 

and this is independent of the modulus of V. 

Intuitive~ one can appreciate the need for normalisation of the 

average mask (c.f., additive bias in (iii) above) by considering that 

without it FIs uould tend to be recognised as Ets for example, that is, 

characters have various amounts of black, and correlation maxima would 

tend to be erroneously associated with blacker patterns. Indeed even 

with normalisation, Highleyman (1961) has found that recognition rates 

are improved by replacing all P of less than a threshold value 
rmn 

(e.g. 0.04) by a negative "penalty weight", according to an arbitra.ry rule. 

In an early speech recognition machine (Davis" Btddulf and Balashek, 

1952), the frequency of the highest energy above 900 cis was plotted 
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against frequency of highest energy below 900 cis, which rough~ amounts 

to plotting the pitch of the first against that of the second formant, 

and this plot was cross correlated with an average plot (or mask) :for each 

digit. A later speech recogniser made double use of cross correlation: 

Dudley and Balashek (1958) found p017er/frequency spectra of 

i,I,E,a,o,U,u,r,f,s sounds by sustaining them, and formed average ,masks 

for these spectra. For a spoken numeral they found by cross correlation 

which of these masks was (pm7er) dominant at any instant, and made a 

record of the mask and duration of its dominance. By doing this with 

knO\VJQ numerals they found average masks for dominant-spectral-mask

duration information. Unknown digits were recognised by trans:formation 

into dominant-spectral-mask-duration information and then cross correlation 

with the average mask for each class. Nearly 100% success was obtained 

with one speaker. But this two level cross-correlation has brought us 

into the field of feature based pattern recognition, of which further 

discussion 'will be deferred until a later section. 

A crude cross correlation method known as analOgue waveform matching 

is used by the British Banks for. the recognition of E13B magnetic ink 

characters. A magnetic head like a tape-recorder head finds the sum of 

the blackness, or total amount of ink, in a thin vertical section of the 

character as the document is moved horizontally across the reading head. 

The output from the head is fed into a delay line which then effectivelY 

contains a plot of total ink in a vertical strip versus horizontal position 

of that strip. The plot is matched, by means o:f a resistor network, with 

standard plots for all characters and the best match gives the identity of 



the character. The characters are specially designed and printed w1ith 

good enough quality to ensure that this simple technique works 

(Booth et aI, 1962). 

1.6 ~~ng with many masks per class 

1 .6.1 Masks with egual resistors 

Instead of using a few resistance masl~ per class with care-

fully chosen and differing resistance values, Taylor (1960) has described 

a system using many masks per class Hhere the resistors are all of equal 

value, whioh has the advantage that masks can be mass-produced. The 

difference between the masks is that in each a different set of resistors 

is missing. YThere a resistor is missing the corresponding pattern point 

is not conneoted to the summing amplifier which produces the s core upon 

which recognition (for that mask) is based. This system deals with 

pat-terns of analogue (non-binarised) intensities, v
1

' v
2

' ••• vj, ••• vn ' and 

the retained resistors. are chosen as folloffs. For example, for a variant 

of '2', the intensity values at all pl ttern points are ranked in order of 

magnitude, and the largest m of these are retained, ~here m is chosen to 

maximise the score sum of the m selected v.' s -(1/2) > v. 
J a'll. j J 

An unknm7n pattern is recognised as belonging to the class in which there 

is a maximum, for one of the many maslrn, of the score just stated. 

Although the Stun of m selected v.'s for an E projected onto an F mask 
J 

would be high, the negative term (1/2) ~ 
all j 

v. would be larger for E 
J 

than for F, which is the basis for distinguishing between such characters. 



1.6.2 Automatic design procedure for many masks per class 

Firschein and Fischler (1963) have described a system in 

which binary patterns are treated as vector arrays of +1 fS and -1 18. 
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They ,York Ylith a given set of example members of each class, and start by 

finding the averages of the pattorns vectors for each class. They then 

take one of the classes, and Pith each of its members in turn, find whether 

that member has a higher dot product as defined above in 1.5.2 (vii) with 

the average for its own class than with the average for a~ other class, 

and keep a record of all patterns for which this is not the case, and of 

these, find the pattern with the highest dot product with some other class 

average # This pattern is taken as the average of a new subclass of the 

original class (a neu average mask so that there ore now two). They then 

continue to apply the follcmring rules: ijlork in turn through the patterns 

in each subclass, finding their dot product with all other sub-classes. 

If the highest of all these dot products is with the average of the sub

class to which the pattern a1rea~ belongs, no action is taken. If, 

instead, the highest dot product is with the average for a different sub

class in the same class, the pattern is entered in this different sub

class, removed from its previous sub-class, and the averages for both sub

classes are recomputed. The ma.chine then starts again from the beginning 

of the subclass to which the pattern had belonged. 

If it is found that the dot product is highest with a subclass 

average in a different recognition class, the compared pattern is marked 

with an asterisk. When the machine ~inishes working through the members 

of this particular sub-class, it chooses the asteris~marked pattern with 
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highest dot-product ~ith a dif~erent-class subclass average~ and takes 

this pattern as the average o~ a new sub-class. 

These rules are applied repeatedly until the~e is no further change 

in an,y subclass average. It is then true that any pattern has higher dot-

product with the average o~ the subclass to uhich it belongs than nith the 

average o~ any other subclass. Rosen o..nd Hall (1967) have proposed a. 

simih~ system, but using Euclidean distance rather than dot products~ 

and nith a provision for the elimination of any subclass which has fen 

members. The underlying idea is the same: that a recognition class is a 

union o~ sub-classes with compact representative clusters in pattern 

hyperspace. In the follmving section this same basic idea is somffi1hat 

differently implemented. 

1 .7 Non-lil:1~r Interpolation Funotions 

1 .7.1 Potential Function 

Rather than recognising an Unkn01lID pattern as belonging to the 

class to vn!ose example members it is nearest in a Hamming or Euclidean 

sense, Bnshkirov et a1 (1964) have proposed using a distance function 

F(d) , where d is the Hamming or Euclidean distance from the 

unknovln to the knovm pattern, and a is an urbitrary constant. They work 

with more than one kn~1n pattern per class, and ~or an unknown pattern they 

find the average value per class of F(d) for all knoVnl members of each 

class. The unknmm pattern is recognised as belonging to the class with 

maximum avera.ge F(a). (The average is taken to make recogn:i.tion indepen-

dent of the number of known patterns per class, if this number is not the 

same for all olasses). 
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Bashkirovet al (1964) point out that this reoognition rule pre-

supposes D. fairly evenly spread probability distribution of' known pattern; 

points in the representative hyperspace region for any given clc~s8, sinoe 

sparsely populated regions would have less "potential" (proportional to 

) F( d)) -Chan densely populated ones, nnd yet be equally valid class-
-' -
membership regions. Since sparsely populated regions are to be expected 

in praotice, Bashkirov et 0.1 modifY their rules as folloW's. First they 

compute the ttpotential" of every knmmpattern. If any known pattern has 

a higher poteptial for a class to which it does not belong than for its 

own class, then the future contribution to the overall potential from this 

particular pattern is increased by a fixed proportion. They ~ork through 

all kn~fn patterns in turn repeatedly until all are correct~ recognised. 

The modified rule effective~ adds balancing weight to sparsely populated 

areas. On new patterns (actually numerals) the modified rules gave 89.3.% 

recognition as opposed to 86.1% for the simple rule given first. 

The inverse square of distance as a similarity measure is of course 

arbitrary, but then so are Hamming distance, etc, as used in previous 

sections, and so are Sebestyen's measures discussed bel~7. 

1.7.2 ~au~sian Interpolation 

Sebestyen (1962a) has proposed the folloving prooedure. Known 

patterns are ~ed to the maohine one by one, class by class. Starting 

v/ith the :first class, the first pattern is taken as the mean of the first 

sub-class. If the second pattern lies outside an initially ~ixed 

threshold distance, T, from the first sub-olass mean, the second pattern 

is taken as the mean of' a seoond sub-olass; otherwise :it is taken as a 
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member of the first sub-class, of which the mean is recomputed to be the 

mean of the first two members. The third pattern is taken as the mean of 

a neu Bub-class if it is more than T distant from either previous subclass 

mean; otherrlise it is entered in the subclass to which it is less than T 

distant, and the mean of this sub-class is recomputed. And so on for 

subsequent members of the first class, and then for subsequent classes. 

Vfuen this is completed, each sub-class mean is a.ssumed to be the mean of a 

. Gaussian distribution with standard deviati9n roughly equal to the thres-

hold distance T. The conditiolk~l probability that a pattern belongs to 

th the r class is taken to be the sum, at the pattern-representative point, 

of the Gaussian functions spreading out to that point from the means of 

th the r class subclasses. An Unkn01.7n pattern is taken as belonging to the 

class ruth highest conditional probability. 

Since in practice there is no strong evidence that sub-class 

distributions are Gaussian, the Gaussian function can be regarded mere~ 

as an arbitrary interpolation function. Sebestyen overcomes the sparse-

popuL.~tion problem of the "potentials" method by taking local averages 

over subclasses rather than global averages over whole classes. But, for 

a given subclass, the value of T ought to depend on the proximity of 

different cle.sses, otherwise there may be unnecessarily many subclasses 

if T is too small, or too many if T is too large. The Firschein and 

Fischler (1963) method does not suffer from the disadvantage. 

Sebestyen and Edie (1 966) describe a system in which the value of T 

is smaller for subclasses in which there is greater variation of 

conditional probability 'wi thin the subclass, and greater for lesser 
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variation. It is then reasonable, in recognition, to take the class-

membership conditional probability of a pattern of the mean for the sub-

class region in which that pattern occurs, and the number of subclasses 

for use in this way is kept minimal. UnknoVln patterns turning up outside 

established subclass regions are recognised by finding the subclass for 

which 0. Gaussian decay function, spreading out from that sub-cl.D.ss'Jis 

maximal (among all subclasses), at the point representative of the pattern. 

Character recognition, however, is usually concerned initially with known 

patterns of unequivocal class, with equal conditional probability (of unity) 

of membership in their class. 

1.7.3 Transformations to obtain minimum mean-squared dist~nce between 

]mown members of a cl~.ss 

Returning now to the somewhat restrictive idea that a recogni-

tion class can be represented by a single fairly compact hyperspace cluster~ 

it is sensible to ask whether, if recognition is to be based (arbitrari~) 

on minimum mean square distance betueen points, it would be helpful to 

take account of the generally ellipsoidal rather than spherical shape of 

the cluster. In the theory developed by Sebestyen (1962), recognition is 

based on measurement of a non-Euclidean distance which, along anY axis of 

the ellipsoidal cluster is inversely proportional to the variance ~long 

that axis. It is reasonable intuitively that a point close to the cluster 

along a given axis is more likely to belong to the cla.ss represented by 

the cluster if' the variance is lnrge along that axis. The non-Euclidean 

metric in the origilU:'1.1 p['wttern-representative space is shown by Sebestyen 

to be equivalent to a Euolidean metric applied aft~r the original space 

r 
/ 
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has .een transformed linear~ to minimise mean square distance between 

knorfn members of the class. Sebestyen (1962) also gives non-linec~ trans

formations for minimising this distance under less restrictive conditions. 

The underlying idea is that if recognition is to be based on a measure of 

distance between knovm and unknown patterns, then the metric should be 

chosen, or the space eqlivalently transformed, to make mean-sglared 

distance betvleen points 1m own to belong to the same class mirj.:imal. Mean 

squared distance is chosen si. mply for its L1n.thema. tical iiractability. 

1.8 linear Decision Functions 

1 .8.1 .1 £.'..!:~~ise Dichotomies 

If a recognition machine warlm with just one representative 

or average point :ror each class, and bases recognition on minimuD 

Euclidean or Hamming distance between lmovm and unknown patterns, then 

boundaries betvleen diff'erent class-representative regions in hyperspace 

are in fact hyperplanes. To see "chis, one need only consider the average 

points for t·wo classes, RA and RB, say, and consider the hyperplane which 

perpendicular~ bisects the line joining these two points. This hyper

plane is the locus of points equidistant :Crom RA and ~, and therefore 

any point on the RA side of it would be recognised, on the minimum 

distance rule, as belonging to RA-

The question then arises whether the perpendiculnr~ bisecting hyper

plane is the best one for separating RA and RB• Highleyman (1962) starts 

off b:r finding the perpendicularly bisec"~ing hyperplanes' betW'een class 

men.ns, tries them out experimentally, adjusts and tries them again, and 

so on until no further improvement is obtained. Detailed adjustment rules 

are considered in seotion 1.8.2~ 
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In a simple form of an algorithm described by Braverman (1962) and 

used by Lecours (1967), known patterns from different classes are fed to 

the mnohine in random order. If the first two patterns belong to 

different classes the machine computes the hyperplc~e which perpendicular~ 

bis.ects the line joining them. When each further pattern is fed to the 

machine, perpendicular bisecting hyperplanes are constructed between this 

pattern and all patterns in other classes from which this pattern is not 

o,lready separated by at least one hyperplane. When all the given example 

patterns have been fed to the machine, a~ hyperplanes which by then turn 

out to be redundant for s~parating knm1n patterns are eliminated, and a~ 

part of a hyperpL.9.ne separating nembers of the same class is also 

effectively removed. Unlike Highleymanfs (1962) system, Braverman's does 

not presuppose just one cluster per class, but it has the disadvantage 

that all pat"cerns must be stored explicitly during the construction of 

hyperplanes. 

1.8.1.2 Mask Matching as Linear Dec~sion Making 

Equation (iv) in section 1.5.2 may be rewritten 

~. 

= / (v . (2P .-1) + 1-P .) 
all j J TJ TJ 

score 

uhich is in fact the equation of a hyperplane. Equation (iii) in 

section 1.5.1 is also a ~erplane equation. But even if two recognition 

classes are separable by a hyperplane, there is no guarantee that a~y suoh 

hyperplane ylill be given by 1.5.1 (iii) or 1.5.2 (iv). Furthermore, these 

equations base the choice of the hyperplane only on knowledge of whioh 

patterns belong to a class, making no active use of knowledge of patterns 
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which do not belong to that class. These objeotions are overcome in the 

follmving methods of hyperplane determination. 

1.8.2 Hyperplane-finding rules which. presuppose linear separability 

1.8.2.1 Perceptron Rule 

If there exists a hyperplane which separates a pair of 

clusters, these clusters are said to be linear~ separable. (Lll1ear~ 

separable clusters necessari~ have non-interseoting convex hulls). In 

this and the next seotion, we consider rules which necessarily lead to the 

choice of a separating hyperplane, if one exists, between two olasses" 

The peroeptron rule is due to Rosenblatt (1959). 

One form of the vector equation of a hyperplane is 

V' • -';1! + c = 0, 

vrl~ere V' is the pattern veotor, WI is the vector of coefficients or 

weights of the hyperplane (determining its orientation), and c is 0-

constant ~etermining the distance of the hyperplane from the origin). 

It is convenient h~~e to rev~ite the hyperplane equation by augmenting 

Vf by an extra coefficient, = 1, and Vi' with an extra coefficient, = c j 

to obtain V. W = O. 

We stipulate that all members of RA are to be the V • W > 0 side of the 

hyperplane, and all members of R:s are to be the V • W < 0 side~ a.nd find a 

vector W sO"tisfying this stipulation by means of' the following pro~edure. 

The weights or components of' I:J are initially chosen at random, and 

the machine is presented with knm7n members of R~ and RB in random order • 
.ti. 

If a Imovm pattern is found to be the correct side of the hyperplane, 17 is 

left unchanged. If the pattern V belongs to R.A and V • W < 0, then W is 
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changed to YT+.kV, where k is an arbitrary constant. If the pattern V 

belongs to RB and V • Vi > 0, then W is changed to W-kV. .After all knovm 

ex~..mple patterns have been fed to the machine, all are fed to the machine 

again, and this whole cycle is repeated until either there is no further 

change in i!l, or some arbitrary time-limit expires. No further change in 

W signifies that 'VI • V = 0 is a. hyperplane separating R,A. from R
B

• 

Papert (1961) mentions a version of the perceptron in which the value of 

k decreases with the number of times that the example data is fed to the 

machine: this is intended to speed up convergence and prevent the machine 

from searching indefinitely for n hyperplane when RA and RB are not 

linearly separable. Nilsson (1965) gives several proofs of oonvergence, 

i.e. proofs that the peroeptron rule will lead to the choice of a separating 

hyperplane if one exists. 

J~ obvious development of the perceptron rule is to change W to W+kV 

if' V belongs to R f and Vi • V < t, \1here t is ~ predetermined thresho1d • 
.I.~ 

Similarly W is chnnged to W-kV if V belongs to R:s and W .. V > -t. The idea 

is that if' Rl~ and RB are linearly separable, then if" t=O, the hyperplane 

found by the previous version of the rule only just separates RA and l13 i 

but if t > 0, there is a. safety margin, nnd. a new eXl\mple pattern in R.
i
:.. 

would be more likely to be recognised correctly, even if it lay closer to 

RB than did anY example member of R.. The larger the value of t, the 
J.~ 

grenter the snfety margin, but ·che smaller the cha.nce of convergence. 

1.8.2.2 Adaline Rule 

Let us a.gain suppose thnt R~ is required to be on the U • V>O 
-' .. 

side of the hyperplane W. V = 0, and to allow a safety margin, let us again 
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say thct VI is to be chosen so that for all example patterns in R" TJ .V>t, 
J. 

(and for all V in ~, w. V< -t). l .. ccording to the "adalin€1' rule 

(Wic1.row, 1962), :if in fact V belongs to R, and W • V < t, then Vi is changed 
.L.I. 

to W:~ = W:-eV, where e is such that (W+eV) • V = t • 

Similarly, if V belongs to ~ and Ttl • V> -t, then VI is changed such that 

(W-eV) • V = -t. 

Furthermore, if for example V belongs to R, and IN • V> t, Do correction is 

a.pplied to 17 such that (W-eV). V = t. 

In a simpler version of this rule, with t=O, e is made such that 

Vr-:< • V = (1Y+eV) • V is just greater than zero if W • V < 0 and V belongs to 

R r' and. no oorreotion is made if rr • V> 0 and V belongs to R ~ • 
~ ~ 

Nilsson (1965) calls this the "absolute correction rule". 

1.8.3 ~e number of possib~~inear dichotomies of N element patterns 

Suppose, just for the sake of argument, that R:. and ~ comprise 
.&. --:8 

altogether M patterns. For V belonging to R~ -rre require W _ V> t, and for 
oil. 

V belonging "GO R:s, w • V < -t. This means that there are M inequalities for 

N+1 unlmovlns (the hyperplane coef:ri~ients), which in turn means that for 

RL and RB patterns chosen at random, n separating hyperplane cnn be found 

only if M < N+1 • In practice, however, Do high degree of lineur dependence 

often exists betvreen members of' a recognition class, so that the M 

inequalities nre rorr equivalent to fffi7er inequalities, and consequently 

more than N+1 ~.tterns can be sepoxnted. This is discussed quantitntive~ 

in Nilsson (1965), and Winder (1965) gives an enumeration of the possible 

dichotomies for N=7. It is clear that the a.pplication of linear 

separability is limited. 



1 .8.4 ~hree types of linear dicho"Gomies 

To separate 2P points in hyperspace, only p hyperplanes e.re 

generally needed. Each point would be represented by a p bit code~ord~ 

in which each digit would be 1 or 0 aocording to which side of one of' the 

p hyperplanes the point lay; there being Co distinct code word for eaoh of 

the 2P points. But in practice recognition olo.sses are not single points 

but diffuse hyperspace regions, and beoause of the difficulty mentioned in 

1.8.3 of having more inequalities than unknovlns, suitable hyperplanes oan 

seldom be found. Indeed Damann (1965), working with redundant code words ~ 

obtained better results by incorporating arbitrarily chosen "don tt oare lt 

positions in the codes. In one of these positions in the code nord for a 

given reoognition class, it did not matter whioh side of the hyperplane 

oorresponding to that oode position that reoognition class lay, which 

facilitated the choosing of the hyperplane. Coombs (1968) proposes a ~ 

system with systematically determined Hamming distance betvleen the code 

words. 

From the point of vie\y of' sec'cion 1.8.3, the obvious best Vl[l.Y of 

using hyperplanes is in separating p~irs of classes, with q(q-1)/2 

hyperplanes for q classes, and this is used for example in Highleyman 

(1962) and Snraga et al (1967). The miliUnum distance hyperplanes of 

1.8.1.1 effcatively separate pairs of olasses. But where eaoh hyperplane 

is implemented explicit~, q(q-1)/2 of' oourse becomes formidable for 

ID.rge q. 

So far we h~ve discussed separations of the many/many and one/one 

typ3 s. The third is the one/many type, to which the seotion 1 .8.1 .2 
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hyperplanes belong. A perceptron rule for selecting one/ma~ hyperplanes 

has been used by Griffin, King and Tunis (1964). They employed hyperplanes 

Wi • V = t, 172 • V = t, ••• w .• V :: t, 'f[ •• V = t,. __ .... W • V = t corresponding 
, l. J q 

respectively to the recognition classes R
1

, R
2

, ••• Ri' R j' ••• R
q

• Using 

the perceptron rule, Wl.' • V is made such that for patt erns in R., ifl • • V> t 
l. l. 

and for pCl.ttcrns in all other classes, Wi. V <-t. In recognition, an 

unkl1o't7n pnttern V is recognised as belonging to R. only if for all i from 
. J 

1 to q, (Wj-VTi ). V exceeds an arbitrary threshold. King and Tunis (1966) 

have applied this to binarised speech spectrograms, and have obtained 

99.8~;,; recognition or 15 diff'erent ,7ords from n, single speaker. 

1.8.5 Qpmmittee Machines 

If two classes RA and ~ are not line<'U'ly separable, they may 

sometimes be separated by a "committee" llk'\chine (Nilsson, 1965) employing 

for example five hyperplanes. The~e are initially chosen at random. If 

for a pattern V belonging to R
A

, V. 17 > 0 for a minority of' the five 

hyperplnncs, e.g., for one of them, then ti10 V.W<O hyperplanes are 

incremented so that Vp:~ = W+kV: only the hyperplanes which Q,re the most 

noarly correct are adjusted, i.e., the two hyperplanes for uhich W.V is 

lc'U'gost. Trc..ining oon~inues like this until, for example, for any member 

of RA in -the training set, a majority of the hyperplanes give V • W > O. 

A m~chine of this sort adjusting hyperplanes by the adalinc rule is knorm 

as "mndalino ll (WidrOt7, 1962). 

1 .8.6 Piecewise linear separabilitx; 

~\nother way of dealing uith recognition classes which nre not 

lineur~ separable is to regard each clnss as a union of subclasses 
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(as above in 1.6.2 et seq). Duda and Fossum (1966) regarded each olass as 

composed of tuo subclasses, each having a soparate hyperplane vector W. 

Training is in accordance with the follorring rule. If a training set 

pattern V belongs to R., and the largest dot product of V uith subclass 
J.. 

weight vectors is with W"1' the Height vector for one of the R" subclasses) 
J J 

then W' j1 is decremented to vV-:¢ j1 = W j1 - kV; and the i th class 'weight 

vector Wi1 ' say, for which the dot produc-G vlith V is the largest in the 

ith class, is incremented to V~i1 = Ui1 + kV. If the highest dot product 

is that of' V and a. subclass W vector for the class to which V is knorm to 

to belong, no weights are altered. The constant k decreases at a 

prescribed rate during training. An unknm1n pattern V is recognised as 

belonging to the class of the ~eight vector giving the largest dot product 

~ith V. On Highleyman's (1963) hand-printed numerals, training uith 40 

and testing nith 10 per class, Dudn. and Fossum obtained 7~'o correct 

recognition. 

Gluclrnman (1966) has suggested that Duda and Fossum's system could be 

improved by continuing the training procedure until all pattern points in 

a sub-class lie within a certain minimum Euclidean distance from the 

hyperplane separating that subclass from all different classes. Othenvise 

training S"COPS when the sub-classes are only just sepa.rated, leaving no 

margin for variation of class members not includod in the training sct for 

that class. 

1.9 Recognition Machine Design.£:13 n. Boolean Minimisation Problem 

1.9.1 ~imisation Proble~ 

A pattern V has been rcgerded hitherto esse~yQS a vector. 

In section 1.9, Vij is treated as a. Boolean variable which is ~ :if 



pattern V •. is present on the retina and false othenvise~ For a~ample 
~J 

V .. = black nnd white and iilhite and white and black and •••••••• 
l.J • 

And here ~e write Ri = Vii or Vi2 or •••• or V. . or •••• , in Ylhich R. is 
~J ~ 
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nou a Boolean variable which is true only when a pattern belonging to the 

ith class is present on the retina. This expression for R. (in disjunc
~ 

tive normal form) is generally by no means the most economical possible 

expression for Ri • Economy is general~ possible because pattcrlW 

(blllary in section 1.9) in the same recognition class often have common 

subpatterns, and further, it is only necessary to distinguish members of 

R. from members of other recognition classes. Thus if R. is roughly 
l. J. 

minimised so that ~hen ~itten in disjunctive normal form R~ = V' 1 or 
l. J. 

Vi2 or ••••• or Vx1 or Vx2 or .•••• , Ylhore Vx1 ' Vx2 ' •••• are patterns 

which belong to no recognition class and cnn be relied upon not to turn 

up in practice, this is acceptable. The simplest implementation of this 

is in the use of peephole masks, v/hioh has already been mentioned 

(section 1 .4-). 

1.9.2 Selecting one Peephole m~k per class 

For pl t-cerns in each cluss, Wade.. et 0.1 (1 959) found the points 

most usually black or most usually white and used the set of most :Crequent-

ly b:k1.ck or white poin-'GS as a class peephole mask. The number of points 

in the m~:.sks uas reduced by menns of "che following procedure. The i th 

class ~sk ~ns compared with all the other class masks, and for e~oh point 

or element in the i th class mask, the number of disagreements nith other 

class masks nt that point wns counted. (1170 masks 'disagree t at a. point 

if they are neither both black nor both white at that point). The more 
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the disagreement at a point in the i th class nask, the nora" t imp ortic..nt ' is 

th t ..J.. f dist . . h· th . th I -P 11 th f II D. pc~nu or ll1gu~s ~ng e l. c aSs J.rom a ; 0 ers. The 0 or ring 

rules uere applied to all of the most important points in the ith class 

mask in turn. For the first point 1 find all other masks which disagree at 

this point and eliI!linate these froLl the follouing stages of this procedure. 

For the second point, find all the masks nhioh disagree at this point, and 

eliminate then. This is repeD-ted for third and :fourth and successive 

OJ. tl .th I k tOl t 1 ks 1 t t b POl.!lCS ~n 1e ~ c ass nas , un ~ no 0 her-c ass mas are of 0 e 

elimilk1. ted. 
-/;h 

All points in the i class Bask not so far considered are 

now eliminated, and the resulting reduced mask is used in future for 

recognition of members of the ith class. This procedure is repeated 

ab initio for all other classes in turn. 

The procedure used by Casey r.nd Nagy (1966) diff'ers in that when the 

usually blD.ck tlnd u8.uc.lly 'white points have been :found, 15 blac~ and 15 

Y.Jhite nre chosen from these randomly. The mask so formed, e.g., for the 

ith class, is tried out on members of other classes and if it is more than 

a minimuD Euclidean distanoe from all of them it is left unchanged. But 

if it is too close to any of thetl, c.dditi~nal peephole points o.re added. 

speci:ricelly to enhance separation. Cnsey and Nagy 8011my n oorgin of 

misfit llith a mask, 'whereas in Wadn. et a1 (1959) and. Stearns (1960), fit 

must be exact. 

1.9.3 glass Cod.i~ 

stearns (1960) proposes using a unique p bit code word. for 

each of the 2P clnsses to be recognised, as in section 1.8.4. Each point 

in the coa~lord must be '1' for hnlf the reoognition classes and tot for 



the other half. Let us consider. one such digit, which is to be '1' for 

example patterns VIi' VI2 , ••• VIM and '0' ~or example patterns VJ1 , 

VJ2-' ••• VJM-

By definition the result of the operation S(V
1i

, V
Ij

) is the ordered 

array of O!s and 1's common to VIi and V
1j

• Stearns first finds 

S(VI1 , VI2), and then finds whether S(S(VI11 v
I2

), V
Jj

) for all j from 

1 to M is a proper subset of S(V
I1

, VI2). If so, he finds whether for al.1 

j, S(S(S(VI1 ,VI2), V
I3

), V
Jj

) is a proper subset of S(S(V
I1

, V
I2

), v
I3

), 

a.nd if' so he repeats this similarly Vlith V"S.4 ' V
I5

, ••• VIM- If, for 

example, the test is failed with S(S(V
I1

, VI2), V
I3

) , he leaves out VI3 

and tries with S(S(VI1 , VI2), VI4), and so on until VIM. On reaching VIM' 

he stores the result of S-operating for use as a peephole mask or 

"classifier". He then starts at Ii again, S-operating on patterns, such 

a.s VI3 in the above example, which have not alr~a~ been sucoessfulJy 

used in selec"ting a peepho~ mask. The whole process is repeated until 

all patterns in Ii' •••• 1M have been used successfully, and this 

generally leaves a number of peephole me.sks per code-vlOrd cligit. This 

digit is made '1 t if any of these peephole masks fits a given UnknOYffi 

pattern, and '0 J. othenfise. 

1.9.4 Hierarchical Logic 

Bonner (1962) starts by grouping together classes which are 

similar, and then concentrates on distinguishing bet\7een classes nithin 

a group_ Let us consider the group containing Ri (or at least, some 

members of this class). Bonner
"
s heuristic method is based on the ideas 

that one can obtain a charaoteristio property \7hich occurs ~requently 
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in Ri pat·~erns by or' ing together digits whioh somewhat less frequently 

occur in Ri patterns, and that one can sometimes arrive at a. property more 

charao·teris·cio of Ri and less characteris·e;ic of other olasses by and ring 

digits in Ri patterns. Having or red together some d.igits to obtain a 

frequently oC0urring property, one can find experimentally the chance of 

this Hor" funotion distinguishing Ri from other classes, and if ·chis is 

low, fand' this 'or' function together with similar 'or' functicns in 

various combinations un-I;il a combinati')n highly characteristio of ~ is 

found. This illustrates how Bonner's method can be used to build up a 

fairly oomplicated recognition logic, on the lines of that used iLl 

Greanias et al, (1962). Bonner's scheme recognises a pattern as belonging 

to the ith class if it satisfies more of the logical conditions for the 

ith class than for a~ other class. Bonner applied this to tho recognition 

of the highly stylised font E13B, with very little variation of oharacters 

within classes. Here the problem is mere like a Boolean minimisation 

problem than i.L"1 hand-printed character recognition, where represen·tative 

sets of example members of classes would generally be too big to handle. 

1 .1 0 Minim~Q.2.~ D~oision Makhn[£ 

Ch;wv (1957) has given an analysis of minimum cost decision malting in 

pattern recognition. Whilst the cost of' confusing one class with another 

is in practioe generally higher than the cost of rejecting a pattern as 

unrecognisable, the cost of confusing any pair of pat·cerns is gen~rally 

the same. Chow's analysis presupposes thaJG for every possible pattern the 

probability of membership in each reoognition class is known. Bu·;; "chis 

is generally unrealistic, and even if all these probabilities were known, 
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it would usually be impractical to store them. This also applies in the 

minimum error decision rule (Bayes rule), where pattern V is recognised 

as belonging to R. if P(R./V) = P(R.) P (vIR. )/P(V) is larger for R~ than 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

for any other class. 

practice. 

The trouble is that p(v/R.) is seldom known in 
~ 

One suggested remedy is to make a prior assumption about the 

distribution of P(V/Ri ). For exaLlple, l:Iarill and Green (1960) assume 

that P(v/Ri) is normally distributed, w.i. th ecpal covariance matrices 

for all classes. But it is more common in practice to assume that pattern 

elements are statistically independen~ as above in section 1.5.1. Another 

approach is to use arbitrary interpolation functions as in 1 .. 7, and yet 

another approaoh is introduced in the following section. 

1 .11 n-t~l?.le recognition metho~ 

1.11.1 ~oximation by lowe~ordcr distributions 

Because of the inadequacy of the independenoe assumption and 

the impracticality of determining complete-pattern probability distribu

tions, Chaw (1962) compromised by assuming "chat the state of" a pat"cern 

point was statistically dependent on the states of the points imme~~te~ 

north and 'west of the point. This meant that for each triplet state, 

e.g. 16, 1?, 08, etc, in eaoh position, the conditional probability of 

that state (subpattern) being included in each recognition class in turn 

had to be computed from given example members o~ reoognition classes. So 

for H classes of N bit patterns, roughly 1,~23 onnditional probabilities 

were computed, as opposed to MxN on the independence assumption (section 

1 .5.1), and . Mx 2N in Cho'1 (1957) and Uttley (1 956) • For an unknown 
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pattern (in Chow, 1962), the states of all immediate neighbour triplets 

were ~ound and their R conditional probabilities were multiplied . r 

together, or their logarithms added, to obtain a score of' likelihood of 

R membership. The unknown pattern was identified as belonging to the r 

class ~ith the highest likelihood score. This presupposes that a pattern 

is a t"HO dimensional Mn.rkov chain (Chov;" 1 966), since each point is 

(deemed) statistically dependent only on its immediate predecessors, but 

tvlO dimensiona~. 

Chow (1966) suggests that by extending the computed dependence to 

more points, that is, using n-tuples (n > 3) rather than triples, the 

conditional probability distributions £or complete patterns oan be 

approximated arbitrarily well by maldng 11 arbitrarily large. This scheme 

is logioally equivalent ~o the version o£ the Blesoe and Browning scheme 

(1959) employing maximum likelihood weighting, as in Bledsoe and 

Bisson (1962). 

Let us consider a 2-tuple scheme, and in particular the 2-tuple 

.. . h . th d' th t ' . t L t th 1 . thIn ..p th compr~sl.ng -c e J. an J pa ·cern pa~-s.. e e agarJ. s oj. e 

respective rth class conditional probabilities o£ i,j=11,10,01,OO, 

be P11,P10,P01'POO. For an unknmvn pattern the oontribution from this 

2-tuple to the total (log of) R oonditional probability oan be \v.ritten 
r 

P11 v l..v .+P10vJ.,-(1-V.)+P01(1-V.)V.+p (1-v.)(1-v.) 
J J J. J 00 l. J 

A similar treatraent £or triples (Chm7, 1962) gives vivjvk product terms, 

and in general (Roy and Sherman, 1967) n-tuples give nth order polynomials 



for the contribution of an n-tuple to total conditional probability. 

(For 1-tuplos the contribution is linear, and for 2-tuples, quadric). 
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An n-tuple method using N n-tuples can be thought of as transforming 

an N bit pattern into an NX2n bit pattern. This expansion enhances the 

chance of linear separation in the nen space, because representative 

points are mare spread out. Chow (1962) illustrates this for two bit 

patterns: if the original recognition classes are Jl' (0,0), (1,1 )1 and . . J 

{ (0,1), (1 ,0) } , they are not linear)y separable. But if" we add a third 

component which is the rand f of the first trIo, we find that 

{ 
, 1 

(0, ° ,0) ,(1 ,1 ,i)} and { (0,1 ,0) , (1 ,0 ,0) j are linearJ;y- separable. There 

are two Ylays of looking at an n-tuple scheme: either as providing a 

linear decision surface in the 11(2n dimensional spaoe, or a po~omial 

surface in N ditlensional space. 

Cooper (1964) has studied the applicability of quadric surfaces 

in parametric pattern recognition, and Specht (1967) has considered 

polynomial decision surfaces for the recognition of non-binary patterns. 

1 .11 .2 Bledsoe a.nd Browning! s Method 

Bledsoe and Brovrningts (1959) method is a simplification of 

the n-tuplc method, in th~t conditional probabilities are not computed. 

The scheme uses n-tuples which are usually random~ chosen. Conmonly the 

n-tuples e.re restricted to being ~9...~l:!.~, nhich means that every pattern 

point lies in one and o~ one n-tuple. The n bit pattern on the n points 

comprisLng the n-tuple is the n-tuple E.:~a~. The machine is fed with a. 

training set of t, say, example members of each recognition class. The 

machine stores all the different states which occur in the t exanple 
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th th patterns of the r class on the x n-tuple, for all r and x, that is, 

for all recognition classes and all n-tuples~ Let the set of states for 

the rth class and xth n-tuple be 0 • 
-IXI' 

In recognising an unknorm pattern, the first step is to f-lnd the 

n-tuple states in this pattern. Then for all the recognition classes in 

turn, find for hou ma~ n-tuples (i.e., x values) the unkn~n pattern 

contains an n-tuplo state belonging to Q~. The recognition class for 

which this score is highest is taken cs the class of the unknorrn pattern. 

If the largest score is common to two or more classes the unkn~ln pattern 

is rejected as unrecognisable by the machine. 

The intuitive idea underlying this is that on a~ given n-tuple there 

are general"y states which can never occur in certain recognition classes. 

For ins.!..;ance, an n-tuple state 17i th black points on the extreme left and 

right hand edges of the pattern uould be impossible in a member of the 

recognition clnss '1'. A pattern is assigned to the class with fmvcst 

"impossible" states: a state might never have occurred previously, and 

thus be counted as "impossible" just because of ohance in the choice of 

the training set, rather than actual impossibility. 

Highleymo.n and Kamentsky (1960) simulated Bledsoe and Brcwning t s 

scheme and tested it \vith hand printed chnraoters pr9vided by different 

people. Not surprisingly, this gave worse results (19.6%) than on 

chexacters from only one writer (78.~~) in Bledsoe and Browning (1959). 

Bledsoe (1 961) found that using 12-tuples instea.d of 6-tuples increased 

per.formancc nn Highleyman t s (1963) hand printed numerals :Crom 25~b to 31%. 

Subsequcnt~, Bledsoe and Bisson (1962) stored the logarithms of the 
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probabilities of the states in Q ,and applied them as indicated above in 
xr 

section 1 .11 .1. This increased 6-tuple performance from 247"6 to 61~~. 

Steck (1962) suggested that for given storage capacity, it might be mare 

economical to use more n-tuples without probabilistic weighting than fewer 

uith weighting. 

1 .11.3 Scnnnin6.. with n-tuple S-G~ 

The choice of a hyperplane on the independence assumption, as 

in section 1.5.1, takes no aocount of kno~ledge of patterns belonging to 

other classes, rlhereas hyperplanes chosen by the methods of section 1 .8.2 

do use such knowledge. th The Bledsoe and Browning method only uses r 

class members in determining the list of n-tuple states in terns of whioh 

th 
r cluss members are to be recognised (this method is essentia~ a 

generalisation of the 1.5.1 method). In the present seotion, methods are 

desoribed which, in choosing n-tuplc states, take into account their 

usefulness in distinguishing bet-rleen pairs of clnsses. 

011e way of looldng at the non-'t7eighted version of the Bledsoe and 

Brouning scheme is that it employs an for' function for each Q ~ which is 
xr 

th 
~ if the state of the x n-tuple in the unlmown pattern ecp als the 

first or second or •••. or last state in Q • The scheme of Liu (1964) 
:xx 

also employs an torr function of ~tuple states, but rather than being 

different states of the sane n-tuple, these are the same state of different 

n-tuples. To clarify this, let us consider one particular state of an 

n-tuple, and then shift this n-tuple successively into all possible 

positions in the character field (the binary retina). In the Bledsoe 

and Bronning schezae, this would be rege..rded as a different n-tuple in 



every position, but having the snme state. In the Liu scheme, if the 

shifted n-tuple state matches a pe.t-cern in Got least one position, the 

score for theUlogic" for that state is '1', nnd rot otherwise. The 

"logic n may be thought of as a peephole IIl.:.'1.sk or r ed over all possible 

positions on the retina, and giving output '1 f if s'omEmhere it fits 

perfectly \7ith the retinal pattern. Severnl methods for choosing 

suita.ble peephole masks (or n-tuple states), and thus suitable "logicns 

have been explored. 
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One method (Kaoents.lcy and Liu, 1963) \1as to choose logics randomly 

except for some loose constraints, and try theo out in turn on example 

members of 0..11 classes, using a statistical measure of success. This 

oeasure Has based on the intuitive iden that a logic \1aS best if it 

usually gave '1' for one recognition class and fO' for all others, and 

more generally, a logic was better the more peaked the distribution over 

all classes of the probability of this logic giving 11r. For simplicity 

let us suppose that an equal nuober of example characters from all 

classes R
1

, R
2

, ••• R , R , ••• R are used in testing logics. In the 
r s m 

ex['.mple patterns each pattern, V, belongs to one class, so vve have 

ill .--
" which implies that the quantity L P(R/V)log2P(R/V) 
r=1 

can only be zero if there exists. s such that P(R/V) = 0 for nIl r from 

1'. to n except r = s, and p(Rs/V) = 1. The distribution of p(~/V) over 

all classes is in this case optimnlly pe~ked, and in general the smaller 



the quantity > P(V) 
all V 

m 

~ P(R~)log2P(R~) 
r=1 

the better the peakedness, averaged over all test patterns. 

•••• 

Having found a number of logics performing well in this test, 

4-9. 

(riii) 

Liu (1964) found the conditional probabilities of each such logic giving 

'1' for each class, and defined a distance measure between the rth and 

th 
s ClD.SS as 

D rs 

-L... 
=L 

i=1 
d.. 
~ 

where L is the total number of different logics, and d. = 1 if the 
~ 

magnitude of the difference in conditional probabilities of the ith 

logic giving '1 r for Rand R exceeds an arbitrary threshold, and r s 

d. = 0 otherwise., Liu discarded all but a minimum number of logics 
~ 

which gc .. ve an arbitrary minimum "distance" D between all pairs of rs 

classes. 

An urUG1mvn pattern was transformed into an L bit code word, the 

first bit, for example, being fit if the first logic output was '1 f for 

that pattern, and so on. A standard "reference" (a code-word rna.sk) uas 

stored in the machine for each cL~ss, giving the code word bit 

probabilities for that class, and recognition was based on maximum 

likelihood, as in section 1.5.1, but applied to code words. I{aments~ 

and Id.u (1963) found that 75 logics chosen by the statistical method gave 

99.6~ recognition success on typed material, as opposed to 87.8$~ with 

75 randomly chosen and not statistically edited logics. 
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In Liu (1964), the first step in ohoosing logics was to find pattern 

points of lov; soore given by (viii) above, applied to individual pattern 

digits not 8~dfed or orled. Sets of five or six or seven of these points 

were seleoted at random, to farm an n-tuple, and all possible states of 

this n-tuple are tried out using the (viii) score. This was repeated with 

diff'erel1t ohoices of the n-tuples, and a final satisfaotory choice of 

peephole templates \vas reached more q.1iokly by this than by the earlier 

method of Kamentsky and Liu (1 963) • Liu (1 964) found that recognition 

performance improved steadily with the number of logios used, until this 

number reaohed about 80, a:Cter which there was a rapidly diminishing 

return of performance improvement per additional logic. With 96 logics 

the soheme gave only 0.4% substitution errors on oomplete up~r case 

alphabets of eleven different fonts_ 

Liu and Shelton (1966) obtained better performance by using more 

than one cod~lord reference per recognition class (c.f. section 1.6.2). 

They used one referenoe per font (per class) except where several fonts 

were sufficiently similar to permit the use of a common reference. 

This Vlould mean that the codeword for an unknovln pattern had -co be 

oompared with hundreds of references in turn. To reduoe this, Liu and 

Shelton (1966) employed an average reference for each class, and the 

codevlord for an unknown pattern was not compared with the detailed 

referenoes ~or a class unless it matched the average reference for that 

class sufficiently well. With 9 complete fonts, upper and louer cnse, 

they achieved 99.41% recognition success, testing on 18,459 characters. 
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The technique of Clowes and Parks (1961) was developed for use on 

poorer quality print, and differs from Liuts in being analogue rather 

than binary, All peephole templute points whioh would be '1' in 

Liu (1964) are points whose analogue ~ght intensities are multiplied 

togeJcher, a.nd Liu t s 10 f points are POilTCS whose intensity is used 

(parks, 1 967) as a divisor of the 1 t s points product. The template thus 

provides a mUltiplicctive score at all its possible positions in the 

pattern field, and these scores are summed over all positions -co give 

a total score for that "armlogue operctor". The outputs i'rom the rulnlogue 

operntors constitute an anc.loglle c~de riord, whioh is recognised by cross 

correl .... ttion (as in section 1 .. 5.3) with D. standard reference for each class. 

Cross corrcl~ticn re.n1ors the system independent of character limb 

blackness, vrhich Gerlach (1 962) ha.s found to decrease by 80% during the 

practical life of a typev~iter ribbcn~ In a comparative experiment 

Parks (1967) obtained 4% better porf;)rmanoe Yrith the enalogue than the 

bimry method. 

An importnnt property of the Liu scheme and of the Parks scheme is 

their inv~iance to character position on the retina. States nre not 

cried for position in Bledsoe and Br~7ning (1959), are orfed for nIl 

positions in Kt:.mentsky and Liu (196.3), and in Uhr and Vossler (1961) 

their posi-(;ion is scored. In Uhr and Vossler (1961) a measure of 

average position of fit of a particular peephole templD.te with example 

members of tho rth class is Er/;~red, nnd :later usod in deciding uhether 

an unknovm pattern belongs tD the r th clnss, by comparison of -(;ho averD.ge 

position of fit of the template in -the unlmarm lk".ttern with the average 
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of the average position of fit of that template in the rth class. (The 

template mo..y fit more than once, and this is Ylhy the posi-'cion of fit in 

the unknoun pattern is a.veraged). 

n-tuple templates can loosely be regarded as features. Before 

discussing syS"CeLlS using more obvious features, it is convenient to 

discuss vnrious opero."ti:Jns llhich can be applied to patterns before 

commencement of the specific reoognition process. 

1 .12 £~.PJ'.2.gessinA operations 

1.12.1 ~jlsation Threshold 

Obvious ly the success of a nachine VlOr kLng with binary 

patterns depends on the rules used for deterElining vlhether a point is 

black or v;hite. The Bethod of Chatten and Teacher (1962) is to scan 

each IR t'Gern point twice, once with e,. defocus sed blob, which gives 

average bIaclmess over o.n areo. with d:iP.r~letcr f~ur or five times the 

specing betueen pattern points, and the second time with a sharp~ 

focussed blob, giving the blackness at the actual pattern point. The 

point is taken as 'black!: i£ the ratio of its focussed to defocussed 

blackness exceeds a certain threshold. Thus if a character linb gets 

progressively fnin·cer tovmrds its extrelj1ity, 'che limb is still binarised 

into 1 f· S nero:' the extrenity, 'whereas 0. machine binarising on an absolu'ce 

threshold might truncate the limb. 

The systen used in Liu and Shelton (1966) finds the number, Q, of 

. ti . h' h bl 1 . t .. b b f' t . th b' ar~s "'d pasl ons J.n VI lC U 2:x: 2 ac <: pOln ma-crJ.X bb l S J.n e J.n ..J.. e 

pattern. The t:,.t~ .. l number, A, of black points in the pattern is also 



asoertained. If the limb thickness of the bine~ised charaoter is ~10 

pattern elements eve~where, then 

2 (Q + 1) /1~ = 1. 0 • 

The systen (IBM, 1967) a.djusts the binarisation threshold to keep 

2(Q+1)/A fairly close to 1.0; and in fact no adjustnent is made unless 

the oharacter has already been placed in the 'reject t category by the 

recognition maohine. .i'd'ter bi!lc.'U'ising at -ehe nerT threshold, the 

ttachine nakes another attempt at recogniti-)n. 

1 .1 2 .. 2 2.tl9_'2.il'~i..!!~ •. .o~ra tions 

CharGcter recognition can be made easier by elioinating 
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undue roughness of blaok-rlhi t e edges, and by eliminating spurious '1 t S 

arising fron noisy nE~ks on the paper. Dineln (1955) considered each 

point in turn <1S ·che oentre af a 5 x 5 array of iIIlBediately contiguous 

points, and the cenJcre point was Dade blaok if' x of the 5 x 5 points Vlere 

blaok. With x = 5 this rule e)..-tensivel;}T elinina-ced isolated nc~isy black 

and white points. In general, small x leads to thickening of linbs, and 

large x to thinning. 

For eli8inat:ng isolated ~hite holes in black areas, Unger (1958, 

1959) also used a threshold rule: that a point ~as nade bla.ok if' at 

least three of its il:lmediated north, s~'mth, ~est, or east neighbours 

vv"ere black. For eliminating isolated black points, Unger used the more 

elaborate rule that Do black point Has changed to white unless its 

iIJIUediate «north or northwest or west) and (south, s::)Utheast, or east)) 



or «North, northeast, or east) and (west nr s8uthwest or south)) 

neighbours were black. This condition involves a 3X 3 [)Xray of' pe.ttern 

elements, nnd Unger devised n. special computer to perform arbitre..ry 

logical operati::ns on 3X 3 arrays in pare.llel. This computer could be 

used not only for smoothing but also for detecting pattern features 

such as f'or exanple "concavity f'acing west", by means of' a sequence of 

operations uhich knocked out all but the desired features from the 

pattern field. To illustrate this, the folloHing operations within 

3X3 arr~s knock out all but lef't hand blnck-white edges: store 

duplicate copy of original pattern; shift original copy one place to 

the right and then invert it; coll.a.te the result with the stored 

duplicate, which gives the required result. ~ parallel computer of' 

this type has been developed at Illinois University (McCornick, 1963) 

for preprocessll1g bubble chamber photographs, e.g., cleaning up noise 

and locating branching points in particle tracks. The advantage of' 

parallel opera.tion is of course speed. 



1.12.3 T_~inning 

A number nf reongnition sohemes require the reduction of 

cho.rc..cter linb widths to one element w'idth. Sherman (1959) used a :rule 

which operates on 3x3 e.rrays: a blaok paint is changed to white unless 

it is -che ;)nly connecting black point be-CYTeen two non-adjacent black 

points, or unless the p~)int already hes ()nJy~ne black neighbour. 

RU"Gevitz's (1966) rule takes aocount nut nnly of the states (bbck or 
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white) of the ei&1.t imr.lediate neighbours of a. point, but also, in SODO 

cases, the states ~f the inme~~te neighbours of these immedi~te neighbours. 

Deutsch I s rule (1 967) aims to Intlke the thinned character cnnsist, as :CD.!' 

as possible, of' straight line scgncnts. I"c does this by arbitrarily 

replE.cing linbs by straight line segnen-cs c~ntained uithin the limbs and 

connected end to end except at ends of linbs. 

Yoshi~~ and Ogata (1966) find the largest oircle whioh c~n be 

inscribed rr.i. thin the blc.ck at successive positions along the chnrac"ccr 

liLlbs. The locus of the centre of the insoribed circle is a thinned 

version of i;he original chnracter. 

1.13 ~~~tion in terms of F~~t~ 

1.13.1 !£~ Templates 

Bomba (1959) used templates for features such as diagonal 

lines, 'H' with right ho.nd verticr..l Dissing, fT' shape, and so on. For 

the dic.gonc.l in D.n If, for exo.nple, there was n thin line tet1plate Ylhich 

had to fit perfectly in the N, th:)ugh there VIas limited tolerance for the 

position of the fit. F~r each cL'isS there W['.s effectively an explicit 

stntement of features t:1 be o~)ntnined in chss meobers ~ Cond only 
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charaoters oonforming exact~ to this statement ~ere recognised as belonging 

to this clnss. Grimsdale et 0.1 (1959) recngnised characters in terms of 

limb segncnts uithc)ut branches., F\)r recognition, it was not sufficient 

for the unkn()l7n pattern merely to cDn-cain n prescribed set of segncnts 

with vo..rinus shcpes and orientntions: these segments had to be connected 

in a prescribed manner. For cxample, G. vertical bar could not be 

considered as pc.rt of' the vertical strckc of an 'Ft unless it Hns j(j)ined 

at the top (by n horizontal bar}; and in turn the horiz;intal bar had to 

be j:)ined at its bottnm left (by a vertical ba.r). 

A Llultifont print recognition tu.l.chine developed by Philco 

(J. C.lJhlnnd c.nd C. Murphy, priv3te c1lr.ununication, 1968) works with 

features vlhich o:re short bL'lck bnrs, ble.ck squores, and curved elenents. 

These features are detected in bi~~ised patterns, detection being 

acc;)nplished by resisJeance Inasks, -.-rith nb:JUt eight resistors per feature, 

and altogether about 400 features us ed in ·the systen. M0..tch of foo ture 

and. pH. ttern d.ocs not have to be p::; rfcct: a fea.ture counted as present 

if" the output frOB its nas·k is about 80}~ of the greatest possible output. 

Denotine features by f1' f 2 , f3' •••• , a pattern is recDgnised. as 

belonging to the rth class if it includes features specified by a detailed 

logic stc-cemunt ,,~f the sort 

For exnnple, let the left hand verticnl of an 'H' be divided. into three 

equal vertict'),l bers, and each such box be split vertically int~) two 

halves. The six snC!.ll bars produced in ·chis vw,y are typical b~-shaped 

fenturcs in the Philco system, nnd let us d.enote then by 



f 11 ,:f'12 

:r 21 ' :r 22 

1'31 ' f 32 ., 
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The logic S"c['.teLlent for 'H f in fac";; includes ••• (:r11 vf12) • (f 21 vi' 22) • (f 31 

vi' 32) •••• for rccogni"cion of the J.e ft h~nd vertical. It is inportant 

thD/t:; this 0.110r13 0. iJ(].rgin for err0I' in the horizontal positioning of 'bhe 

t Hf, cnd f()r vc..ri[-o,t;i'):ll of stroke \7idth of -the vertical. 

1.13.2 ~~~e~ cletected by "~rp.c~~1fi. .. out black-white cant.ou~ 

The curve tracing Llethod used, for example, by Kuhl (1963), 

c::nsiders Co black point on a black-white b;jund.'3.I"Y and wcrks thrt)ugh its 

eight neighbours to find a new black point on D. blc.ck-lvhite bound,~ry, 

Vlorks through the neighbours 8f the new bInok point, nnd so nn, until the 

V1h~)le bl.'"'.ck-white contour ho.s been tr,,-vcrsed. The angle of notion bet\veen 

successive points is recorded, so th~t ~. -Cwo dimensi;lnc..1 contour is 

reduced to Co two dinensiolk'1.1 chain of nutlbers specifying cr)nsecu"Give 

anguh~ directions (as Dultiples of 45°). Saraga. et 0.1 (1967) use this 

method, and fron the chain of angles '~hoy find features suoh ['.s line ends, 

angles (sharp chnnges in contour direo";:;ion), ourves (Dare gradual changes), 

a.nd loops (closed i!mer edges). One recognition nethod is to have 0. 

dioti:lnc.ry, for eaoh class, of the nlterno.ti ve sets of features v/hich 

members ':):f -Chat class cnn"i;ain. The features in an unlmm-w-n pattern :oust 

ma.tch exactly eno of the stcndard fcc.ture sets in tho r th cl~.ss clictionnry 

if thnt pltJecrn is to be rcccgniscd as belonging to the rth cInss. (It 

nppcnrs th':l.t the Toshiba nachine (Shibnurc.., 1967) is fairly sinilnr, 



except that an unknown pattern is c.llovled to dif'f'er in :-;ne feature frOD 

any nf the stanfulrd sets nf features, but full details of this he-ve not 

b eon pub lishcd) • 
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The Llachine of G-reaniD.s ct 0.1 (1 963) uses a scanner in \7hich a flying 

spo°c traversos blo.ck-whitc c(;ntnurs cycloidc..lly. That is, round each 

successive point :;n -eho onnt:)ur the sco..nner executes a (roughly) circular 

scan ~lith ro..clius less than the str·")ke y{idth. The point, in the direc"cion 

of traverse, where ·the circle emerges fr0I!l black to vlhite is °taken, 

r0ugh~ spoaldng, as the centre of the next circle. In fact the centre 

of the circle noves c~)ntinuously, so thD..t the scan is cycloidal rD..ther 

than circulo.r. ..:\. great advantage of this Dcthnd is that the threshDld of 

"blaclmess" cnn be adjusted locally, to allow for fading of the character 

linbs. But it sh:'1.rcs with tht} mthod ·~f °che proceeding paragraph the 

disc.dv['.ntage ::)f sensitivity t~ gaps in ch8.rac·Gers. 

Yihilc the cc;nt~mr foiloYler "tro.ces r0und the black-white conoGour of 

a cho..raoter, the x,y coopan0nts Df "Gho circle-centre position arc 

continuGusly differentiated (Greanias and. Nornk'1.n, 1967) to yield a series 

of' inst;antnne:Jus tangenti.n.l directiO)ns, which are quantised into Llultiples 

of 4:f'. Char['..cters are divided. v~rtically into four h()riznntn.l strips I 

nULlbc;red 1 to 4 fr~Jn tGp to bottntl. A ch<:..rac·i;er contains feature "Hest 

bay, bottoLl left" if it contains (working dov/n the left hand edge of 

e.g. 15') an eastvm.rd tangent in strip 2 and an east or scuth ens"'e tangent 

in strip 3, a west tangent in strip 4 ~na finnl~ an cast t~ngent in 

strip 4. T·:) be included in this, a tnngont Dust persist "for an adequate 

short interval", (GreaTIias et nl, 1963). Since t'k1.ny alternative slightly 
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different cont:Jur segments fit the specific£'.tion of "'livest bay, bottom left" J 

this feature is essent~'\lly a se"c of" alternative simi Jar oont"ur segmentse 

.A character is recognised a.s belonging to the r th olass if it oontains 

certain presoribed fcntures und does not ot)l1tnin others. For insJG~noe, 0. 

r 7 t Dust not o,)n-'cain "line end, bO-'GtOD right 1f ,. The list of prescribed 

fen"cures f\)r a class st)!netitleS Cl1:.1WS n,lternntives: for exui'J.ple, there is 

a provisi.'m "~hc.t hand printed 21 B nc.y or may not include a BfJo..ll loop at 

the b()tt()D left. So the r th class rccogni~cion c~ndition tnkes the general 

forn f"1 .f 2ef3. (f 4 vf 5) .f 6 e.. nnd an unkn:iwn p~ttern is only reoognised o.s 

0. neaber :)f the rth class if it sntisfies this condition perfeo-cly. 

Grennins et (11 (1963) arrived at the det[l.iled recognitinn onnditions 

intuitively, but Ch'iW and Liu (1966) have built up statistical reongnitinn 

c:~ndi"i:;i·.-)ns aU"GOI:mtically, on the nssuaption that eaoh feature is stc.tisti-

cully dependent nn at least one ather for lucobership of a given c1.n.ss. 

The nethods ()utlined in this and -chc following seoti()n have been 

devised priourily for the recognition of hnnd-printed characters. 

1.13.3 ~es detecteLl?x c;')ol?~~successive vertical cro~ 

secti:)ns 

Rabinow (1962) and RCA (1966) describe a system which soans 

characters wi-ch a vertical raster and compar.es one vertical scan with the 

next. From this the system finds whether strokes go up or dCJ'vvn, branoh 

into further strokes, or converge into one. Henoe it is possible to 

detect fea"~llreS such as "small bot.rGom cavity", lIlong vertical left stroke", 

"bot"com square o0rner", etc. and recognition is based' on comparing the liat 

of features in the unknown pattern vdth standard lists for all olasses. 

RCA (1966) insist on perfect match. 
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1 .13.4 !.~atures ()f rea.~e cursiv.e soript 

Researoh on oursive script; recognition has mainly been 

confined to recognition of the x,y deflection waveforms of the pen while 

actually writing. It is important that the order in which strokes are 

written is onnaerved in the x,Y waveforms. One nf the recognition 

methr;ds described by Frishkopf and Harmon (1 961.) detects properties suoh 

as vertioal extent relative to a base line, presence of retrograde strokes 

(as in 'a t but not in 'n t), positi:.-;l1 of ousps,and so on. Me:rmelstei..l1 and 

Eden (1 964) obtained better results by reoognising words in terms nf 

strokes. They chose a number of stroke categories suoh that arw pnssible 

stroke belonged to one category. Categ;~ry menbership wa.s determined by 

properties suoh as x,Y components of str~)ke displacement, frequenoy of a 

sinusoid. natohed to the initial stroke segnent, initial segment phase 

shift ,;f' x velocity relative to y volt/oity, and so on. 

Having found the most likely category of' a stroke they feund the 

nost likely category of' the next struke, but if' the pair of' stroke 

categories, i.e. the stroke-pair sequ0nce, was known never tn oocur in ~ 

of the \l()rds to be rco,igniscd., the sec'l1d str:')ko TIas replaoed by its'm,'st 

likely £!.lternativG; and. if' the na., strnk(.. .. p!1.ir \Tas not permissible, further 

alternatives uere explored.. Words were recognised. a.s stroke sequenoes. 

The mtching of sinusoids Ylith s"trokos f'ollorled fron Eden IS (1962) 

discovery that the x,y waveforos for oursive writing cC'Juld be appt'oximated 

by sinusoids with parameters varying for suocessive quarter waves, and 

tha.t handvtriting could be simulated on -this basis. Unlike Edenfs, the 

handrlriting sL~ulator of'Van der Gon et al (1962) does not appear to have 

lead tD a rooognition :method. 
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1 .14 !9.E..?-~0Ai.cD,1 reoogni ti9n ~eth~~~ 

A i7n:)cle" is., for present purposes, a line end., or a junction :1f at 

leas·;; -::;bree lines. WhilsJ~ Griosda1e et a1 (1959) listed jeins between 

n'jdes., \7ith 0. note on the relativo p,:)siti:;ns of nndes, Shernan (1959) 

listed n:1des, together with in:rorJ:1ati~)n oonoerning the joins betYleen them. 

Shernan's systen distinguished bet'w'een '0', f8 1 , '5 t , and '4' by their 

having 0, 1, 2 and 3 nodes rGspccti vely. t 5 !~nd '6 f b·~th he.. ve tY/a nodes, 

but cnn be distinguished because in f 6' ;}no of the n~des is connected to 

itself whilst this is not the anse in 15 f. To distinguish between 

topologically identical charaoters such o..s sc..ns-serif 'A' and 'RI, Shernan 

resorted tf') using the clif'ference in slope of the legs of the 'R'. Deutsch 

(1967) recognises characters in terns 0f nodes and sequences of avorage 

direc"Gi~)ns of travers betrleen nodes. 

The idea underlying the use of peephole rather than holistic nasks 

is that ouch of n.. pattern is rodundc.nt for reoognition purposes. .1.1. 

feature I:1.'l.sk systcn such as Boo.ba t s (1959) docs not have nusks fc)r white 

features. In the contour tre.cing 8ch801, the redundancy philosopy is 

t,3.ken c.. st~~gc further by saying -'~hat oan"cours alone are suf'f'icient for 

rec~.)gnition. The topologioal nppror-.ch i;::;.kes this still furth0r by 

saying "::;h~t i"c is sufficient to conpC!.re node connectivities; though in 

practice it scons neoessary to take into c..CC;Junt a rough nuasure of' 

direction, curvc.:cure., and perhaps leng·~h betneen n:1des. 

1 .15 Re.cot£!:Ltiol!., based on arJ?.tt.!££y fi,£;l!letrical tests 

illlcther approach is to nr..ke a large nunber of arbitrary tests on a 

pat"cern and s.)rt out the resulJes .by, for exanple, statistical c.no.lysis. 
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For insto..nce, Doyle (1 960) found the no..xinuo nunber of intersec"-'(;i"'l1s c£ a 

ohc..ro.cter 17i"l;h a horizon-to.l straigh"i; line in vt:!.ri:;us vertical positi<Jns 1 

the nULlbers of black and rrhite points c..long D. line intersecting the 

oharacter, and perforned nany other arbitrary tests with numerical out

cones. Go..nba (1964, 1966) used a very lc..rge nULlber of arbitrary tes-Gs 

vii th binc.ry outoomes, suoh as bet-car-thc.n-threshnld Bc.tch with many oasks, 

eaoh nnsk bearing a different rnndon pnttern. Another typical t eS"G \7[1S 

Yvhethcr the nunber of' interseoti·::;ns with a ohc.raoter 'w"as greater f'or one 

of two randnD curly lines th['.n f~Jr the other, there being altogether oany 

pairs of curly lines. Bn-l;;h Doyle and Ganba f,jund r th ebss test result 

oonditional probc.bilities, fror.:J. a training se"G, and based recogni-cion on 

Bayes rule nnd the independence nssunption, as in seotion 1.5.1. 

"Peroeptr:--,n" is the generic n<i.oe t)f [':. class of r.l8ohines (Rosenblatt, 

1 962) Gt: I7hioh nne of the flost distinctive charac"beristics is -Ghat the 

first pr~)oess is essentially randon. For instance, in a peroeptron 

described by Block (1 962) there nre Iilany threshold el~nents ench oGl1nected 

to a different randoo n-tuple of retinal points. Let us oonsider one 

typicnl ·~hreshold unit, with threshold t, mel connected to n rctinn.l 

points via '\7ciGhts whioh are ohos en at ranclnn to be 1 or -1. The output 
~ 

of' the threshold unit is 1 or 0 accorcling o.S '-. w • v. is not less ~r is L ~ ~ 
i=1 

less thc.n t, rlhere ui is the .th . ht :L vleJ.g c.na. v. 
~ 

is the state (1 or 0) of' 

the ."ch 
pc.ttcrll pcint in the n-tuplc. This nenns that the threshold unit J. 

gives CiU"Cput '1 t if' Dne of n.n effectively rr'.ndoTJ set ~)f' stntes of the 

n-tuple is included in the retil1c..l po.t-curn. The pa.ttern ot: exoita"cion of 



the thresho:id units corresponding to any retinal pattern is itself n 

binary pnttern ,",hich can be recognised by n ueighted nas'k technique with 

l1eights detorr..rlned by any of' the rJethods of' sections 1.5 or 1 .8.2. 

Roberts (1 960) transforned bin<:>..ry retinal patterns into arrays of' 

nuobers. Ee-ch of these nUtlbers wcs the sun of' the 1 r s:Jr 0 f S c.t eight 

nore or less rCl.ndonly chosen picture p;Jints, and no threshold was npplied. 

The rcsultent nrrD.ys Vlere recognised by 'lileighted msks \7ith weights 

deternined by a rule fairly siniL~r to the perceptron rule of 1.8.2.1. 

Glucksncn's systeo (1965) is based on arbitrary but not r~ndoD tests, 

uhich he illustrates by the f'ollor-ling ex~ple. Consider an 'HI, 'U', and 

rTf. st[l.ncling up £'ron the paper in ba.s-relief. If each of these is 

illunin..~ted fran left and right, only the tTl. lilill leave no shndm7, and 

the result of this test distinguishes tTt fran !H' and !U'. rut can be 

distinguished from tHt because uhen illuninated sinultaneously :Crom the 

top ancl both sides 'ut leaves no shad0w but H does leo.ve a sha.dow. This 

system is iopleoented not by optical illunination, but by an electric 

analogue in 'which Signals propagate rectilinearly through [l. logic netnork 

until interrupted by character linbs represented by states of logic 

eleoents. Deutsch's (1955) octopus-vision nodel also enployed this sort 

of rectilinear prop~gation, but could on~ distinguish between si~ple 

shapes (e.g. square fron rectangle). 

1 .16 ~,fo.theDc.tic[l.l Trnnsi'nrnations 

1.16.1 Monents of inertia 

Regarding blackness ns a~~logoua to nass, it is possible to 

higher Dooents of the t,ype 

. , ( ~ .. " ') f .' 2 .. /j Md:ydx 1),j Mxdydx, .... ,(/ MxL.dydx, jJMx ydydx, etc. 
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v;here M is blnckness ct point (x,y). Alt (1962) used 22 higher Do:cents, 

and one of his reasons for using :conents nt all was that this reduced 

the dinensi::-JIlc1.li"cy of the pr ob lem (i. e. fron the several hundred 

dimensions of the original pa"l;tern spaoe). An advantage of using moments 

is thnt nornrilisation for size, orientc:.tion, and position is mathenatioally 

traot3.ble (Giuliano et aI, 1962). For instnnoe position is der.lt Ylith by 

taking the centre of cas·s as the origin. Giuliano et a1 (1962) proposed 

masking an unknown character 'Vii th onska in which transparency varied as 

1,X,y,x2,xy,y2, •••• , the outputs being the respective nonents. But the 

moments of inertia approach has not been outstanding~ successful, one 

reason being its sensitivity to sooll fluctuations of blackness at the 

edges of a pr:t-tern and relative insensitivity to larger changes at the 

centre. 

1.16.2 ~ier Transform~tion 

Fourier transformation has the advantages that it is inv~ 

to character position and fair~ insensitive to noise. But it is ulso 

insensitive to 1800 rotation: the photographs of FrD.unhoffer diffraction 

patterns of t6 t and '9 t in Arnitnge and Lohnan (1965) are practical~ 

identioal. Jones et al (1962) he-ve explored the us e of filter banks 

rather thun Fraunhoffer diffraotion for obtaining fourier trunsforms. 

1.16.3 Autocorrelation 

Autocorrelation has the same advantages and disadvantages as 

Fourier tr~sformation, and indeed HOr\1itz and Shelton (1961) have shoral 

hm7 the autocorrelation function of a pattern can be obtained from the 

Fraunhoffer diffraction pattern by physical optios. The autoccrreL~tion 



function of a pattern oan thus be rec(')gnised by weighted masks (spe:cial 

matched filters). The idea of autncnrrelatinn has been develDped. in 

tw:) ways: first, by using incomplete funotions, in that the pattern is, 

only shif'-ced relative to itscli' in n fey; disorete distances. and 

dirccti'.~ns, anll this can make the sys"cem. distinguish between 1800 

ro-ce:cic:ns o.nd mirror images. Secondly, by m.ultiple autoonrrelr.:'cion: 

ins-boad of just two copies of n p£'.ttern being multiplied together, this 

can be done with any number of' oopies. YThcn copies of' a bi~"..rY f 2 t nro 

shifted into three different positions and the intensities at point x,Y 

in the threo p~ttiJrns are multiplied together, "lihe result is only t l' if' 

there ::tro t 1 r s at the three corresponding pnints on, the t 2 f in its 

origilU."..l posi"bi,n. Hence it can be seen thnt the technique of Pnrks 

(1967) (section 1.11.3) is a nodified nutocorrelation technique. 

1.16.4 ~olograEPl 

A holograll differs from a Frnunhoffer dif'fr?.ction pc.ttern in 

thnt phnsc informtion is retained in it. Since a hologram is n rGc~)rd of 

a wave fr:'m"G, it is p03sible to reconstruc-G a pattern fr:;ll its hDlograll, 

Remarkably little definition is los-t Ylhcn a pattern is rccans"Gructed £'rOD 

an incomplo"cG hologrnm. These fn.c"GS have led Gabor (1 965) t,:,) pr:)pose a 

recagnition system in which, instead of' storing a plurality of optical 

rosks far each clnss, the sys·i:;cm stcrcs on filn a plurality of incotlplete 

hologr~f:1s. This has the ndv[1.n-cngcs of invnrinnce to posi"i:;iol1 of the 

unlrno\1n pattern and perhaps of mnldng bc-tter use of the storage co.pacity 

of the film, but hes the disadvantnge of sensitivity to minute detnils of 

the texture of paper. 



1 .17 General Considerations in Pat-tern Recognition 

Having outlined various recognition teohniques? we turn now to 

some miscellaneous but significant general questions arising in this 

field. 

1.17.1 Self Correoting Recognition Machines 

Nagy and Shelton (1966) report experimentation with the 

soanning n-tuples system of Liu (1964, section 1.11,.3). They require 

the system to recognise oharaoters from a nunber of known. fonts, but in 

batches. That is, mny characters are to be read all in one font, then 
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another sequence all in another font, and so on. A pattern is transformed 

into a oodeword in whioh suooessive digits are lot or tit aooording as 

corresponding peephole templates do or do not fit somewhere in the pattern 

(seotion 1 .11 .3). The oodewords are reoognised by maximum likelihood 

masks. Let us consider the rth reoognition olass. Nagy and Shelton (1966) 

start by obtaining codeword digit probabilities for rth olass patterns in 

all the required fonts, and weights for a naximum likelihood mask or 

"referenoe" are determined from these probabilities. This reference is an 

average reference for all the fonts. 

Vfuen the machine is to work temporarily on a single font, it uses the 

average referenoe as the basis for recognition, and whenever the matching 

th a,oore for an r class charaoter is not oore than a. certain aEount greater 

with the rth than with sone other class referenoe, this charaoter is used 

th th 
to update the r class referenoe. In this way the r class reference 

automatioally beoomes based, at least roughly, on rth class code digit 

probabilities for the single font, rather than for ~ll fonts average~ 



Recognition performanoe on upper case letters from ~ 1: 2 font repertoire 

was found to improve from 81.3.% to 95.t1~ 

A more elaborate self correoting method, due to Shelton and Horwitz 

(1966), can be introduced in terns of a soheme in whioh the first stage is 

autooorrelation and the s.econd is cross-correlation of the autooorrelogram 

with standard referenoes. The references are initia~ derived from 

average autocorrelograms from a single font. It is possible to construct 

an order of likeness na. trix in which for every r there is a row c cintaining 

the suffices of all classes, e.g., R
3

,R
2

,R
9

,R
1

, ••• , ranked in order of 

oagnitude of the result of cross-oorrelation of their references uith the 

Rr referenoe. Suppose nou that the same alphabet is to be reoognised in 

a new font, or in a new size, and that the machine is to acconplish this 

by self oorreotion. On the assUf.lption that autocorrelograms of characters 

in the same class give a higher cross correlation score ya th each other 

than ui·ch those of different olasses, °i:;he ne.chine can automatically 

cluster autocorrelograns into classes, and determine an average reference 

for each class. But ut this stage the nD.chine does not "know" to which 

class n given cverage reference belongs. To remedy this, an order of 

likeness matrix is constructed, but from the n~{ average references 

labelled arbitrarily. This is comparGd with the previous order of 

likeness matrix, and class-to-reference assignations are tried out 

systematically until the two matrices beco8e identical, and the assigna

tion then reached is assumed to be correct. The underlying idea is that 

the autocorrelogram order of likeness mntrix is the same for pairs of 

alphabets differing fron each other only in size, translation, elongation, 



etc (affine transformations). So long as noise remains belo~ a certain 

level it can be assumed not to disturb the order of likeness matrices. 

1.17.2 The Choice of Parallel or sequential decision making 

68. 

In the Liu (1964) system, Tor example, when a code word is 

~atched to a reference, the ,mole word is taken into account in obtaining 

a mntching score, and thus in the finnl decision making. This is a 

typical example of what Neisser (Bledsoe et aI, 1959) calls "parallel 

processing". As we have seen, Bany recognition I!lethods base recognition 

on the results o;C fairly elaborate tests such as tests for the presence 

of features, or evaluation of moments of inertia, and it is common to us~ 

decision trees rather than parallel processing. The (sequential) decision 

tree method is typically as follmvs. Perform test T
1

, then perform a 

fUrther test T2 chosen because it distinguishes between classes giving the 

result obtained in test T1 • Then per;Corm T3 to distinguish between 

classes giving the results obtained in T
i

, T2• Then T4 to distinguish 

between clnsses not distinguished by T
1

, T
2

, T3, and so on, until the 

sequence of tests is such that meQbers of only one class can be expected 

to he..ve given the results obtained along the test sequence. UeIJbcrs of 

that class are thereby recognised. The advnntage is that a minimum 

number of tests are performed, 'whereas the parallel method alv7ays p~rforms 

all the tests in the test repertoire. Sequential trees are used in, for 

eXaBple, Unger (1959), Bomba (1959), Alt (1962), Grenias (1963), Glucksnan 

(1965). But Neisser (Bledsoe et aI, 1959) points out that if a test in a 

tree is not perfectly reliable and gives an erroneous result, the final 

decision tree is genera~ v~ong: n chain is as strong as its uenkest 



link, llherens the pa.rallel method bases its decisions on the results of 

all tests, thus avoiding critioal dependence on anyone test. The 

sequential r~thod is the cheaper, since faver tests are perforned, and 

the parallel nethod is the nore reliable. In practice these extremes 

are erlensi vely bDJ.anoed out, since sequential methods are CO:GlIJonly 

applied with elaborate and fairly conclusive tests, and parallel methods 

with sinplcr nnd cheaper tests. 

Compromise between parallel and sequential methods has also been 

used. For instOJlce, in Mermelstein nnd Eden (1 964) s.trokes are identified 

sequentially, but taking statistical account of their immed~~te 

predecessors. A similar compromise is used in the speech recogniser of 

Denes (1 959), which takes' account only of ~Vgrao fiequencies of phoneIJes. 
" 

But this has lead us to the glestion of context~ 

1.17.3 Context 

Bledsoe and BrOYlning (1 959) applied their n-tuple methods to 

whole 17ords. Unknown words were of course only conpared with lrnOlivn nards 

of the sane length. For instance, if the n-tuple scores for three.unknown 

letters matched respectively with t, h, e nere 49, 47, 50 and 1, i, e 

were 51, 42, 50, the unkncwn three letter rrord would be recognised as 'the' 

rather tha.n 'lie r, becnuse of the higher total score, and in spite of' f 1 f 

having a higher n-tuple match score -ruth the first unlOlonn character than 

ttt has. Fer a general purpose reading nnchine it is impractical to store 

a. 'whole dictionary, and Thomas and Kassler (1 967) have suggested storing 

tetragrans insteD.d~ since only 1 2;~ of' all possible tetragrams ever occur 
~ 

in Englis/:, 
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1.17.4 Seggentation 

When there is a distinct gc.p betueen charaoters in running 

text, segnentation is trivial, but in practice there is sometimes no 

obvious gap, This gives rise to a problem which, for exanple in reading 

typed addresses on envelopes, can be as difficult as the pr0blem of 

reading isolated characters. 

The scanning n-tuple methods ll1troduced above in section 1.11.3 have 

the advantage of position invariance but only on condition that there is 

not nore than one character in the charaoter field at anyone time. So 

when successive characters are not separated by gaps, the horizontal 

position invariance property is lost, (though its. vertical oounterpart 

is still useful). This lend Clayden, Clowe~ and Parkes (1966) tc seek 

a segmentatiGn nethod for use vrith an analogue scanning n-tuple soheme. 

They restrioted the charaoter field to be the maximum expected charaoter 

width, and then move this field or window a10ng the text, testing for 

total activity of' the n-tuples at suooessive window positions., Wh.en the 

total output from all analogue operators exceeded a oertain preset 

threshold, the window was assumed to be correctly aligned ",nth the 

ohare.oter, and reoogni tion procedur es were then applied. 

1.17.5 Analysis by Synthesis 

In speech recognition the segmentation problem is particular

ly acute s:L.'1ce utterances "do not in general stand in 1 : 1 relation to 

phoneBes" (Halle and Stevens, 1962), and utteranoes for oonseoutive 

phonemes often overlap. To resolve the extreme oomplexity of speeoh as 

heard, Halle and Stevens (1962) suggested generating speeoh and matching 
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the generated with the received speech. This is based on the hope that 

the para~eters contr011ing speech synthesis are simpler than the 

parameters in terns of" which heard speech may be directly characterised. 

It is hoped that the genera.tive rules for a word are smpler that the 

actual aC0ustic pattern of the word. Mermelstein and Eden have applied 

this philosophy to the recognition of hanmvriting, in that they have 

characterised strokes by parameters which are in fact suf'ficient for 

regenerating the script. In a sense, all the curve following and edge 

tracing methods are also analysis by synthesis methods, because the 

machine aC-Gually traces out the locus of pen movement. As ViC have seen 

(section 1.13.2), a practical advc..ntage is that curve tracing 2.bstracts 

the curve fron the pattern and counts the rest of the pattern (e.g. line-

thickness ini'ornation) as redundan"c. The price for this advantage is the 

long tine tn.ken to trace the pat"Gern sequentially, and an adverse 

selwitivity to breaks in strokes, but nevertheless this approach appears 

to be among the most promising for the recognition of hand printed 

characters. 

1 .17.6 Syntactic analys_is of characters 

In the graLlrlaI' of a It1.nguage there are syntactic rules 1w7hich 

restrict the juxtaposition of various parts of speech. Furthermore, these 

rules are sometimes recursive. For instnnce, the f'orn [SUbject] [predicate] 

can be replaced by the f'orm [ adj ecti veJ J noun] [predicate], and in this, 

[adjectiveJcan be replaced bY~djectiveJ L adjective] which is a recursive 

rule implying that a string of adjectives, hOHever long the string, counts 

recursiveJ,y o.s ~dje()tiv~. In G-rilll!\dale et al (1959), there are rules 
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which specify that the cross-bar feature of rlit must be joined at its 

ends by further features, and these rules can be regarded as quasi-

syntactic restrictions. Ullmann (1965a) affords similar examples, but 

as in Crimsdale et al (1959) the syntactic rules are not recursive. 

Ledley (1965) has developed recursive rules such as 

[convex bend] = [sharp convex bend] or 

[sharp convex bend] andistraight segment] or 

[convex bend and straight segmen]. 

But this is probably too clumsy a specification of curve shape to be much 

use. Kirsch (1964) illustrates the idea of syntactic analysis of patterns 

by giving a syntactic (recursive) definition of a 45°  right angled 

triangle; but he says "it is not clear, however, how to extend the 

implicit underlying model used hero to other pictorial sources of greater 

interest and importance". Many known character recognition systems have 

a trivial syntactic aspect, but it has not yet proved useful to approach 

the problem quasi-linguistically. 

1.17.7 Computer Simulation 

Most character recognition research is carried out in 

computer simulation, with little or no use of special purpose hardware 

except for a scanner feeding originally visual information into the 

computer. A general purpose computer can perform any computation which 

can be performed by any special purpose computational machine. If the 

computation itself is the subject of the research, then a computer is 

generally an appropriate research tool. For instance, Liu (1964) investi-

gated the fall off in error rate as the number of n-tuples in his system 
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increased. The results of this experiment would certainly be the sane 

whether a computer or special purpose hardware were used, so there would 

be no point in building hardware if simulation were cheaper, and Liu 

actually chose to use simulation. 

If a recognition method does not work in simulation it will 

certainly not work in hardware implementation. On the other hand, a 

method which works in simulation may of course encounter unforeseen 

hardware difficulties when implemented in a special purpose machine. 

1.18 Conclusion to Introductory Survey  

Although there is an apireciable literature on the subject of optical 

character recognition, it is very difficult to discover just how successful 

automatic recognition techniques have yet been. Published results are 

often not very meaningful, and it is quite common not to publish results 

at all. 

Mathematical transformations and arbitrary tests (sections 1.15 and 

1.16) have tended to disappear from the recent literature. Feature based 

schemes seem to have been the most promising for hand printed character 

recognition, but it is probably fair to say, in 1968, that no machine has 

yet a-ne better than 90% on the complete alphabet of unconstrained hand 

printed characters, and indeed 9gro is probably a generous estimate. 

However, machines are already commercially available for reading 

constrained hand printed characters from trained writers. 

For multifont print, Liu and Shelton (1966) have claimed more than 

99;;; success with complete alphabets, but whether this is better than the 

Philco machine mentioned in section 1.13.1, or better than any multiple 
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weighted mask system, simply is not clear. Of course recognition rates 

and cost must be compared as well as performance. It is probably true to 

say that more than 95 recognition can as yet only be achieved when print 

quality is better than that commonly encountered in practice when quality 

is uncontrolled. Parks (1,;67) remarked that (in 1966) commercial optical 

character reader print quality specifications compared unfavourably with 

the results of Gerlachts (1962) survey of actual practical qualities. 

However, in 1968, magnetic ink and optical special font cbrtraeter readers 

are already a commercial commonplace. 

Liuts (1964) finding that beyond a certain number of logics 

performance only improves very slowly with the use of further logics 

seems to be a typical finding in this field. That is, performance can 

only be improved up to a certain limit by increasing the size (or 

processing time) and cost of the machine. But beyond that limit 

performance is only slightly improved by a drastic increase in cost. 

If this were not true, published results, or at least some of them, 

would probably have been better than they have so far been. 
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CHAPTER 2  

2.1 Introduction 

In practice it is found that conventional machines for hand—printed 

character recognition only perform reliably when the writing conforms to 

rules of constraint. 	central idea of the present work is that to escape 

from restrictions in recognition performance it will be necessary to 

minimise a priori restrictions in the design of the recognition machine. 

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 analyse some of the restrictions in two well known 

recognition systems. Section 2.5 explains that these restrictions are 

essentially hypothetical and that it is always necessary to start off, in 

character recognition, from an hypothesis. The hypothesis introduced in 

this chapter differs from the underlying hypotheses of many known recognition 

machines only in that it is less restrictive, or in other words, that it 

takes less for granted. 

The testing of this hypothesis involves such great logical and 

economical difficulties that it is desirable to give a cogent plausibility 

argument for working on it at all. One indication of plausibility is that 

the hypothesis is definitely true in the limiting case where within each 

recognition class patterns niffer only in size and position, and this is the 

subject of section 2.6. Chapta's 3 and 4 below report no more than a 

preliminary step towards testing the hypothesis which is introduced in the 

present chapter, 

Since this chapter is concerned only with establishing the prima facie 

case for working on an hypothesis, the discussion is cursory, because a 

rigorous treatment would demand an inordinate amount of space. 
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2.2 EguivalentForms for the Bledsoe and Br~ming Soheme 

2.2 .. 1 Exclus.iY~ n-tuples and the Pe~ect Jiatch Requirement 

Let S be a binary retina, that is, an ordered array of N binary 

pattern element locations. A partition on S is a set of non-overlapping 

subsets of S whose union is S. A partition on S induces a partition on a 

pattern on S, the pattern being thereby partitioned into non-overlapping 

subpatterns whose union is the pattern. Thus a subpattern is a pattern on 

a subset of S _ In the Bledsoe and Browning (1959) scheme with so-called 

on S" m~us every elemont :in '3 li08 in one and only one n-tuple. 

For the x th n-tuple and the r th recognit ion class, the Bledsoe and 

Browning (1959) system stores the set O~ of different sub-patterns which 

occur in the rth class training set. L pattern to be recognised is resolved 

into sub-patterns on the n-tuples and is assigned to the class for which the 

number of Qxrfs containing n-tuple sub-patterns in the unknown pattern is 

greatest. ( c.f. section 1 .11 .2) • 

For introductory purposes, let us modify this recognition rule, so 

that a pattern. is onlY recognised as belonging to the rth class if for all 

n-tuples, i.e., for all x, ~ contains a sub-pattern in the unknO\VU pattern~ 

This requirement nill be referred to as the .E.,erfect match requirement. The 

set of all possible patterns made up of one sub-pattern from Q1r' one from 

Q2r' and so on, is a recombination set. The number of patterns in thiB 

recombination set is the product of the number of alternative sub-patterns 

in Q1r' Q2r' etc. This recombination set is the set of all patterns which 

would be recognised by the perfect match requirement as belonging to the 
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th 
r class. 1illd conversely, a pattern satisfying the J.l3 rfect match require-

ment would of course necessarily belong to the recombination set, since the 

recombination set is the set of patterns fulfilling the perfect match 

recognition condition. 

If the perfect match recognition condition is to work in practice, it 

is necessary that a~ patterns in the recombination set which do not belong 

to the rth class never occur in practice. But note that it is possible for 

the perfect match requirement to uork successfully even ~hen the recombina

tion set does not exclusively contain rth cl9.sS patterns, i.e., vlhen the rth 

class is merely a subset of the recombination set. 

The perfect match requirement is impractical, but it provides a simple 

introduction to ';;he vital idea of a recombination set. In general, a 

recombination sct is a sct of patterns made up from all possible combinations 

from repertoires of alternative subpatterns on the subsets. of a fixed 

partition on S. This fixed partition is the J?i1.sic mrtition of' the 

recombination set. In any pattern in a recombLnation set, the sub-patterns 

on the partition subsets exhaust the pattern, just as the pieces of' a 

completed jigsaw-puzzle exhaust the puzzle picture. But in a jigs8.w-puzzle 

piece all the pattern elements are contiguous, or more proper~, are chain 

connected by other contiguous elements belonging to the same piece. This 

is not generally the case in recombination sets, and the elements in al1Y 

subset of the ba.sic partition may be n')n-contiguous, that is, lie anywhere 

in S. 
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2.2.2 ~clusive n-tuples and Threshold ~~uirement 

Instead o~ requiring perfect match, let us nov; stipulate that 

a pattern uill be assigned to the rth class if at least some threshold 

number t of the sets Q1r Q2r' ••• contain n-tuple sub-patterns in the , 
unknovln pattern. (If the rth class training sot included all possible rth 

class patterns, there would be no advantage of the present generalisation 

of the perfect l11ntch requirement). 

l~s a very simple e::ample, let us suppose ihat there are altogether 

five n-tuplcs, .?..nd t = If.. .An unlmovm pattern is assigned to the rth class 

if it conte-ins su bpa. tOG erns belonging to 

Q1r" Q2r' Q3r' q4r end Q5r or 

Q1r' Q2r' Q3r' ~4r and not Q
5r or 

Q1r' Q2r' Q3r' Q5r and not Q4r or 

Q1r' Q2r' Q4r' r: and not Q3r or '5r 

Q1r' Q3r' Q4r' () and not C) or "5r "2r 

Q2r' Q3r' CJ4r ' 0 and not Q1r· v5r •••• .• 2.2 (i) 

The set o:f patterns satis:fying the first line of 2.2(i) constitute a 

recombination sot (the set of all possible combinations of one subpattcrn 

from each of l21 r' Q2r' Q3r' Q4r' and Q5r.) In the second line we encounter 

"and not Q5ru , t7hich here effectively means that provided an unknonn 

pattern includes a subpattern in each of Q1r' Q2r' Q3r' Q4r' it need not 

inqlude a Qsr sUbpo.ttern for rth class recognition. Instead it may include 

any sub-pat-cern on the fifth n-tuple. Thus the patterns satisfying the 

second line of 2.2(i) are the members of a recombination set in which the 



subpatterns in Q1r' Q2r' Q3r' Q4r are oombined in all possible ways with 

all possible subpatterTl..8 on the fifth n-tuple" Since the set of all 
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possible patterns on the ~ifth n-tuple inoludes QSr' the reoombination set 

oorresponding to the second line of 2.2(i) includes that corresponding to 

the first" Let the recombination set corresponding to the second line be 

Gr1 , and the analogous recombination sets for the third to sixth lines be 

Gr2, ••• GrS & Then anY pattern belonging to the union 

G - G \ lG ! 1 1 1 G r - r1 "..- .. ow· r2 ...... __ •••• ·,._ ...... 1 r5 

necessarily satisf'ies condition 2.2(i), and c,jntrariwise, any pattern 

th satisfying 2.2(i) belongs to Gr " The r class may be only a subset of G
r

, 

provided that no patterns belonging to the complementary subset of G
r 

ever 

occur in practice. This introduces the notion of a recognition class as a 

subset of a union of recombination sets. 

2.2.3 UniEE- of Recombination Set~"!2F..!! 

th 
For the x subpattern set Q ,let the oonstituent subpatterns 

Xl:' 

be Qxr1' Qxr2' •••• Qxri, ""." Qxry. Ilet us define logical proposition 

t~i' to be true if subpattern Q
xri 

is present on array S and false 

otherwise, and r ~ t to be true if any subpattern in Q
xr 

is pr esent on S 

and false otherwise. Thus ~ = ~1 v ~2 v •••• v~" The ~ollowing 

statement is true or false according as a pattern satisfies condition 

2.2(i): 

-
~r·q2r·q3r"q4r·q5r v Q1r"Q2r"Q3r"q4r"q5r v Q1r"Q2r"Q3r"Q4r"Q5r v 

- -~r·q2r"q3r·Ql:.l:'·q5r v ~r·q2r·q3r"q4r·q5r v Q1r· Q2r"Q3r"Q4r"q5r 

.... 2.2(ii) 
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Each of the six 'and' terms in 2.2(ii) can be written out in disjunotive 

normal form, e.g.:-

.... 
Each of the ftandn terms in this specifies a unique pattern on S. 

When all six fand' terms in 2.2(ii) are written out in disjunctive normal 

form and substituted into 2.2(ii), and all 'and' terms ocourring more than 

once are eliminated, the result is the disjunctive form of the complete 

recognition fUnction. In this form, one 'and' term corresponds uniquely 

to each of the patterns which the machine will recognise as belonging to 
th the r class. 

So the form of 2.2(ii), and thus of 2.2(i), can be seen as a 

compromise between disjunctive normal farm and the immediate logical form 

of the Bledsoe and Browning scheme. The "at least four out of five" 

Bledsoe and Browning form is the more economical, but it is the less 

general since out of all possible unions of recombination sets, only an 

infinitessimal number can be replaced by equivalent threshold-requirement 

Bledsoe and Browning schemes. Similarly, the form of 2.2 is less general 

than disjunctive normal :Corm, but it is as near to generality as we need. 

go for present purposes. (Disjunotive normal form ccrresponds (in the 

sense that 2.2(ii) oorresponds to 2.2(i))to a union of degenerate 

recombination sets, each comprising on~ one pattern). 

Any logical function, and therefore any recognition function (far 

binary patterns), always has an equivalent disjunctive normal form; but 

it is not a priori logicallY necessary, nor the case in practice, that 
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every recognition function has an equivalent non-trivial union of 

recombination sets form. The following sections, up to 2.4, merely serve 

to show perfunctorily that each of the more practical and elaborate 

forms of the Bledsoe and Bro'vning and Gre~ et al schemes in fact has an 

equivalent union of recombination sets form. 

Let us now return to the more realistic condition used in 

Bledsoe and BrOYlning (1 959), in which the unlmown pattern is assigned to 

the class (if any) for vlhich the number of Q 's containing n-tuple sub
xr 

patterns in the unla1~m pattern is greatest. For simplicity let us suppose 

here that there are on~ two recognition classes Rand R. It will r s 

slightly shorten this exposition if we define A as the set of all possible 
X 

sub-patterns on the xth n-tuple, and use ,_t notation: for instance 

fA -Q ' means the set of subpa tt erns belonoO'ing to A and not to Q • 
X D X D 

An unkno~m pattern V is recognised as belonging to Rr if it contains 

n-tuple sub-patterns in each of the Q ts in some set of Q fS 
.xr .xr 

j 
-)0 - I v:'r' ... J 

. 
..... Qyr ; and in each of the 0 fS in some set of 0 fS 

~xs vxs 

where the number, z, of Q' s in Z is less 
xs s 

than the number, y, of Qxrts in Zr. If this recognition condition holds 

it is clear that:-

(a) For any n-tuple, i.e., :Cor any value o:C i, such that Q. i 
J.r 

and 

Z , the unknorm pattern V mus-G contain a subpattern belonging to s 

a set W. given by vv. = A .. - Q.;co. 
J.. J.. J.. .,.&...0 
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(b) For any i such that Q. e Z and Q. e Z, V must contain a sub-
J.r r J.S 5 

Pattern belonging to W. = (). ('\ o. • 
J. "J..r "J.s 

(0) For any i su::}h that Qir i Zr and qis e Zs' V must contain a $ub--

pattern belonging to W. = Q., (Q. = A. ri Q. ) 
J. J.s J.s J.' J.s 

(d) For any i such that Q. e Zanet Q. ¢ Z, V must contain a sub-J.r r J.S S 

pattern belon8ing -to W.= Q. - (Q. (\ (,). ). 
~ ll' J.r I JJ.S 

These rJur cases, (a), (b), (c), (d) derine sets VI. of alternative sub
J. 

patterns on every"n-tuple, that is, for all i, e.nd V necessarily belongs 

to the recombination set made up of all possible combinations or one sub-

.;pattern from each Wi • A different chDice of Z and Z r[ould lead to a 
r s 

different ~ecombinntion set, and since dirferent unknown patterns are 

recognised as belonging to R with generally different Z and Z , it 
r r s 

follow's that any pattern recognised as belonging to R belongs to a union 
r 

of recombination sets. 

2.2.5 Exclusive . .!1;-tuples and mD.Ximul!l~~lihood weighting 

Bledsoe and Bisson (1962) resolved an unknovTn pattern into 

n-tuple subpatterns, and for each such subpattern they looked up in the 

"memory matrix" the conditi:Jnal probability of occurrence of that sub

pattern in each recognition class in turn. The probability of rth class 

th membership was taken as the product of r class sub-pattern conditional 

probabilities for all n-tuples. The unknOYln pattern was assigned to the 

class with highest probability_ For simplicity let us here modif,y this 

rule by stipulJ.ting that a pattern Hill be assigned to the r th class if the 

th 
logarithm of the product of r class subpattern conditional probabilities 

is not less than a fixed threshold Wre 
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Let us now partition w into a.s many part5 as there are n-tuples, a.nd 
r 

assign one such part to each n-tuple. (partitioning a number is not so 

general as parti-ti8ning an .?~ray: I1J. rti tioning Wr simply means splitting 

w up into a collection of' numbers whose sum is w ). For all x, let Q* 1 
r r ~ 

be the subset of Q such that the logarithm of the rth class conditional 
XI' 

probability of' every subpattern in Q* 1 is not less than the part of w 
Xl" r 

assigned to the xth n-tuple. The set of patterns with one subpattern in 

Q:'1 for all x would be a recombination set, and all patterns belonging to 

this recombination set would have rth class log conditional probabilities 

of at least w , and would thus be recognised as belonging to the rth class. 
r 

(This recombination set is empty if, for a~ x, Q:r1 is empty). By 

partitioning wr differently we generally obtain a different recombination 

set. The union of the recombination sets obtained by partitioning w in 
r 

all possible vlays necessarily includes all possible patterns which this 

th form of the Bledsoe and Browning Bcheme would assign to the r class. 

2.2.6 Exclusive n-tuples and Multiple Sub-classes 

th th th 
Let the subclasses of the r class be the T1 ,r2 ' etc. 

subclasses; and let us oonsider the simple non-weighted threshold require-

ment of section 2.2.2. A pattern is recognised as belonging to a sub-

class if it satisfies a simple threshold requirement. The set of pat-Gerns 

which satis~ a subolass recognitiqn condition belong to a union of 

recombination sets, as in section 2.2.2. A reoognition class is the union 

of its subclasses, and the patterns which will be assigned to the rth olass 

therefore belong to the union of' the subclass unions of recombination sets. 
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This union of unions of course amounts simply to a union of recombination 

sets. 

2.2.7 Exclusive n-tuples and prenormalisation 

Again for simplicity let us consider the simple threshold sy~rem 

of section 2.2.2, and suppose now that it is prenormalised for size and 

position. To take a orude example, suppose that the position and size of 

the unknm7n character are prenormalised by mechanical adjustment so that 

the character is plaoed within a prepositioned box, and the size of the 

character is made so large that a~ further increase will cause part of the 

character to meet an edge of the box. Suppose that the charaoter is 

written originally on an otheruise b1aru{ sheet of paper. Then instead of 

moving and stretching or oompressing the character to fit a fixed box, it 

is logically equivalent to use instead different~ sized and positioned 

boxes allover the sheet of paper, so that one box will fit any unknoun 

oharacter. For each such box we can have a complete Bledsoe and Browning 

scheme. th The r class n-tuple subpattern sets for all the boxes will be 

treated logically as subolass n-tuple sub-patt~rn sets were treated in 

section 2.2.6. Thus as in section 2.2.6, a reoognition class is regarded 

as a subset of a union of recombination sets. (But in 2.2.6 the n-tuplcs 

would be the same for all subclasses, while here they would be different). 

(It may be unnecessary to remark that the differenoe between the 

serially operating system adjusting size and position to fit a single box, 

and the parallel system with prearranged boxes in all sizes and positions, 

is analogous to the difference between serial and parallel implementations 

of a logical tort function. The logical result is the same, aerial or 

parallel). 



2.2.8 Ebs~l~s~ve non-exhaustive n-t~~ 

If in the Bledsoe and Browning scheme the n-tuples neither 

overlap each other nor exhaust S, then the elements of S not included in 

a~ n-tuple can effectively be omitted from S, these omissions transforming 

S into a new array st. The n-tuples exhaust the n~1 array Sf, and the 

oonsideraticns of the preceeding seotions noVl apply to Sf rather than to S. 

Although this is trivial it drnws attention to the fact that the 

original array S is onlY an array of sample intensities. An element in S 

is black or uhi"'ce according as the intensity over an area in the original 

pattern exceeds a threshold (or perhaps according to more elaborate rules, 

as in Greanias (1962». But however big or small the sample areas, 

it is never possible to use all possible sample areas simultaneouslY. And 

in that no Bledsoe and Bro\ming scheme can ever take account of all sample 

areas, it is true in a sense that no Bledsoe and Brmwing soheme ever uses 

exhaustive n-·cuples. 

2.2,9 ~erlapping n-tuples 

rIot us consider a very simple example where there are three 

n-tuples and S consists of six elements, For further simplicity, let us 

consider the perfect match requirement of section 2.2.1. Let the actual 

n-tuples be 

N = 1 1 1 1 
1 

N2 = 1 1 1 1 

H3 = 1 1 - - 1 1 

where '1' signifies lelement in n-tuple t and r_1 signifies 'element not in 

n-tuple' • 
th Suppose th~t the r class tro.ining set consists of t he :four 
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patterns 'www'bbw, vlrmbvm, l7Wbmm, bbb\1W't7, uherc f b t and r w' stand f'or black 

and uhite respectively. Then 
( i 

Q1r =t Vl 't1Wb - Vl \1 b Vl b b b w - - ... , , 
J 

, 
( 

b 
i Q

2r ='~ - - wb w, w b w u, b W VI W ." 

J 
, 

f l Q3r = < ,\7 u - -b '\1, ww y; w, b b - ww 
I .I 

, 
~ 

The rth clnss -training set is in fact the union of' two recombination sets, 

the first being 'i7 Wi on N1 n N3 combined in a.ll possible rrays with Q
2r 

subpatterns, and Jeho second being f w rTf on N2 (") H3 combined in all 

possible Yle.yS lilith Q
1 

sUbpntterns. . r 

In general, presumnbly the greater the extent of overlap, the f'erier 

patterns in each recombination set. But no analysis ca.n be off'ered here 

in suppor"c of' this. 

2.3.1.1 ,\1ithm~"!i __ Fegations 

In the scheme of' Greanias at al (1963) characters ['Xe 

recognised in "~erms of fe1.tures such 3S "llest bay, bottom left", "line end" 

top right", r..nd so on (section 1.13.2). "Trest bny, bottom left", f'or 

exnmple, is ~ loose description which ~pplies to mcnY alternative blnck-

white contour segments; thc.t is, there nre mcny somewhat different contour 

segments vlhich would be recognised as "wcst bay, bottom left". A contour 

segment cnn be regnrded as a subpattern compriSing a p~ir of adjacent black 
bb 

and white strings, e.g.:- bbbb\n1~bbh Thus a ~eature is not just a 
VlVirrJ\Y . rmwb • 

'q 

single uniqQe subpattern, in this scheme, but a vast set of alternative 
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subpatterns. Let us denote the sets of subpntterns oorresponding 

respectively to the various features by F
1

,. F
2

, •••• 

For introductory purposes let us start by making three simplificatiolB 

which will be removed in subsequent sections. In the Greanias et a1 

scheme, "small loop, bottom left" is an optiona.l feature in 2
'
s, and the 

logic which takes account of alternatives such as this will be rererred to 

as alt~r.rative recognition logic. Let us start by assuming that the 

recognition logic is non-alternative, so that the recognition statement 

contains no "arts" .. 

Requiring the absence of flline end, bottom right" in the recognition 

condition for t7' is an example of a negation in the practical scheme. 

Let us assume here that the recognition logic contains no negations. 

th Suppose th::d; a pattern is assigned to the r class if' it contains a 

subpattern in each of the sets F1 , F
2

, ••• Fro- As a final drastic 

Simplification, let us say that there exists an m subset partition, 8
1

, 

say, on 8, such that all sub-patterns in F1 are contained within, and do 

not overlap the boundaries of, subset 3
11 

of S1' all the subpatterns in 

F2 are contuined within 812 , and respectively F 3' F4J •••• Fm subpatterns 

are contained within 8
13

, 8
14

, •••• S1m-

Although anY given F1 subpattern lies within 8
11

, it generally does 

not completely cover 811 , that is, there are elements of 8
11 

not lying in 

the F1 subpattern. Different F1 subpatterns cnn occupy different positions 

in S11' leaving dif~erent 811 elements uncovered, so we have not simp~ 

returned to the non-exhaustive n-tuples case of section 2.2.8. On 8
11 
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there are only a limited number of alternative subpatterns which include a 

th given F1 subpattern and which ever occur in the r class. Indeed we can 

define a set Q1r of subpatterns such that 

(a) each subpattern in Q1r covers all the digits in 3
11

, and 

(b) each subpattern in Q1r includes one subpattern belonging to F
1

, and 

(c) no subpattern in Q1r does not include a subpattern belonging to F1~ 

Similarly we can define sets Q2r' Q
3 

' •••• Q corresponding respective~ r mr 

to F2, F3 , •• _. Fm- Then a machine recognising patterns as belonging to 

the rth class on condition that 'the unknmvn pattern contains a subpattern 

in each of Q1 ' Q2 ' •••• q t will make the saL1e recognition decisions as r r I!lr 

a machine recognising patterns as belonging to the rth class on condition 

that t the unknovm pattern contains a subpattern in each of F
1

, F 2' ••• F m t • 

The set of patterns obeying the first, and therefore the second, of Jehese 

conditions is a recombi~tion set. 

Q1r can be expected to contain many more alternative subpatterns than 

F1 , because of variation of 311 digits not included in F1 sub-patterns. 

Therefore the C21r ' Q2r' •••• Qmr recognition condition appears far less 

economical than the F1 , F2, ••• Fill condition. But the problem of 

automatically determining Q1r' ••• Qrnr from example recognition class 

members will probab~ be found easier than the problem of automatical~ 

determining F1 , ••• Fm, (Ullmann,1968). Furthermore it is of theoretical 

importance in the present work that the set of patterns obeying the F
1

, 

F2 ••• Fm recognition condition is in fact a recombination set. 



2.3.1.2 With Negations 

Let us nav consider I by way of' example, the recognition 

condition that a pattern is assigned to the rth class if' it oontains sub

patterns in each of the sets F
2

,e •• F
m

, and no subpattern in F1 • If' this 

th 
condition is to work it is necessary -Chat no pattern belonging to the r 

class includes a~ subpattern belonging to F
1

• Let Q1r be the set of'sub

patterns, each covering all the digits in 8
11

, which occur at least once 

11 obI th 1 tt among a poss~ ere ass pc erns. Then requiring the presence of' any 

sUbpat-cern in Q'1r is tantamount to requiring the absence of anysubpattern 

belonging to Fie The set of patterns obeying the 'F2 , ••• Fm and n?t F1f 

recognition condition is the same as the set obeying the 1Q1r,Q2r, ••• Qmr' 

recognition condition, and this set is a recombination set. Negations can 

alwnys be dealt with in this way, and for present purposes they need be 

considered no further. Except to rer~k that in the Greanias et al scheme 

the use of negati()ns is a mat-ccr of practical expedience. For instance 

instead of requiring the absence of tline end, bottom right! in recognising 

7t.s, it Yfould be theoretically possible to require the presenoe of an all 

white area, bottom right. But in praotice the system can on]y detect 

contours, not white areas, D.nd this is one reason why negation is us,ed. 

Another reason is that if the system alrea~ has hardware implementation 

for tline end, botto~ right', it is more economical to use this than to 

implement specia.lly, by whatever mea.ns, "white area, bottom right". 

2.3.2 Single partiti9n ~nd Altc¢native Recognition_Logic 

Let us now renove the stipUlation that the recognition cnndition 

..! " I d 1 t 0 I th th lot 0 eli t . muse; c,)n-c;aJ.n no or s, an e us 'VJrrce e r c ass recogn~ ~on con J.on 

in the simple form of and's or 'ed together. e.g. a pattern belongs to the 
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th 
r olass if it contains subp~tterns either in eaoh of 

F 8~ 2~ G~.F &F 
1 2 3 4 5 or in each of 

F1&F6&F3&F4~7 or in each of 

F 1 &:B'2&F 3&F 8&F 7 2.3(i) 

Let us start by supposing for simplicity that to each line, that is, to 

each 'and l term of 2.3(i), there corresponds a single partition on S, in 

the sense that pC'.rtition S1 corresp::>nded to the single r and' term 

recognition condi"cion in section 2.3.1 .1. For example, there would be a 

five subset partition corresponding to the first line of 2.3(i), such that 

all the subpatterns in Fi ~~y ~ithin the first subset of this partition, 

all F2 in the second, and so on. In secti~;n 2.3.1.1 we saw that the set 

of patterns vii-ch one subpattern in each of F
1

, ••• F was in fact a . m 

recombination set. Let G
r1

, G
r2

, G
r3 

be respectively the recombination 

sets of patterns satisfying the first, secnnd, and third lines of 2.3(i). 

th 
Then all patterns yv·hich would be recognised as belonging to the r class 

necessarily belong to the union of recombination sets G = G l IG I IG r r1· .. ' r2 .... - r3-

2 .. 3.3 Multiple. Partitions and Non-alterna.tive recognition logic 

IJet us now return to the non-alternative, i.e. single' and' 

term, condition of section 2.3.1 .1, but remove instead the single partition 

th 
condition. A p.?ttern is assigned to the r class if it contains a sub-

pattern in e3ch of F
1

, F
2

, .... Fra' but it is now no longer true that there 

exists a single pm'tition on S vlhose ra subsets contain respectively all. the 

subpatterns in F
1

, F
2

, ••• Fm- Because there is no single partition, the 

set of patterns sa.tisfying "che F
1

, ••• F recognition condition is now a , m 
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union of recombination sets, rather than c single. recombination g-et, as 

can be seen from the following construction. 

First let us choose an m subset partition S1 on 5, such that a subset 

F11 of F1 coninins subpatterns all confined within and not overlapping the 

boundaries of 811 , F21 is a subset of F2 all contained vdthin S12' and so 

on for F
31

, ••• F
m1

• Next let us choose a different partition 8
2 

on S, 

with subsets 8
21

, S22' ••• S2m containing respective~ the subpatterns in 

(non-empty) subsets F
12

, F
22

, ••• Fm2 of F1 , F2, ••• Foe 8imilar~ let us 

choose partitinns 8
3

, 84, .•. 8
j

, .... until the f~l1owing condition is 

satisfied: for al~ combination C of subpntterns in F1 , F2J ••• Fm which 

th can co-oc·:~ur in any r cla.ss pattern, cne or the chosen partitions S. must 
J 

be such thc.t C is a combination of the subpatterns in F1 ., ••• F .• As in 
J mJ 

section 2.3.1.1, -ehe set of patterns oontaining a subpattern in each of 

F1 ., ••• F . is eo reoombination set, G~1 ., say I Thus my JD. ttern recognised 
J LlJ .r.. J 

as belonging to °Cihe rth class necessarily belongs to the union 

U iJ U 0 \ 

Gr1 = G r11 I G r1 2 .... -... G r1 j L .. ··· 

In section 2.3.2 we savv the;\:; 'ehe patJc(:rns satisfying eny line 

in 2.3(i) belonged to a. union of recol'lbinati.:~n sets. According to section 

2.3.3, when there is no single partition, the pctterns sntistyingeach line 

of 2.3(i) belong to a union of recombina:cion sets. So the complete set of 

pa.tterns satisfying 2.3(i) is now given by 

G
r G 1 I \ G 2 LJG 3 r -o..,)r r 

= Gr11LIGr12{_~·· ·UG
r1 j L .. J··· UGr21UG-r22U·· .UG

r31 UG
r32 

; \ 
\, .. _' .... 
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When prenormalisation is taken intQ aocount a.s in section 2.2~7, the rth 

recognition clnss again emerges as a subset of a union of recombination 

sets. 

2.4 Discussi0n of EguivB~_nt Forms 

(\I 

In a perceptron described by Blook (1962) the n retinal elemete 
,\ 

c:)nstituting an n-tuple are oonneoted via weighting devices. to a -threshold. 

unit (sectinn 1.15). The set of altern~tive 8ubFO.tterns on this n-tuple 

which oause the "chreshnld unit to f'ire Bay be reg£:1,rded in the same way that 

we hnve reg~ded any 0ne of the sets ~ in the Bledsoe and Brovming scheme; 

exoept th~t this set is now an arbitrary set, rather than a set derived from 

a training set of example patterns. By reasoning similar to that eoployed 

in section 2.2 it can be shown that the patterns assigned to the rth olass 

by Block's perceptron belong to a. union of recombinati~n sets. 

The oonsiderations applied in secti8n 2.3 oen also be applied, with 

minor modifice:l:;i:;ns, to the soheoes of Bcnba (1959), Griosdale et 3.1 (1959), 

and for exanple Se..raga et al (1967) und Deutsch (1967). This indiontcs 

that the basio union of reoonbination sets forn is widespread, but in faot 

it is not universal. For exo.nple the 'Vlell knOVln scheoe of Liu (1964) does 

not have a non-trivial union of recombinc.tion sets ecpivalent form. (But 

for recognising unclmstra.ined hand-printed chr..raoters, Liu oakes no ola.ms 

for his schene). Although Choo (1962) and Bledsoe and Bisson (1962) found 

perfcrnance bettor ,T.lth n-tuples vdth n grecter than unity, it is at least 

possible thnt, for exn~ple, better performance CQuld be obtained with eight 

masks ~r ebss (nn the lines of Firschein ruld Fischler, 1963) than vuth 
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3-tuples inv01ving an eightfold increase in memory oapacity. So it is by 

no means clear that all the most potent kncwn teohniques for reoognising 

hand-printed characters have non-trivial union of reoombination sets 

equivalent forms. 

2.4.2 Comparison of Bledsoe a~~~~~f8 scheme with that of 

Gre~s et a1 

Small scale evidence will be IT esented below in chapter 4 which 

suggests that for recognising band-printed cha.raoters, the value of n in 

the Bledsoe and Bro"ming scheme should be at least 1 2, and perhaps as great 

as 20, and the training set should consist of a large number, perhaps one 

thousand, of example members from each reoognition class. It is even 

possible that the required memory, and perhaps the training set, will be 

prohibitively great. We saw in section 2.3.1.1 that in the single par"cition 

case the set Q1r would generally contain many more alternative subpatterns 

than F
1

, and thus contour segment specification can be seen as a method of 

reducing "che storage capacity vmich would be needed by a Bledsoe and . 

Browning scheme with the same basic partition. This reduction is achieved 

by assuming, among other things, that all but the black-whit e contour is 

redundant information. On the other hand, in a commercial development of 

the Greanias et a1 scheme (IBM, 1966), hand printed numerals can only be 

recognised reliably if the v~iter obeys the ~ollowing restrictive rules. 

The v~iter is asked to block print in special boxes; a charaoter must as 

nearly as possible ~ill the box, closed loops in characters must be rounded 

and completely closed, characters must not have fancy loops or curls, nor 

be linked together, and there must be no gaps between strokes. These 
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restrictions may presumably be a.ttributed, a.t least in part, to the crude-

ness of the feature specifications in the Greanias et a1 soheme. It is 

possible that although the Bledsoe and Browning Scheme is inferior to the 

Greanias et al scheme in that it makes great demands on storage space, it 

may when properly implemented be superior in performance 1 and this 

possibility sure~ deserves large scale experimental investigation. 

Another difference is that in the Greanias et al scheme the design is 

purely intuitive, so that the equivalent recombination sets are implioit~ 

determined by the intuition of the designer. In the Bledsoe and Browning 

scheme, the basic partition is chosen a priori, but the sets of alternative 

subpatterns are determined automatical~ from training sets of example 

patterns. The equivalent recombination sets are therefore determined to 

some extent by "learning". 

2.1t-.3 !LIE.~~ ... trioted Unio12S. ~ecombination s~ 

The relative crudeness of the feature specifications in the 

Greanins et al system can be attributed partly to the need to keep the 

cost of the sys·cem within bounds, and partly to the fact that the problem 

of successfully providing less restricted character specifica.tions has n~t 

yet been solved, presumably beoause of its sheer complexity. \Otherw'ise, 

surely, better performance figures would have been published, for prestige 

even if the system ~ere too costlY for commercial use.) Owing to the 

likely complexity of more successful character specifications, there is 

good reeson for turning to methods which determine character specifioations 

automatical~ r~ther than intuitive~, and the Bledsoe and Browning s.1stem 

is. Q very simple example of such a method. 
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As we have seen, the Bledsoe and Browning scheme with exclusive 

n-tuples presupposes that a recognition class is a subset of a union of 

recombination sets based on a single partition. But if a reoognition class 

really were based on a single partition, it would be better to discover 

this partioular partition rather than choose a rartition (a set of 

exolusive n-tuples) arbitrarily. This logioal diffioulty need not be fatal, 

because if' n is made large enough, many rth class subp:l.tterns simply \nll 

not occur L"'l other cla.sses, and this 'was Bledsoe and Browning! s original 

rationale. It is possible tha.t another tray of avoiding this diffioulty, 

and at the sane time avoiding excessive training sets and storage capacity, 

would be by dispensing with the a priori ohoosing of the partition. 

It is possible tha.t the a priori restrictions on the logical forms 

(e.g. restrictions on the choice of basic partitions) of the Bledsoe and 

Browning and Greanias et al sys-ceos account for the Imitations of their 

practica.l recogni"cion performance. So it is reasanablc to try removing 

these res·crictions ~ and presupposing only tha°c a recognition class is a 

subset of a union of recombination sets, vlithout even implicitly speoifying 

in advance the partitions or members or the sets of alternative subpo:Gterns. 

The exaot spccifica:cinn of the union of recombination sets to whioh a. given 

reoognition class belongs Yfould then be determined directly from example 

members of the class, by muthods to be discussed ]a ter on belovl. The 

restrictions uhich it is now proposed to renovo have previously been inposed 

partly for GGon:)t:lY, and partly because one simply did not know hOrT to TIork 

without them. The r elj10val of these restrictions appears to involve ex'c;reme 

logical and ecr.nomical difficulties. Never·chelcss, an attempt to overcome 



these diffioulties might conceivably lood to significant progress in 

oharacter recogni-tion performanoe.J and surely we ought a; least to know 

at what cost and with what a.dvantage they oan be overcome. 

The presupposition that a recognition class is a subset of a union of 

recombina/cion sets cannot be completely justified by ano.lytical argumen"c; 

and indeed it is no more than an hypothesis which can be justified only by 

experimental success. Practical character recngnition is .inevitably based. 

on hypotheticcl presuppositions, and let us now discuss this aspect of the 

subject. 

2.5 Basic HYEot~~e~ in Character Re~o~~~ 

2.5.1 ~~e~ship Criteria 

In general, a machine oan on~ recognise objects belonging to a 

set if it is informed in advance of some definitory property (or properties) 

possessed by the objects in thnt set and not possessed by anY object not in 

that set, and if it is provided with means for determining whether any 

given object does or does not possess this property. Character recogni"~ion 

is' just a li-c·hle more complicated in thc.-'c it is not necessary to distinguish 

a pattern from all other possible patterns, but only from patterns.belonging 

to different recognition olasses. Nevertheless -to recognise 2 f s, for 

example, we require knowledge ()f a defini-cory property or Jroperties of 2' s 

not possessed by 3's, 4'5, etc. The set of red roses, for example, has the 

definitory property of redness, which is sufficient to distinguish red roses 

from yellow ones, and is mech~nical~ deteotuble by a spectrometer. The 

definitory property of red (as opposed to yellow) roses is obvious. But 

the definitory praperty (properties) of 2's are not at all obvious. The 
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property of being ! 2", of belonging to the class of 2' s, is not immedie.tely 

useful because it is not possible to deteot this proper~ mechanica~, 

except by "Ghe following impractical means. 

A machine CQuld contain a list or dic-ciGn..'l.ry of all possible 2 f s, and 

recognise o.s 0. t 2' a.ny p:1 ttern found to bel:)ng tn this list. But in 

practice this list Vlould generally be so Inng ·cht:'..t we c auld not afford ·(;0 

store it: if it were stored for example on mngnetie tape, the access time 

would genernl~ be prohibitive, and if in a ro.ndnm access store, or 

preferably nn assnciative memory, the cost would generally be prnhibitive. 

But apart from the sheer st~rage pr~blem, there is also the fato.l 

difficulty that one could n':Jt in pr:actice ever compose a complete list of' 

all possible h~nd printed 21 s; that is, new 2ss would turn up in field 

trials which did not belong to the lis"t of previously specified 2' s. 

If 2's possess some definitor,y property (properties) other than the 

property of being 2's, then a pattern in which this property can be 

detected can properly be recognised as a '21. This opens up the possibiHt,y 

of avoiding the use of a list or dicti~nnry of all possible 2's, but 

unf'ortuIk'l.tely no c.l·cerno..tive definitory pr:Jperty is sell-evident. The 

only way of finding a suitable defil1itory property is by guessing that 

such-a.nd-such 0. property wnuld be us eful, testing it in practice, revising 

it if necessary, testing agnin, and so on. In ~ther words, this prGpcrty 

can on~ be found by the established scientific method of hypothesis 

formation end testing. 

The practicnl need for n definitor.y f~rn~l property is clearly 

apprecinted in Jxkadev and Braverman (1967), end is further disoussed in 
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Ullmann, (1967n). Alternative hypothetio~l formnl properties are disoussed 

in the fo1l0uing section_ 

2.5.2 LdtE:;~~:tive HYpo-'Gheses 

The f8rnal property nost commnn~ hypothetically asoribed to 

recognition classes is the property thnt representative points of class 

members lie in n compact oluster, or uni,::)n of oonpD-ct clusters, in the 

hyperspace. This hypothesis underlies all n~sk Butching and linear 

decision fletheds. ThD..t this hypothesis is essentially an hypothesis ri..".ther 

than an estn~lishea fact is articulately recognised in Sebestyen (1962) end 

Bro.veroe.n (1962); and the latter, follow'od by Aizernan (1963), calls this 

the compp.ct~~s hYpothes ~. When the 'lJ7eights in [1. weighted mask system are 

automatioal~ deternined from a training set, the recognition of class 

members u:Jt in the trnining set can'Jnly be expected to be reliab~ correct 

if the compactness hypothesis is correct. The conpactness hypothesis has 

many alteri.'lo.tive detailed forms, as we see by cc)mparing, for instance, 

Taylor (1960), Sebestyen (1962), and Firschein und Fischler (1963). 

An altern~tive to the oompactness hypothesis is the hypothesis that 

the patterns in a recognition class belong to a union of recombine.tion 

sets, and ·~his 'Hill be more carefully forrlulated belmv in seotion 2.7. 

Whereas it is COLman to make specific hypothetical presuppositions about 

the actunl rec8Dbinatioll sets, this hypothesis will be studied belOYf with 

as :few attende..nt restricti:)ns as possible, bocc-usc restrictions on 

recombination 800GS nay possibly lead ·~o restric-'Gic'ns in recognition 

performnncc, as suggested in sect inn 2.L: .• 3. To see 'whether tho compaot

ness or the recombination sets hypothesis is like~ to be the Bore general, 
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" Jt is useful to consider {section 2.6.3) a limiting case in which the 

farmal mathenatical properties of reoognition olasses are definite~ known 

a priori: "this is the ideal case where in any reoognition olass, 

characters differ onlY in size and position. Bu"t this can on~ be 

discussed after -the idea of transference of learning has been introduced. 

Before leaving the general topic of 'hypothesis! there are two other ideas 

to discuss. First, the idea that in character reoognition an hypothesis 

is not so much true or false as adequate or inadequate for a given 

recognition task. 

2.5.3 A~~~~y of HyPotheses 

Newtonfs second law of moti0n is adequately precise when 

applied to bodies with velocities far belrn1 that of light, when relativis-

tic effects need not be taken into o.cefjun·~. Sinilarly in character 

recognition the conpnctness hypothesis my lead to high performance 

recognition of good quality prin-c in known fonts, but break dovln for 

unconstrained cursive script, and indeed this is the impression one 

obtains :CrOll the published literature. 

By oonsidering the nultisubclass onse of a Bledsoe and Browning 

soheme with i-tuples, one oan see th~t the coopaotness hypothesis is a 

special. case of the recombination sets hypothesis, and perhaps this 

speoial oase is adequate for well defined alphabets. These t~o hypotheses 

are not mutually exclusive: Bledsoe a.nd Biss()ll' s (1962) sohome 'li1ith n > t 

applies both hypntheses sinultaneous~ and non-triviallY. 

It is fnirly obvious that if a recognitinn olass is regarded as a 

union of a h~rge enough .umber of s~~ll en~ugh hyperspace clusters, gnod 
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recognition performance will be obta.ined nith art:{ alpbabet, though the 

cost of storage and the size of the tra.ining set n.re liable to be 

prohibitive. Similo.rly it is reo.sone.hle to suggest th:'lt if a recognition 

class is regarded as a large enough number of small enough recombination 

sets, good. performance will be obtained Ylith any alphabet, though tho cost 

of implementing this system Dny e.gain be prohibitive. Which of these 

hypotheses is the better practical proposition perhaps depends on the 

actual alphabet to be recognised, and this remains to be determined 

experimentally. 

2.5.4 Generator Machines 

I"c is quite connon in electrical engineering to replaoe, for 

analytical purposes, a real physical system by an inaginary equivalent 

system; for exaople, a ~7in 'fire transnission line by a fictitious 

resistance-co.pacitance-inductance network. Similarly in character 

recognition we can, if we please, think of basic hypotheses in teros of 

fictitious gCllcrator nachines, and this probcbly does rather nore to 

clarify the subject than to obscure it. 

For ins"Gance, let us consider a generator Dachine which arbitrarily 

chooses a partition on S and repertoires of alternative subpatterns on 

each of the subsets of this partition. The generator labels as members 

th of the r
1 

subclass an orbitr~y subset ~f the recombination set nade up 

from all possible conbine~tions of these sub-patterns. The r 2 th, r3-Gh, etc, 

and s1 th, s2 th, etc. subclasses are generated simiL.'U'ly, but with different 

basic partitions. The generator takes the uni8n of the r 1
th

, r 2
th 

etc. 

subclasses as the rth class, that is, gives all patterns in these subclasS:l3 
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th 
the same r class l~.be1.. We shall be disoussing the p;-ob1.em in whioh eo. 

machine, not given the basio generator par·titi:;ns of numbers of pattel."'ns 

per recombinntiDn set a priori, but given instead 1o.belled exDJ!1ple menbers 

of the various recognition olnsses, is required to recognise further (but 

now non-labelled) patterns for the generator in agreement uith the 

generator. Vlhe"cher or not the parti"cions and sUb-patterns are those met 

with in practice in actual recognition closses, '~he design of the 

reoognition nachine vlill be the sane, if' the recombinati.on sets hYlJothes:i.s 

is correct. 

This illustrates the general idea that the statement of an hypothe-

tical forne.l property of recognition classes is eqlivalent to a statement 

of rules of operation of n fictitious generator machine, for wmich the 

recognition nachine design problem 'would be the same. It VJaB concluded 

in secti~n 2.5 .. 1 tlw.t without an a priori kn·)wn forr.1l.1 property, 

recogni"cion is prac-'eically ifilpossible, and this anounts to saying that 

automatic character recognition is impossible unless we know the general 

rules by \7hich recognition classes are (or can be regarded as. being) 

generated. 

Halle and Stevens (1962) discussed the iQpracticality of employing 

an explicit dictionary, siLlilnr to thD:t discussed in section 2.5.1, for 

speech recognition, and they wrote that in their opproach tithe dio"Ginnc.ry 

is replaced by generative rules which can synthesise signals in respol1Se 

to instructions c:;nsisting of s,equenocs of phol1cnes". But as we have seenl 

there nre vnrious pDssible forml properties which may allow replacement 

of the dictio!k~y, and these properties may E~t~o~~ be thought of in 
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terms of the rules o~ operation of a fictitious genera.tor naohine. Halle 

and Stevens (1962) have gone a step further than this by proposing that the 

recognition machine i tsel:r shculd sYl1:chetically generate a oopy of the 

unknovvn patt~rn. This mny turn out to be useful in practice but it is not 

logically essential far avoiding the use of the dictionary. By synthesi~ 

the unknown pattern, Halle and Stevens (1962) Mermelstein and Eden (1964), 

and Yoshida and Ogata (1966) transform the'm3terial to be recognised: 

instead of a raw pattern, it is now the sequence of control parameter 

values in the synthesising process which is to be recognised. As rem[~ked 

in section 1.17.5~ this has the advnntage of loosing redundant information, 

but the disadvantnge nf being inherently slow. 

2 .. 6 ~oN1=!-~~J..2n of Pattern Pairs 

2.6.1 Transfere~ce of_jj~~rning 

The anthropor.J.orphio term "lenrning" if' applied somew'hat in~s-

criminnte~ in the literature, and will be equal~ loose~ applied here, 

to avoid the intr:;duction of a new terninology" Learning is discussed 

criticalJy belon in chapter 6. A nachine is cor.rr10nly said to lenrn if, 

having been given a classified pattern not stored in the machine a prior~, 

it can in :futvxe make the correct clnssifica-cion rlhen given that pattern. 

A oachine is [1.1so so.id to "learn" if, hc..ving been given example menbers 

of' recognition classes, it can in future rec.Jgnise further menbers of 

these classes (this is loosely called ~n2F~~i~n~ of learning). A 

machine exhibits k~1sference o:r letu~nil1g if, having been given exc.mple 

b f th th th d th - · . , ~ . t . meo ers 0 e q ,r ,an s recognJ:G~on cJ2"sses, ~ oan recogn~se 
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further menbers of the rth class ~hich it could not have recognised had it 

th th th only been given exaDples of' the r and n~rG ~f the q . and S ol[!.sses. 

The signi£icnnce here of transference is thnt it allows us to see 

that the hypothesis formulated bel~; in section 2.7 is true in a knovvn 

limiting case. Transference might ultinatcly be of practical inporto.nce 

in cursive script recognition, 'w'here there will probably be thousands of 

recognition clo.sses, corresponding for 8XD.ople to syllabJ.es re.ther '~han to 

individual letters, and it I:1ight be itlprc.c"Gical to denand a large tr(1~ining 

set for each recognition class. 

We have previousJ.y considered a single binary retina. S, and it 

is nmv neoessary to introduoe a second retina T, such that the binary 

elements of T correspond 1:1 to those 8f S. It is convenient to define U 

as the ordered uni:1n of Sand T, so that a pair of patterns, one on Sand 

one on T, may be reg.3rded as a single p,~t"l;ern on U. Indeed the terma 

pattern en U and ~ttern pair \v.ill be used interchangeably, ~ith the 

understanding that one pattern in a pair is on S and the other is on T. 

{raking U as the prd~ union sf Sand T is neither logioally neceSSBrY 

nor econoDical~ deSirable, but it has the great advnntage of simplicity 

in that pattern-pairs can be thought of simply as patterns (on U)~ 

2.6.3 .Q.h~l~~£ters differing only :idL~.:i~e nnd position. 

Let us consictor the case 'where S anc1. T each consist of' 

10 elenents nrranged one-dimensi~na~, and let us use a notation for 

partitions in vlhich elements of U labelled vrith the sa.me digit belong to 



the satie subset of a. partition on U. III particula.!l, let partitions 

U1 ' U2 ' U3 , ••• be as follows:

U 

S T --
U1 = 123l l-567890 1234567890 

U
2 = 123L1-567890 0123456789 

U
3 = 0123400000 1122334400 

U4 = 0111222333 0001122330 

U
5 

= • 

Let Q
11 

be a set .')f' tv10 subpatterns, one consisting of two Vi r s and the 
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other of' two b f S on the 1 's subset of' U
1

• Let Q
1 

2 be a pair of' subpo.tterns, 

one consisting of' two v;' s and the other of' tHO b r s, on the 2 r s subset of' 

U1 9 Similarly let Q13' ••• Q10 be pairs of' exclusively 'b' and exolusively 

'w' subpatterns on the 3's, ••• D's subsets of Uie The reconbination set 

G-
A1 

of all 2
tO 

possible combinations of' subpatterns fron Q11' ••• Q10 is 
identical 

of' course the set of' all possible pairs of/ten bit patterns. Similarly i.:r 

Q21' ••• '2
20 

c.re pairs of exclusively Ib t or exclusively 'WI subpatterns 

on the 1 1 8, ••• O's subsets of' U2,the recombination set G
A2 

of all 2 
10 

possible c01J.binations of subpatterns frOB '1
21

, Q22' It.. Q20 is the set of' 

all possible 1 0 bit patterns which are identical except for a. one place 

right shift of the pattern on T. Let G10, GJ~' ••• be the recombin~tion 

sets made up i'rOti exclusively 'b' and exclusively ttl' subpatterns on the 

subsets of' U
3

, U
4

, U
5

, ••• Then the set of all possible pairs of' pe;cterns 
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differing only in size and position oan be ex-pressed 8S the union 

G - G- 1 " GiG ! If'l f \ 
1~ - 11.1'· _I 1'.2 '-_. L.3 --- \.r .A4 '--...J. • • • 

In the following work f G11. f will always 

be used to signif,y the set of pattern pairs differing on~ in size and 

position, in the sense indicated above, whatever the number of elements in 

u. 
The set G, has three i.l'IJ.portant formal properties:-

.1. .. 

(a) All possible pnirs of patterns differing from eaoh other only in 

size and position belong to G., and 
.1.l. 

(b) No pair of patterns in G
A 

differ from each other exoept in size and 

position, and 

(0) G, is a union of recombination sets. 
J.J. 

In the following section (2.7.1) it will be suggested that a large 

enough subset of a union of recombination sets defines the whole union. 

If' this is the case, iOG should be possible to design a machine which, 

given a large enough number of example members of GL could determine 

whether or n~t any further pattern pair belongs to Gr. Thus the machine 

could determine whether or not any given pair of patterns dif'fered other 

than in size and position. If the machine determined that an unkn~vn 

th 
pattern differed only in size and position from a known r class pattern, 

th 
then the unknown pattern could be assigned tothe r class. If'this 

classification were based on a training set of members of Gr conta.ining 
.£J. 

pairs in cl~sses other than the rth, then the recognition of the unknmvn 

th pattern as an r class pattern would be an instance of transference of 

learning. 
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This wwl.d not be useful beca.use in :raot "rf& know hoW'to speoifY GA a 

priori. But it beoomes more interesting in "1;11e general oase where 

reoognition classes oontain patterns differing other than in size and 

position. It is then neoessary to generalise the definition of GA, as in 

seotion 2.7.2, ~nd.the generalisation, GB, oannot be speoified in detail 

a priori. That is, the partitions and subpattern repertoires of Gn are 

not known 0. priori (though G
B 

is otherv1ise f'oroolJy similar to G,A). 

The fact that G~ is known a priori means in practice that we knO!iy 
.J.~ 

imnediately how to prenormalise to eliminate differenoes in size and 

position between "~70 patterns. The faot that GB is unknown a priori 

mea.ns in practice that we do not know how to prenormalise to eliminate 

all possible non-trivial distortions. 

2.7 HYpothesis 1 

2.7.1 p£rin~ion of a speoifi..£,.~on 2..,f r~EEina.tion sets 

TI~ next seotion states the hypothesis which the present 

chapter has been leading up to. But first ~e must discuss the question, 

touched upon in section 2.6.3, of defining a specifio union of recombina-

tion sets from some example members of JGho:t union. 

From the Cartesian equation of a oircle Vie oan speoify o:ny p!1rtioular 

circle given -three example points lying on its oircumference: for defining 

a speoific circle, ~ the equation and three points on the oiroumference 

ore required. Lnalogously, given the forme.l definition of a recombinc.tion 

set, it is possible to speoify all members of 0. partioular reoombination 

set, given a lnrge enough number of example merabers. It will be seen in 

seotion 3.4 thc.t a particular recombina:bion set oan be completely 
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specified .2E.~ from "Ghe example oenbers, and there is no need to spec:i.f"-.r 

explicitly in D.dvc..nce the basic partition or the total number of patterns 

in the reoombin~tion set. l~t least, this vlill be shown experimentally to 

be the case when the number of subpa tterns per subset is snail. Sec"tion 3.4 

shows that the nU8ber of examples needed to define a recombination set 

depends on the actual reconbination set, and in particular on the actual 

membership of the (training) set of exaople meJ'1.1bers. It will ~..lso be shovln 

that a union of tuo recombination sets ho.s the same property: a le..rge 

enough subset of the union defines the whl/le union. 

Sf) perh[',ps it is reas~nable to suggest that the union of a L.1.rge 

number of reconbinc..tion sets has the property that a large enough 

oollection of exanple patterns from this union 'will define the whole 

union; and further, to suggest that no specific definitory inforno.tion 

other than the eX2..Elple patterns need be given. It has not yet proved 

possible to deoQnstrate this experimental~, but there is no reason to 

believe that the conputational problens inv~lved are intractable. Indeed 

,-)ne of the future aims of this vr:; rk is to solve these problems, and it is 

the motive for this vlhich we nre nOYI to discuss. 

2.7.2 st['.tcmopi; of Hypothes~ 

The c~nsiderations introduced in this chapter have lead to 

the fornulo.ti:Jn of the folloYling hypothesis:-

For c. large nunber of non-overlapping recognition classes, R , R , q r 

Rs? ••• there exists a set (i.B such that 

(a) All pairs of pe.tterns, beth belonging to R , or both belonging to R , q r 

or both to Rs' ~nd so on, belong to GB, and 



(b) No pair of patterns, one belonging to Rr ~na the other to Rs ' for 

any r nnd s but not r = s, belong to G
B

, and 

(0) ("t - G. ; \ G r ! ('! I ; 
\:rB, - B1 \-.,..1 B2 ',.-' I.:rB3 '~ • .. • 

where each cf the seoGs G
B1

, G
B2

, ••• , is a reoonbination s.et, and 
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(d) There exists no reconbination set which includes pairs in which the 

two patterns belong to different classes, and also enough pairs belonging 

to G
B 

such that a tr~ining s'et consisting purely of Dembers of G
B 

vloulcl 

specify this reconbination set. 

2e 7.3 fu?YLJ1ypothesis 1, is to be t~ted 

~ D~chine is to be given exanple uembers of all the 

recognition clnsses with which it is to de~l. The nachine is then to 

pair together (by tJ'I'iting one on S and one on T) in turn all exanple 

patterns in the rth class, and regard the resulting pairs as example 

menbers of GB• Similarly, all exaople pairs of qth class patterns, pnirs 

th 
of s olass ~~tterns, and so on, are to be taken as example members of 

The machi..'Yle is to have the facility, discussed in section 2.7.1, of 

specif~1g all the members of a union of reconbination sets, given on~ a 

large nunbur o~ example menbers. This ir,1plies thnt fran the given 

examples of G
B

, the machine is to be able to deterlJine whether any further 

pattern ptd.r belongs to G
B

-

An unknnrm pattern V is to be paired in turn vrith all the exaL1ple 

members of" 0.11 the recogniti'''In olasses, a..'Yld the resulting pairs tested in 

turn for mcnbership of G
B

• For any clo.ss, sny the r th, if' V paired with 

th 
an r class GX2.nple po.tt(;rn is found to belong -Co G-

B
, then V is taken as 
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th 
a member of the r class. If this is not the case for any r, i.e., for 

any class, then V is to be rejected by the machine as unrecognisable. 

Hypothesis 1 is -co be judged by the perf~rmnnce of the machine vmrking in 

this vlay. 

lJl advantage of formulating hypothesis 1 in terms of pattern pcirs is 

that this allovls us to see that hypothesis 1 is true in the litriting case 

where patterns in the sane class differ on~ L~ size and position. 

Further, it admits the possibility of transference of learning: the 

recognition, I)f an unknarm pattern paired vvith an r th class oember, as a 

memb cr" of GB, nrty be based on examples of G
B 

which are not all r th class 

pairs. 

J.~s yet the ecoll-:)mical problems involved in experimenting with 

pattern pairs ho.VG not been C)vercome even so far as to allovv preliminary 

experiments on re~l data. Therefore it is convenient to consider the 

special case in which hypothesis 1 is ~pplied to single patterns. 

The folloliTing cnnsidcrations apply to all recognition classes, and 

the rth class serves nerely as nn example. Suppose that all possible 

neobers of the rth class nre paired (writ-'cen on S) in turn with one fixed 

mer.lber of the r th class (written on T). J~ccord.ing to hypothesis 1, the 

resulting pnirs b.31ong to a union of recombinntion sets. If a pattern 

on U belongs tc: a union of recombination sets, -the c~nstituent patterns 

on Sand T rJust also belong to a. union of reconbination sets. But "che 

patterns: on S in this case are all possible meobers of the r th class. 

Hence the single patterns version of hypothesis 1:-
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There exists a union of recomb~tion sets which includes all 

possible rth class patterns und excludes all patterns which ever turn up 

in practice and do not belong to the rth class. Further, there exists no 

b . .... · h· h· 1 d th,.. t · d h th 1 receD ~ne.r;~on so·c VI ~c J.!lC u es s C.J.!l.SS pa ·corns an enoug r c nss 

th patterns such thc.t a training set consisting purely of these r class 

patterns WGuld specify this recombine.tinn set. 

This is in accord:lnce with the suggestio 'ns of section 2.4.3. It 

differs fr80 the presuppositions of the Gree.nias et al and Bledsoe and 

Browning schenes only in that it includes no a priori restrictions on the 

actual partiti'.'l1s and sUbpatterns in -the recombination sets. The hope is 

that by dispensing vdth e. priori logical restrictions we may also dispense 

with restricti';ns in practical recogni-'Gion performance. The single pa.tterns 

version of hypothesis 1 may be tested as indicnted in Chapter 4. 

2.7.5 Pb~ect~~Es t~yPothesis 1 

Fig. 2.1 illustrates a (pattern p,::.irs) reo,)mbination set 

made up from three alternative subpattorns on each of the subsets of the 

partition on U:-

S T 

11111 11111 
21111 22111 
22111 22111 
22133 22333 
22333 22333 
33333 33333 

which is also indicated by cross-hatching in the bottom right hand corner 
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\l) 0 0 C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 e 0 (') 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,~ 0 CI G 0 0 ;) o· 
0 CD 0 0 • Q) 0 C ~o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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" 0 I 0 0 01 0 0 • I) • 11) 0 0 0 0 0 

0, 0 0 0 Q 0 I) 0 0 0 0 • • C 0 f) 0 0 0 

01 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 CI • 0 • 0 0 0 0 
0 0 Q I) 0 0 t.J 0 0 • • Co 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0\0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 

0 v 10 o 0 0 0 0 o • 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \I • • • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lit 0 

• 0 10 0 " 0 0 0 4) 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Cl 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 
0 " • • o 0 0 0 • o· • • 

. - ---------_ .. __ .. __ . -- ----_ .. _-- --_ .. _----------_ .. _-_._-----------------------_._------.------'-----.----~; 

Figure 2.1 Example of a Pattern-Pairs Recombination Set 
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r,~odifie(l Part of Recombine. tion Set 
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of Fig. 2.1. It will probab~ be agreed that this recombination set 

includes 12 pairs of R's, 6 pairs of Bfs, and 4 pairs of K's. The five 

remaining pairs ci):ntain nonsense patterns belonging to no recognition 

class and which cCluld be relied upon not to turn up in practice (e. g., the 

figure which is the mirror image of an inverted 'RI). So this recombina

tion set appears to belong to the union G
B 

as defined in section 2.7.2. 

Let us now make a small modification to one of the nine subpatterns 

from which this recombination set is made up. In particular, let us 

consider the left hand 'B t in the third pair from the top in the left hand 

column of Fig. 2.1. Let us move leftwards the top digit in the extreme 

right hand c:Jlumn of this 'B f, to make the 'B r shown in the top left of 

Fig. 2.2. All the nine pat-cern pairs containing this sub-pattern must be 

correspondingly modified, as shown in Fig~ 2.2. These include the bot-Gom2 

pairs from the third column of Fig. 2.1, and all the pairs from the fourJeh 

column. The remaining 18 pairs in the recombination set are still as in 

Fig. 2.1. It will perhaps be agreed that three of the pairs in Fig. 2.2 

are A-R pairs, which is a violation of condition (d) of hypothesis 1 

(section 2.7.2). 

But no reoognition machine ever made has been perfect~ reliable, 

which implies that it has always been possible to find counter examples 

to the underlying hypothesis. The cpestion is not so much whether 

hypothesis 1 loads to perfect recogni-cion, as whether it leads, to recogni

tion good enough to justify -the cost of the equipment (relative to the 

cost of other systems). The incidence f)f performance failures will depend 

on:-



(a) The number of reoombination sets oontainlllg different-olass pairs 

for which there is an adequate training seJG in the actual G
B 

training 

set (c.f.2.7.2(d)) and 
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(b) The number of recombination sets satisfying condition (a) whioh incJude 

any pattern pair, one pattern belonging to R and the other to R , such r s 

that either of these actual patterns belongs to the,. actual training set 

for its olass. (If neither belongs to a training set, the pair cannot 

give rise to recognition errors). 

It is impossible to determi-.'rle practical error rates except by 

experiment. But the fact that hypothesis 1 is clearly not infallible has 

lead to the devolopement of a more general hypothesis which is introduced 

in Chapter 5. It is very unlikely that develop~cnts of the Chapter 5 

meth0d will ever be practical except fer distinguishing be~veen characters 

not distinguished on the basis of hypothesis 1. So the testing of 

hypothesis 1 is s·Gill of interest. 

~J.o·Gher objection to hypothesis 1 is that the testing of it 

calls for cDoputational techniqu es whioh have not yet been discovered, 

and which will very probably be oostly in implementation. But this is not 

an objeotion tD the adequaoy of performanoe on the basis of hypothesis 1, 

and if it could be shcv7n that hypothesis 1 led· to good performance, there 

would be strong oo:mrnercial mati yes for overcoming the attendant computa-

tional and economioal diffioulties. And there is no reason to think that 

it will ever be p()ssible to reoognise unc:-mstrained hand-printed charaoters 
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reliabJ,y by a11Y methnd which is fairly oheap in implementation or fairly 

trivial logically. The devising of n~7 computational techniques flay 

indeed be unavoidable. 

It might be unwise to abandon hypothesis 1 on economical grounds 

unless first a preliminary investigation has been made to discover just 

how great the eccnclIlucal difficulties were likely to be .. 

2.7.6 ~"il9ary qt}he Pt-i!1a Faci_e..£~~~:f2L".IlO~k~E on H;ypothes.i1?J. 

2.7.6.1 truth..1-.ll.!- lil?iting case 

All !)attern pairs in the set G, (section 2.6.3) obey 
.t'. 

conditions (a), (b), (c) of hypothesis 1, and nn example has been found 

where condition Ca) is violated. So it appears that the set G
B 

inoludes 

G-
A

• In other words, hypothesis 1 is true in the limiting case "-lhere, 

within each rec8gnition class, characters di:Cfer from each other only in 

size and position. 

There does not seeo to be any sinple alternative to 

hypothesis 1 ulrich is true in the above limiting case. 

It is of course desirable to select hypotheses which are as simple 

as possible. But there are two sorts of sinplioity: sinplicity of the 

reoognition machine ~esign, and simplicity of the actual hypothetical 

formal property of recognition olasses. These alternatives ap~ar to be 

somev1hat antagonistio tooards eaoh other. For instance the Bledsoe and 

BrOYlning scheme is simpler than that demanded. by hypothesis 1, but iJe is 

based on a In0I'C cO!:lplicated hypothesis (if restricti:)ns are regarded as 

complications). It is more natural and seeminglY practioal to choose 
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nachine simplicity, but the literature show's this to have achieved such 

limited practical results that perhaps thero is nOVl a case f'or considering 

instead llE.'.xinum simplicity of' the hypo-theticCtl f'ormal property of' patterns. 

2.7.6,3 J'l£.~F.al D~y~lopme~l of K~1!ill!. Methow 

Conventi(mal recognition methods have explored restricted 

applications of the idea that a recogni"i:;ion class is a subset of a union 

of recombinc:.tion sets, and a natural development of' this would be to try 

removing the restrictions. An important reason for imposing restrictions 

is machine econony, but this reaSGn is not genere.lly justif'ied by good 

recognition perfornancG. 
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ClW'TER 3 

3.1 Introduction 

To test hypothesis 1 it will first be neoessary to solve the :following 

computational problem: to design a machine which, given some ~ample 

patterns belonginK to a union of arbitrary recombination sets, but not 

given the basic partitions of the recombination sets, can determine whether 

anY further pattern belongs to that union. (A recombination set is here 

said to be arbitrary when the basic partition and the repertoires of 

alternative subpatterns are chosen arbitrari~). 

An obvious first step towards solving this problem is to solve the 

follO'w"ing simpler one: to design a machine whioh, given some example 

patterns belonging to a single arbitrary reoombination set, oan determine 

whether any further pattern belongs to that recombination set. The 

machine is not to be informed as to the basic partition or the specifio 

ohoioe o:f the SUb-pattern repertoires. This chapter presents a solution 

to this simpler problem, the solution being given in the form of rules of 

operation of a computational machine. These rules are badJ.y stated, and 

the statement is :followed by small scale experimental results whioh show 

to what quantitative extent the rules actualJ.y work. 

The rules were devised intuitively from consideration of examples, 

and the author has not yet succeeded in providing a mathematical explana

tion of them. If these tests could be explained in the way that, for 

example, the procedures of linear programming can be explained, this might 

very well lead to improvements in oomputational efficiency. It is not 
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usual to give a formal mathematical explanation of pattern r~cognition 

procedures because these are usua~ self evident. But when, as in the 

case of perceptron and adaline convergence, the procedures are not self

evident, a mathematical explanation has eventual~ been provided. In 

Chapter 6 a brief ana~ical disoussion will be given which will at least 

clarif.y a restricted case of the present problem. Historical~, the 

rules stated below in section 3.3 were developed from very much less 

efficient rules used previous~ (Ullmann, 1966). 

Although a formal explanation would be desira.ble, it would be 

extre~e~ unlikely to lead to a quantitative prediction of the performance 

of the section 3.3 rules, e.g., of the number of example members of a 

recomb~~tion set which must be given before further members can be 

identified. Quantitative performance would still have to be assessed 

experimental~, as in section 3.4. 

It might be thought that the problem of determining whether a pattern 

belonged to a recombination set with basic partition not kn~1n a priori 

was essential~ a statistical problem, in that a decision should be based 

on the balancing of probabilities. In fact the tests formulated below 

are not in any obvious sense statistical, and a-s an introduction, a simple 

non-statistical test is stated in section 3.2. This introductor.y test can 

on~ be applied when no more than tvro sub-patterns per subset are used in 

constructing the recombination set. In this simple case it is alrea~ 

possible to explain the test. 
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3.2 ~10 Alternative Subpattern~ per subset 

3.2.1 The two subpatterns ;p~ subset problem 

Let us consider an arbitra~ partition ~ on an ordered array 

S of binary pattern element locations. Let Y be a set of subpatterns, 

consisting of two alternative subpatterns on each of the subsets of By, 
and let Gy be the set of all possible combinations of the sUbpatterns in 

Y such that each combination is a uni~ue pattern on S. By- Vlill be re:Cerred 

to as the basic partition of the recombination set Gy • Patterns on S 

consist of b1s and wts rather than DIS and 1 fS. 

The prable!] is, to formulate rules of operation which, given as da.ta 

some example members Pi' P 2' ••• Pcp of Gy ' can determine Yfhether or not 

any further pattern P¢ on S belongs to Goy. This deterTIlination is to be 

made only from the example patterns, without Sy_ or Y being given explic:it.1;y'. 

(It nay be helpful to think of this problem in terns of a generator 

machine which chooses Sy and Y o.rbitrarily, and from these constructs Gy • 

The generator makes available the binary patterns, P1' ••• Pcp, P¢, but at

no socage discloses Sy or Y. The pr:)bleo is to determine -w'hether P¢ and 

Pi' ••• P¢ belong to the same recombination set, without Sy or Y being 

given). 

3.2.2 Statenent of Membership Test for the two subpatterns per 

subset case 

(This test is a sinplirication of a test suggested to the 

Author by Professor W. G. Bickley, vide section 6.2.1). 
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The patterns P1' ••• Pcp are treated as the first, seoond, ••• ¢ th 

rov.,rs of a m~trix Mi. The i, j th el~er:rl; of M1 is the jth element of the 

i th pattern, f'or all i f'rom 1 to cp, and for all j from 1 to the number 

of elements in S. A second matrix, M
2

, is constructed. by augmenting M1 

by a (¢ + 1)th row which consists of the unknavrn pattern P¢. 

The rule is that P¢ is taken as belonging to G.y- unless 

(a) for a~ j, the (¢ +. 1)th element in the jth column dif'fers from all 

other elements in the jth column, or 

(b) the number of pall'a of columns in M1 which are equal or complementary 

is greater than the number of pairs of columns in M2 whioh are e~al or 

complementary. (Two columns, say the jth and kth
, are complementary if, 

for all i, either the i, jth element is tb~ and the i, kth element is. 'vi' 

or vice versa). 

3.2.3 Informa,l explanation of two subpatterns per s.ubset te~t 

Let us consider two pattern element locations, the jth and kth
, 

say, belonging to the same subs?t of' Sy- Let us call the pair of alterna

tive subpatterns on this subset, belonging to Y, A. and J.l. If" A. and J.l 

both contain 'b' in the jth location, all patterns in G mus"t; have "b' in 
Y 

the jth location. Lik~vise far w's, and for locations other than the jth. 

Condition (a) of the test fo11ov1s obviously :from this .• 

If the jth elements in A and J.l are equal but the kth elements in 

.th th 
A. and J.l a.re unequal, the J and k colum.ns of M1 are neither ecpa,l nor 

complementary, so that this column-pair is irrelevant to condition (b) • 
. th th 

If the J and k elements of A. are ecpo.l 
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.A. 
. th th 

1. and the J and k elements of J.l are also equal., then 

.th th 
of course the J and k colu.m.'1s of M1 are equaL In this case, if' the 

· th 1 th 1 h . th kth l • M J and ~ e ements of' PifJ are not equal, t e J and co umns ~n 2 

are nat equal., so according to condition (b), Pl/r is not a member of Gy ; 

.th th 
which is correct because if' Jehc J and k elements of PifJ are unequal, 

PrJ; contains nei thor A. nor J.l , and is ipso facto not a. meIJber of Gr 
.th th 

The case where the J and k columns of M1 are conplenentary can 

be treated similarly. By considering in this way all subsets of Sy, it 

can be seen that PifJ can onJ,y avoid. rejection by condition (a) or (b) if 

it contains on~ subpatterns belonging to Y, and therefore belongs to ~ 

This cursorily explains the present test, (but c.f. section 6.2.~. 

For j and k such that the jth and kth elements of S do not belong 

same subset of SY' it is possible that vlhen 4> is snaIl the j th and kth 

columns of M1 will be fortuitously identical or complemento.ry. This may 

ca~se P¢ to be rejected. by the test even when PifJ does in fact belong to 

Gy ' and indeed it is to be expected that members of Gy _ VJill only be 

recognised when ¢ exceeds a certain limit which depends on the actual 

patterns Pi' ••• P¢. But non-members of Gywill never be recognised as 

members. 

Because this test is only Epplicable in the two subpatterns per 

subset case, it has not seemed vlOrthwhile to try it out experimental1¥. 

Instead, we pass straight on to the nany subpatterns per subset case. 
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3.3 ~neral tests for recombination set membershiR 

3.3.1 The.problem 

The problem is the same as in section 3.2.1i, except that the 

set Y now generally contains more than two (arbitrary) subpatterns per 

subset of' the (arbitrary) basic partition By~ The number of' alternative 

8ubpatterns. per subset is not necessariJy the same :Cor all subsets. Given 

example patterns P
1 

' P 2' ••• Pcp' but not given Y or Gy ' the problem is to 

deterruine whether an unknown pattern P¢ belongs to the same recombination 

set as Pi' ••• P¢_ (This is similar to a problem formulated previously, 

(Ullmann, 19~b, 1966).) 

Solutions to this problem take the form of rules of operation, and 

in fact two sets, "test 1 It and "test 2" are given here because it was 

necessary to resort to experiment to find. the better of the tuo. The 

stateRents of the rules of tests 1 and 2 are given in symbollic logic, 

which has the advantage of being succinct and unequivocal. ..4.. purely 

verbal statement would be prohibitively cumbersome. 

3.3.2 Test 1 

3.3.2.1 Notation and D~fing.i0~ 

For any a ,from 1 to 1>, let the :n digits of pattern P a 

be Pi a' P21'V' ••• P. , P. , ••• P • For any a , f3 in the range 1 to cp, 
\...I. J.Q: Ja na 

such that a ~ fJ , and for any i in the range 1 to n, i af3 is defined as 

the (non-ordered) pair .I

t
( P. , P .{3~' and ia¢ is de:fined as the (non-ordered) 
. ~a l. J 
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It is convenient to use existential and universal quantifiers. For 

example 11 (3 x) (x = a) where x is in the range 1 to zll means "there exists 

x in the range 1 to z such that x = an. And II (x}(x ( A) where x is in the 

range 1 to z n means "for all x from 1 to z, x belongs to the set Aft. In 

this work the ranges of digit and pattern subscripts are alv/ays understood 

to be 1,2, ••• nand 1,2 1 ••• ¢ respective~. 

The sets Do' D
1

, ••.• Dt , ••• and Co' C1 , ••• Ct' ••• of digit pairs 

are d.efined. by means of the follo'wing conditions:-

i a{3 E' Do if and only if Pia = P i{3 

i ctf3 E' Co if and only if Pia I P i[3 

ia{3 E' C
t 

if and only if 

(] j)«j af3 E' C
t

_
1
)&(]y)Cjo)( {Wy, jay, 1(30, ~o} C':'Dt _1)) 

i af3 E' D t if' and only if 

(iaf3 E' Dt-1 )&(j)( (j af3" Dt _1) v( j af3 E' Ct _1 )&( ]y}( ::! 0) « { j a)! 

j fJ 0 } C D t-1 ) &( { i a y, if3 0 } C C t-1 ) ) ) • 

Dw is defined as the first member. of the series Do' D1 , ••• Dt , ••• 

D~,r._1' ~'T' ••• such that D = D l' and C is defined as the first member 
wv ¥ W w- w 

of the series Co' C11 ••• Ct' ••• c ,C l' such that C.~T=C - 1 . w w- -Vv w-. 
Further, the s'eta F

1
, F 2' ••• F t' ••• and E1 , E2 , ••• Et are def'ined 

by means of the following conditions:-

ia<jJ E" F if and only if P. ,1, = P. • o ~~ ~a 

i a¢ E" E if' and only if P. ,T, 1= P. • o ~~ ~a 

i a¢ E" Et if' and only if 

( .:! j)«jaf3 E'E
t

_
1
)&(]y)(t jay, ia~c:.Dw) &(30)( {j¢5, i¢5}CFt _1)) 



i a¢ E' F t if' and only if' 

Cia'IJ e F
t

_
1 

)&(.1) ((ja (/, <Ft_~ )v(.-i tl tl' ~R1;-1 )&(1 ~ ((fay <V;,Q.(.;' ~v <C-wJ )& 

(3 B) «(i¢B E' Et _1 )&( j¢B E' F t-1 ) )). 

F and E are defined respectively as the first members of the series 
w w 

Fo' F1 , ••• F l' F , ••• a.nd Eo' E1 , w- w 
.... E ,Ew' ••• such that 

w-i 

F = F 1 and E = E 1. 
VI w-·· VI w-

3.3.2.2 Statement of Te~ 

Test 1 starts by finding the members of C and D , by o 0 

applying their simple membership conditions. Then all members of C are o 

examined in turn to determine whether they belong to C1 , and after this 

all members of Do are examined to determine whether they belong to Di -

Next, all members of C
1 

are tested for C
2 

membership. and then 0.].1. members 

of D1 are tes"GGd for D2 membership. This is repeated for C2, D2, C3, D3, 

and so on until D = D 1 is reached. The next step is to deternine the w w- . 

••• and so on until F = F 1 is w w-

reached. According to test 1, P ¢ is taken as belonging to Gy if and only 

if 

It is worth noting that the definitions of D and C are independent 
VI VI 

ofP¢~ This neans that for a given training set Pi' ••• P¢, the nenbership 

of D and C need only be found nnce: subsequently \vhen different unlmovm 
VI VI 

patterns are tested for membership of Gy , it is only necessary each tine 

to redetermine the membership of E and F , working from the previcus~ 
VI W 

determined and now fixed menbership of D and C • w w 



3.3.2.3 ~vergence of Test 1 

It can easi~ be seen that the recursive computation in 

test 1 cannot possible continue indcfinite~. Each of the sets Do' 

D
1

, ••• Fo' F
1

, ••• is included in every preceding member of its own 

series. For instance, D1 is a subset of Do' D2 is a subset of D1 , and 

so on. So for any value of t greater than the number of elements in Do 

it is inpossible that Dt f. Dt _1 • 
Therefore D oust exist, though it 

w 

nay be enpty, and the sane applieS for F • w 

3.3.3 Test 2 

3.3.3.1 Statement of Test 2 

In test 2, D and C are defined and found as in test 1, 
o 0 
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but instead of proceeding innediately to find the neo.bers of C1 , test 2 

proceeds as follows. All possible dif~erent pairs of training set 

patterns are eXa!~ined in turn, to deter~1ine the meobership of Dt and Ct' and 

then again in turn to determine the nembership of Dt+1' Ct +1 ' and so on 

until D w is reached. In any given pair of pa. tt erns, say { P a' P f1 }, the 

1:1 corresponding digit pairs are also examined in turn. For all i, iaP 

is only tested for membership of Dt if it belongs to Dt _i , and is on~ 

tested for IJembership. of C
t 
if it belongs to Dt _

1 
and he-s failed the Dto 

meobership condition. The Dt IJembership condition is as in test 1, and 

the C
t 

meobership condition is now: 

i a{3 e Ct if and onl¥ if 

(:La f1 E'D
t
)&{3 j) « j cxfJ E' Co)&(3y) C3 1))( {itt y, ja y, i(3 S, jf18} C Dt -1 ))· 
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Test 2 determines C
t 

nnd Dt ne~bership as it works systematioal~

through all pnttern pairs, whereas test 1 works :rirst through all !!leobers 

of' C
t

_
1 

and then through a.l1 nembers of D
t

-
1

, and this end the new Ct 

menbcrship condition nre the only real d.:i.:fferences between tests 1 and 2 

in the computation of C f.'.nd. D. C and D nre defined in "tes"c 2 as in 
w w w w 

F • 
il 

Tests 1 and 2 differ ~n~logously in the determin~tion of E and w 

In test 2, F and E are defined and found as in test 1. For a.ll a: o 0 
( , 

from 1 to cf>, a.ll digit pairs in all pattern pairs tPco P¢] are examined 

in 'curn to deteroine the nenbership of Et and F t' and then ag['.in in turn 

to determine the membership of Et+1 and Ft+1' and so on until Fw is 

reached. For all i, a, ia¢ is only tested for oembership 0f Ft if it 

belo~gs to F
t

-
1

, and on~ tested for membership of Et if it belongs to 

F
t

_
1 

and ha.s faile<l the F t membership condition. The F t ;}lembership 

condition is as in test 1, c1.l1d the Et oondition is now:-

ia¢ e Et if and only if 
1".' I" I 

(ia¢ ¢ Ft)&(j j)«(ja/3eEo)&(3y)(t jay , iayJ·:: Dw)&(] 8) (tjifJ8, i¢~lCFt_1))· 

As in test 1, P¢ is taken to be a member of Gy if and only if' 

( i) ( 3 a) ( iaifJ e F ). 
vr 

(In tes,ts 1 and 2 the c.ctuo.l programmes. take the follovling short out, 

which is an economy but no'c a logical necessity: e.ny digit pair whioh 

fails the D
t 

nembership c:.;nditinn is removed froI!l the set Dt _
1 

Yfhioh is 

used in the D
t 

membership c[')l1ditions for all subsequent nembers of Dt _1• 

A flow dia.gram for test 2 is given below in an Appendix). 
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In test 2, as in test 1, for a given training set C nnd D need be 
\7 \1 

determined on~ once, hOTIever ma~ patterns are subsequent~ tested for 

membership of~. The ree.s;.')ning of section 3.3.2.3 can be applied to 

sh0w that test 2 necessarily converges. 

Let us consider a very simple example in which rp =n = 4, ani 

Pi = b b .... -v b 

P =ubbb 
2 

P3 =- b VI b VI 

PIr = Vl VI Vi V{. 

The menbership of Do is (")bvinus, and every menber is exe..mined for D1 

membership. For example, 212 (the p~ir comprising the sec8nd from left 

digits in Pi and P
2

) belongs to D1 because 

(212 e D ) & o 

( 11 2 E' C }&( f 113 ,1 24'~ C Do)( [21 3,224 } C c ) & o t.) ) 0 
. ; ( 

(312 E' Co)&C{314,323j C Do)&(fi4,223 Je. Co)& 

(412eDo)· 

..!;.ctUl'..lly in this sinple exanplo we find that D = D1 = D and C = C1 = C .. o wow 

Suppose nOVl tlk1.t P 5 = b Vl VI b is to be tested for membership of Gy• 

members of Fa are examined for membership of F1 and for example it is 

found thnt 115 E'F1 since 

({115,315,415~:::: F )& 
) 0 

(21 5 E' E ) & ( 11, 3 E' D ) & (213 e C ) &( 1 54 E' E ) & (254 E' F ). o W woo 

The 

But, for example, the condition for 254 E' F1 demands that, since 4546EoJ 

(3 Y) ((24 yE' Dw)&(44 Y e Cw) )& •••• 
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The only y for whioh 24y E'D is Y = 3. But 443 tic '" and there:Core " w· w " 

254 ¢ F
1

, which ioplies -Chat 115¢F
2

, since 254. E'F1 is, in this example, 

a necessary c;;ndition for 115E'F2. In .fact F2 = Fw is found to be empty, 

which lends to the (correct) decision that P5 does not belong to Gr 
Suppose instead that P6 = b Vi vr \7 is to be tested for membership of 

Gr We find that, for exe.mple, 116 E'F1 since 
,. 1 

( { 11 6,31 6 Ie F 0) & 

(216 E' E )&(113 Eon )&(213 E: C )&(146 E" E )&(246 E' F )& o W woo 

(41 6 e E ) &(11 3- E' D ) &( 41 3 E' C ) &( 146 E' E ) &( 446 E' F ); o ~ woo 

ana. 246 E' F1 since 

c{ 246 ,346 ,446 ~l .::. F 0)& 

(14-6 E' E
o
)&'243 E'Dw)&(143 E' C

vr
) &(261 E' E

o
)&(161 E' F

o
). 

In fact it is found that F = F1 = F a.nd since (i) (]a) (ia6 E' F ) o w w 

it is correctly decided that P6 belongs to Gy: 

3.4 L?cperil!1ents with Recoabination Sets 

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the efficacy of 

tests 1 and 2 as tests for recotlbination set l!1embership. The experiments 

Here carried out in sitlulation in an ATIJl.S conputer, the programmes 

being YlI'i tten in Atlas Be.sic I,angu2.ge (knovln as f ABL t) • The simulation 

progr2.L1ne for test 1 was about 50 instructions longer than tha"(; for 

test 2. 

The pseudo random number generator uS'ed in these experiments, and in 

those reported in cha.pters 4 and 5; was 

x = (2
1
3 - 3)x 1 - 1. r r-

(This YlaS obtained from the DEUCE Subroutine Library, Maths Division, N.P .L.) 
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The scale of experimentation in this and later ohapters was 

restricted by considerations of economy in computer time. 

3.4.1 Tvro or ~Jore SubRattrorns .. per Subset 

The computer generated recombination sets uhich.wcre restricted 

to 12 bit patterns, and, for oonvenience, to basic partiJci!'')ns cOLlprising 

four subsets, each of three pattern elenent locations. J'.par-c from Jchis 

restriction the computer ohose basic partitions randomly • 

.i.:' set L = {D1 , 1!12' ill3, mJ of four numbers \"tere fed to the oomputer 

by "che progranmer, and these doternincd respectively the nunbers of 

alternative sUbpatterns on each of the four subsets of a basic partition 

chosen by the computer. For 2. given choice of ~, the oomputer generated 
'--

the specified numbers of subpatterns pseudo-randoolYJ assembled in turn 

all the patterns belonging to the rcooobination set, and then shuff1ea 

them into random order. For testing purposes, the computer then genera.ted 

10 different 12 bit pseudo-r~dom patterns, none of then belonging to 

the recombination set: these nill be referred to a.s ~~ patterns. 

In a r~ the first ~ patterns of a recombination set were used as a 

training set, and test 1 or 2 was applied in turn to all the remaining 

members of the recombination set: that is, each remaining member was 

tested to determine whether i"t-; belonged. to the reoombination set to which 

the training set members belonged. 

From this a value of: 

(11 = n~lmber of members fOUIfd by test 1 or 2 to belong to the_£~~C?..l!!P_,~ 
total number of patterns in the recombination set - ~ 

S{ was determined. Ten random patterns v~ere then tested by test' 1 or 2 ror 
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membership of the recombination set,. and the number of" random patterns' 

found to belong to the recombination set was the number of failures in 

the run. 

For a given choice of L' a partition and recombination set were 

generated by the computer an<l runs were performed. with this recombination 

set with different values of ¢. A new partition and recombination set 

were then generated., and runs performed with this recombination set with 

various values of ¢. This was repeated. altogether five times, with five 

different choices of basio partiti~ms and reoombination sets, for each 

choice of ':".. For each ~ value, the average of (Jl over the five runs will 
~ 

be denot ed by (J • 

Table 3.1 gives the results of this experiment using test 1 with 

)" ={ 4,2,2,2 ~, there being 32 pat-cerns per reoombination set. 
4-- ) 

; I 
~1;'. 

cp 9 12 15 18 

a 23 
i 20 17 14-

b 8 20 17 14 -
0 23 20 17 14--, ,=--- ~- .... : 

d 2 13 17 14 
-............ ~ 

e 23 20 17 14 
---

v 0.68 0.93 1.0 1.0 

f 

o ± 0 

0 0 
!--*-_. 10----

g o 3 3 3 - -------~,..--- 1*-_0&>: 

h --~- --"--~> .. - 1 I 1 
f----

il o -t.--2--,~ 0 0 

j ! 1 I _.~ ___ ~-l 2 ! 
l-

I av.! 0.04 0.12; 0.12 i 0.12 ~~ ___ ' ____ ~~ ________ ~L-________________ __ 

Table 3.1 Experimental results with Test 1 an d ~ 
( ) 

= i4,2,2,2), ., 
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The columns of table 3.1 give results for ~ = 9,12, 15, 18 respectively. 

The five rows a, b, c, d, e, oorrespond to the ~ive different recombina-

tion sets used in the experimen·c. The entries in row tar are the numbers 

of pat"cerns recognised by test 1 as belonging to the first recombination 

set, for the four values of ¢. R~ls "b l to 'e t correspond similarly to 

the sec()nd to fifth reoombina.tion sets. Row I crt gives the (J values for. 

the four cf> va.lues. Rm1S ttt to t j t give the numbers of random patterns 

recognised by test 1 as belonging to the respeotive recombination sets, 

and the bottom row gives the average proportion of failures in a run for 

each of the four ¢ values.. Experimel1"Gs were also performed rTith test 1 

with I. = {2,2,2,2 } , { 2,2,2,3} and {2,2,3,3 }, and failures ooourred in 

a.ll of them, the results in table 3.1 being typioal. 

Table 3.2 gives the results of this experiment using test 2 with 

L = { 4,2,2,2 }. There nare 110 failures in this experiment, nor in alV 

of the experiments using test 2 with other choicea Of~. It wa.s there

fore decided to abandon test 1 in favour of test 2. 

.. - ~..: ...... -.",~-----=-

1> 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 
I 

114 
I I a 0 8 8 5 2 2 

b 0 5 4 11 8 5 2 

c 0 9 11 ~T 9 8 5 2 .... ,--- .... -.w~~~ ... --=aM 

d 2 
1 1~ 8 5 2 ---

20 17 -C~4 11 .-e 8 5 2 
I !-~--I -.-

(J 0.92 , 0.88 1 1 •0 I 0.22 . 0.47 I 0.81 I 0.91 ________________ ~ ____ ~l. ___ • ! 



,------, ---I~ ~:~ 1;-]1+ -;-7-.-1~-~~-22 25 27 - 30 3;- .-~~-----

It-:;:;:~1~6-'" 1, __ I ___ t-;-. 07L-~r-"- '---·.!~;8 '-'-'-~:-~-~-;;o 91 ~'~-,--'" 1. ;-'------T ;-;-r-~_ ~~,,,,~.', '---"~~''''-
~-~~~--~ .. ~-""""~-'~-_L __ .. ___ ----t- ---'~---' '--r--~-"--__ ""_. ___ -__ ! __ ._.~ .... _. ____ .~~~~~t __ _ 

L(.~~.~:3,~l.1511~J--l--J---L--~,,-"~~.I-J.--.--L __ ~~.60 L_l~·81......_...._~IL o. 95.1.1._~_II~J~ .. ~ ___ -... -, 
I

·/" '; I 6 I I I I I t. I I I - I I '~.1 '(~.,)~,2,2) 4 I 0.0.. I 0.27 . ,0. 72 0.89 I 0.90 11.0 
r~-~--~~~' "_"_~'~_~""T~'~ .~--~-~ .. -~.--.' •.. ~ .• ~_~~_"" __ ~._,,,~~~~,,,.=",,,~ __ ,~,~_~_.,·"· ... _A>'''·"'~_~" __ ' _____ ='~A'_~U_· . • ,~-~ .• ¥,,, ...• ~~~ ___ ./=~_~._ .. __ ._ ... ' _____ .;.~ ... ".rt_".~_~_' 

-~;~:;~~i~j---I··--~·=j _J[~~:-~I-:;:~t~_~I-- ~1'--J-:-~~rJ-~"~ t~.=-J-;~: -1-" -I~' 
0 

t~ 
r:i7n,hlo 3,>3 Ri::~:111t;) of Test 2 on Ss-:nthetic Recor.-:bil1ution Sets 

l~':.o.Q-<~~ ... -~«.-:.~ ........ ~r:t:.~""_~.:-'''':~''~ __ ''''''~i>' ___ -''_'''''''''<''''''-_J'.;' ______ ~."':"''''~''-I''''''.c~'''''''J'\'""_~,-.", ___ ",U'"",~"" ___ ~-",-,""-,,,,,,,,"y_·;'!I):TI..<_~.l_~ 

1-' 
\..)-1 
1\) 
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The layout of table 3.2 is the same as that of the top half of table 3.1, 

and the bottom row gives the a values corresponding to the seven different 

cf> values • Table 3. 3 gives the (J / cf> values for various different choices 

~ ~ of L: one row corresponds to each choice of 4-' as indicated in the 

first column. The second column gives "the number of patterns per 

recombination set, and each subsequent column gives the a values for the 

¢ value indicated at the head of the column. For reasons of econo~, 

runs with cf> > 40 were not made. All the same it is apparent from 

table 3.3 that the larger the recombination set, the smaller the value of 

least va:,..ue of p..Q-..l;. which ~ = 1.0 (1 00% recoglE::L~l, 
total number of patterns per recombination set 

or at least, this is rough~ true, and roughly true also in the experiments 

reported in the follovling section (3.4.2). An indication nf test 2 

computing time requirements will be given in Chapter 4. 

3.4.2 ~crent numb~s_ of subsets 

From the point of view of scction 2.6, it is of interest that 

test 2 can, when given a lerge enough training set of pairs of identical 

n/2 bit patterns, determine 'whether or not any further pair of n/2 bit 

patterns are or are not identical. The purpose of the present experiment 

was to find hmv the size of the requisite training set (for 10q% 

recognitiorY depends upon n. 

Various runs were performed and in eaoh run the general prooedure 

was as follows. All possible pairs of identical n/2 bit patterns were 

generated and shuffled into random order. e.g. with n/2 = 4, successive 

pa:iJ:'s might be b1iil"rVWb'WVlW, VJ17bvvv1\:1bw, bbwbbbwb, and so on, each pair being 
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put together and treated preoise~ as a single n bit pattern. The first 

ct> of these n-bit patterns were taken as a training set I and -/:;he remaining 

2n/ 2 _¢ were tested by test 2 for membership of the recombination set. 

(Reoombination set membership here inplies that the n/2 bit pcd;-cerns are 

identical) • In each run a set of 16 different randomly chosen non-

identical patterns were also tested for recombination set membership, and 

in every case were found not to belong to the recombination set. Beoaus,e 

recognition performance d.ep,:~nds on the ohoice of the training set, four 

runs were performed with the recombination set d.i:rferentJ¥ shuffled, for 

all the different values of n end cp. For each value of nand ¢ an 

average Vias obtained for the proportion of the 2n/2 -¢ test patterns 

found by test 2 to belong to the recombination set, and this average 

proportion vlill again be denoted by a. In fig. 3.1, (J is plotted against 

cP f:;r n/2 = 4, 5, 6 and from this it appears thc.1.t as n/2 inoreases, the 

least value of cp a.t which 10<:% rcc;)gnition occurs beoomes sL1aller in 

proportion to 2n/2. 

Although test 2 Has devised for dealing with a single 

reoonbination set, there was a possibility that it might also deal 

successfully vrlth the union of a liwited number of reoombinntion sets. 

The present eA~eriments were designed to investigate this possibility, 

and again pairs of identioal 4 bit pc. tterns were used. In these 

experiments S oonsisted of 13 pattern elements looeti'311s, 2.nd Ol"-1y the 

f'ollO'.7LVlg four basio parti-'cions on Swere employed in -t;hc oOlwtruction 

of reoombination sets:-
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s = 1234512345555 0 

S1 = 1 234551 234555 

32 = 1234555123455 

3
3 = 1234555512345 

(In this notation, pattern clement locations containing the same numeral 

belong to the same subset of" the partition). On each of these basic 

partitions the present experiments were concerned specifical~ with the 

recombimtion set of 16 patterns such that locations '1' cDnto.ined 'both 

'b t ' or 'both 'w't, and the sane was true f"or locations '2', '3', and '4'. 

The pattern on locati,)ns '5' was alvfays the same in the 16 patterns on the 

same basic partition. Let GAO' G
A1

, G
A2

, G-
A3 

be the recombination sets on 

the basic partitions So to 3
3 
respective~, with the patterns on locations 

, 5 f fixed as follo'\'IS:-

for GAO: 1234b1234bww'W 

f"or GA1 : 1234wb1234bll1V1 

for G A2: 1 234m1b1 234bw 

for GA3: 1234w'Wwb1234b 

For example, a member of' G
A2 

was bbwbwVlbbbwb'bly, rrhich 1I1as made up of' two 

identical four bit subpatterns, the right hand subpattern braoketed by b's 

and the remaining three looati~ns filled 'f/ith w's. The :purpose of 

braoketing rlith b I S was to resolve the ambiguity between, for axaapIe, 

v1bmT and one plaoe left-shifted ylltvbvv. Experitlents were performed on the 

GO ; GLO were copied from scction 3.4.2. 
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The same experimental procedure was applied. in turn to G1 ~ G2 , G-3 
and this is described, by way of example, in terms of G2 • The members of 

G-
2 

were generated and shuffled up together into random order, and the 

first cp taken as a training set. The last 4-8-cp members of G2 were tested 

in turn by test 2 for membership of G
2

, and this was repeated five times, 

each with a different choice of the first cp patterns, for various values 

of ¢, and a was calculated as in section 3.4.2. Further, in each run, 

altogether 16 different patterns were genera.ted on 

6666b 77TTbmro and 

6666Vlb7777b~lW and 

6666VIT1b7777bw, the subpatterns on locations 6 and 7 being non-identical, 

e.g., bwbvlV1bwvfbwbv'rii, and these non-identical pairs were tested (as 

13 bit patterns) for membership of G
2

• From the results a value for 

11 = a - (number of non-ident. pairs found. to belong to G2 averaged over 

five different choices of the first 4> patterns)/16 was obtained .. 

In fig 3.2, '? is plotted against ¢ for GO' G1 , G2 , and G3 4 For (;.1 

and G
3 

respectively, six and fnur runs vrere made, rather than five as 

with G-
2

, for each value of q:,. For G
1 

as, well as Go' it 'r/as found that 

none of the non-identical pairs were recognised. But for G2 and G
3

, non

identical pairs, were (erroneously) recognised, which accounts for low 

values of 7], although a = 1. a for all values of ¢ greater than 30 in the 

experiment with G
2

• It is to be concluded from this small scal.e 

experimentation that test 2 can only cope reliably viTith a union of two 

recombination sets, and then only "Then the training set comprises aloost 

all the patterns in the union. 
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3.5 gonclusion to Chapter 2-

This chapter has introduced a computation, test 2" uhich, given a 

training set of example members of a recombination set, can determine 

~hethcr or not a~ further pattern belongs to that recombination set. 

The efficacy of -Gest 2 has been demonstrated experimentally, but not 

theoretically. It has been found experimental~ that the size of the 

smallest training set giving 1 ooy.; recognition of further members of the 

recombination set 

(a) depends on the actual membership of the training set, and 

(b) tends to become smaller in proportion to the total number of patterns 

in the training set as that number increases. 

But of course it ~-.,ould be Yfrong to infer from these small scale 

experiments that test 2 would be reliable for recombination sets 1v.ith 

more than about 64 members. In the absence of a~ supporting theo~, 

test 2 sh8uld be tried out on large recombination sets experimentally. 

Large scale experimentation nas not practical here, and so 'test 2 cannot 

be regarded as any more than an heuristic, which is unprcven and therefore 

liable to fail 'with large recombination sets, and which requires 

unsatisfactoril,y large training sots with very small recombination sets. 

Test 2 is very much less economical in logical operations 'chan 

c~nvGnti0nal recognition procedures, but it is a solution to a ver,y much 

more general problem. In devising a solution, such as test 2, to the 

secti~n 3.3.1 problem, it is dif~icult, and perhaps impossible using 

cGl1venJeional ste.tistical methods, to avoid specifying that ·che machine 

must Hork through all possible partitions on S, in some way testing each 
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in turn. The number x of different partitions on a set of n elements may 
n 

be conputed recursive~ (Epstein, 1939, Williams, 1945) according to 

x ::: 
n+1 

where x = 1. o 

For instance, for n ::: 8, x = 4,140; a.nd xis very much gre2.ter than 2
n 

n n 

for large n. It is very important th2.t test 2 does .!lSi involve proceas.ing 

all possible partitions on S: other\'{ise the experiment tJi th n = 16 in 

section 4.3.1 would aure~ ha.ve been a praotical impossibility. 

It "Tould be eoonomioally uny;arranted at this early stage to implement 

test 2 in hardware. Therefure details of logioal design vlill not be given 

here, since, vlithout practical testing, the design details would be of 

questionable val ue. But it is vlorth remarking that test 2 can be 

implemented in a., highJ.y (spatially and temporally) itera-i;ive asynchronous 

sequential switching netw'ork, existential and universal quantifiers being 

implemented by tort and' and' units respectively. Furthermore the network 

need not be perfectly reliable: unreliability of the circuitry associated 

with a training set pattern can to sone extent be remedied by inoreasing 

the size of the training set. Repetitiveness of the circuitry and 

tolerance tl.) unreliability are econonical]y fav~)urable to tost 2, and are 

obviQusly desirable, if not essential, attributes. of any future test which 

can more satisfactDrily 1. deal with a union of recombinc.ti'in sets. 



4.1 ~ntr..QEluQtion 

4.1 .1 The Apulioatioll. ot __ ~S~~~e. Recombination ~~ .. ,j; .... ~~~~ 
Character RecoBP_~~~ 

In the formulation of hypothesis 1 in section 2.7, no linit 
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VIas set on the number of recombination s'ets in the union GB• In devising 

tests whioh can deternine fr~)m a training set of exaople patterns whether 

a.ny further pattern 'belongs to a union of reoonbination seJcs, it is likely 

that YTe shall first find how to cope with the union of a fev; recoDbinaticn 

sets, then more, unti1 practical charaoter reocgnition perforrmnce beconea 

good enough to justif,y the cost of the system, or hypothesis 1 is rejected 

as iL~ruotioal. At each stage of this progress, it would be of interest 

to see ~hether practioal reoognition perfornanoe hed ioproved. If there 

were no ioprovenent it would probab~ be wise not to go a~ further towards 

testing hypothesis 1. The first step in this suggested nethodalogy is to 

tryout test 2 on rea1 characters, so that when a test is devised which 

oan cope vtith the union of, say, ten l"eoonbination sets, it oan be shown 

whether the new test gives better perforraance tha.n test 2.; and if' perfor-

nance is no better, hypothesis 1 Of'.n sensibly be e.bandoned. 

In the experiment reported in section 3.4.3 on the union G2, 

experimental failures ocourred with random test patterns. Bu·(j in practical 

char~cter recognition there is no question of' testing with randon patterns, 

and out of all possible patterns only relatively few are ever fed to the 

recognition naohine. In seotions 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we saw thnt the 

peri':>rmnce of test 2 differs c;'Jnsidern.bly when applied to random and 
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identioal recombination sets. It is possible that the pcrformnoe of 

test 2 on unions of reoombine:cion sets which n.re arbitre.rily Dade up nay 

differ fioo perf.:")rt1O..nce on uni8DS ooourring in practioal character 

recognition. 

These considerations have le~d to computer sinulnted character 

reoognition expcrinents using test 2, Cond the present che.p-cer desoribes 

eX}.Jerinental data., procedure, o.nd results. 

4.1.2 ~e Reconbine&<?!LSohene 

For the sake of econor.1Y, test 2 he.s been conbined with the 

n-tuple technique as follons. 

Reilla~Dly chosen exanple nenbers of each recognition clnss are fed to 

the naohiL'1e, and :frOD each the n-tuple sub-patterns on Do sot of prechosen 

n-tuples nre extracted. The nuuber of exanple oenbers of any recognition 

class fed to the Llachine is such that on o.ny n-tuple at lee.st 0. fixed 

nunber <I> of different sub-pat"Gcrns are obtained, and the r.1achine stores 

the first ¢ of these. As in Chapter 2, let us denote the set of cf> 

C!.iffcrcnJG sub-patterns on the xth n-tuple' exi;ractea 'trOLl )menbors' Of! tho rth 

recognition clD.ss by Q • xr-

When 0. pe;l;tern P¢ is to be rec~gnised, the n-tuple sub-pt'.t·cerns are 

th 
extracted froo it, and let us s~y thnt the sub-pattern on the x n-tuple 

is P ",. For 0.11 x and r, i.e., for nIl chosen n-tuples and recognition 
x't' . 

clr1ssGs, the mnchine applies test 2 "CO P ,I, with Q a.s a "Graining set. 
x'f :xr 

If for o.ny recognition class s, say, the nuober of values of x for which 

test 2 decides that P ,It and Q bGl~)ng ·co the so.me reconbino.tion set is 
x't' xs 

greater than that for anY other class, then P¢ is recognised a.s belonging 
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th 
to the 5 olass • O·~herwise P¢ is re j eoted. For later reference we shall 

call the scheDe which uses these rules the rccombinnti£B schene. 

If instead of deternining unrestricted~ whether Px¢ ~nd Qxr belonged 

to the s~ne reconbination Bet, the machine merely detertlined wheth~r P x¢ 

was included in Q , the present schema would be essentia~ the same as 
--- :KI:' 

Bledsoe and Bro'ffi1ingt·s (1959) in the original non-weighted version. So 

the present soheme oan be regarded as a generalisation of Bledsoe and 

Brovming f S • 

As a yardstick for performanoe nf the recombination sohene, Bledsoe 

and Browning's sohene was run in control experinents. Bledsoe and Bisson 

(1962) obtained a big improveoent in performance by the use of statistical 

weighting, and it is also to be expected that subolass determination 

(e.g., Firsohlein and Fisohler, 1963) might yield a. further improvement, 

as indeed the intuitive ohoice of subolasses has done in Liu and Shelton 

(1966). These methods could be applied, though not Btraightforwar~, to 

the reconbination schene as well as to Bledsoe and Browning's. But in 

order to compare the performance of the two schemes. 1ilith limited available 

data., it seemed best to run then b:;th in then- simplest forn, vlithout 

~eighting, i.e., with 0,1 matrioes, and without resolving olasses into 

subclasses. 

4.2 Experimental Data 

4.2.1 The Choioe and Sources of Data - ~~-."...-..... ~~~~ 

To keep the oost of experimentation within bounds, on~ 

numerals and not alphabetic chnracters were processed. Gond quality print 



can be recognised. by knovm teohniques, and. therefore it seemod better to 

work '7ith poor quality typed and hand-printed charaoters. 

Random~ chosen samples of ~yPed numerals on envelopes in the mail 

were converted into 13 x 1 9 binClxy patterns, by means of a SOD-lmer designed 

and built at Dollis Hill by Dr. A.W.M. Coombs, and oper8.ted. by Post Offioe 

Staff. This provid.ed. 112 examples of each of the 1 0 numerals in 

uncontrolled fonts and often poor quality. The chara.oters were roughly 

positioned, by thesoanner operator, in the top left hand corner of the 
~ 

array. In 115 out of' the 1,1 20 examples, segmentation was imperfectt., iIA 

~ part of a. neighbouring oharaoter VIas present on the 13 x 19 arra.y. 

Dr. Highleyman obtained a specimen of !la..E.d-prin~ 1 ,2,... 0 £rom 

eaoh of 50 different people, o.nd converted these into 12 x 12 patterns by 

means of a scanner at Bell Telephone Laboratories. He very kindly 

supplied the author with a copy of this data, in aCOOr(k~nCe with his offer 

(Highleyman, 1963) to supply nny~ne vvho a.sks. Highleyman's characters 

were roughly centered by Do programme which shifted them so e.s to equalise 

the number of blank rows above and below and blank columns either side of 

a character. 'When the to"cal number of rows was odd the shifting was such 

as to make the number below the charaoter one greater than the number 

above, and a similar convention wa.s applied to columns. This simple method 

of oentering has also been used, :Cor exa.mple, in an early Sola:tron (1957) 

reading machine. 

4.2.2 St~tistics of ~d Numerals 

For assessing the recognition perfornance on type~v~itten data 

it is helpful to know the quality of the print I and sinoe for unoontrolled 

t 
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fonts there is no exaot mea.sure, various histograms are given here to 

allow at least a rough comparison with other multifont sources. Fig. 4.1 

shov{s histograms of the numbers of.' black points in the 11 2 samples of eaoh 

numeral. It is perhaps e. lit'cle surprising that there is so little 

difZerence between the histograms for the different classes. 

The characters were actually encoded in vertical runlength code on 

paper tape. The top of one colunn of the 13x 19 array was joined on"co the 

bottom of the neA~, to make a one-dimensional string of black und .n1ite 

sequences which were represented in the cede by their lengths. Fig. 4.2 

shows histograms of the numbers of rOils in each class, and fig. 4.3 shows. 

the histogram of run lengths occurring in all classes. P. R. Hutt 

(prive.te communication, 1967) applied. Deutsch's (1957) entropy calculation 

to figs 4.2 and 403: he took 

NOe of runs of length Lli 
Pi = ao total number of runs-- , 

and found that 
~ 

entropy = ~ll Pi log2 Pi = 3.5 bits per run. 

run lengths 

The average number of runs per character is 47.2, so et least 3.5x47.2 

= 165 bits per charaoter Vlould be recp ired in the coding. 

The present work is concerned with n-tuples and it is of interest to 

see how ma~ different sub-patterns occur in an n-tuple in a training set 

of T patterns. Fig 4.4 shows the nunbers of different subpatterns on a 

12-tuple in 1 ts and 2's, with T = 10, 20, ••• 90. Actually the numbers 
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1.51 • 

shc\m are the averages -ror 40 randomly chosen n-tuples. Fig 4.5 shows 

the numbers of subpatterns on an n-tuple with various values of n and 

T = 90. The two curves are respectively for 1's and 2'8, ~nd again the 

numbers shown are the averages for 40 randomly chosen n-tuples. 

4.2 .. 3 statistics .2f_Highle.t!~1:~~ Hand-printed llumerals 

Tables 4.1 and LI-.2 ShOVl the numbers of blnnk reTl8 and oolumns 

in the 50 samples of each of the ten olasses. In Table 4.1, there is one 

rou corresponding to eaoh recognition class and one coluLll1 corresponding 

to each possible number of blank rows. For example, the en-cry '21 r in the 

fourth coluon and seventh rOVl means that out of Highleymml r s 50 seven t, s, 

21 have four blank rows, i.e" four raVIS of 12 vlhite elerJents. Table 4.2 

is laid out similQrly but refers to blank columns. 

....----.~ 

--.~--~-
\ 

~12 
o 0 

.... '.'S.: 

10 2 0 0 0 
--r~ 

7 : 2 0 
---~·t~&-- .< 

3 f 0 0 

-. 
0 0 

-.". ..... f"" .... ~ 

0 0 
~ ... -... ~ 

6 J 2 0 
~ .. - 0 0 

*._ . .- -
0 0 

- . 

0 0 
---i'-"-'-'-

0 0 

Table 4.1. Numbers 2! Blank_~.3Yls in handpr:,inted }!~mer¥~ 
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~.-,*-.--,:"""""", _.- ~""""",~,~~-<-&.-~"" 

--~~ Blank columns 
olass - __ ~A - ---;'-r~-;-- ~ 1 11 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 8 

~~~'''''6'''::''''~ .. ---- -- ~.-.".. .... ~ 
1 0 0 0 1 0 2 8 8 11 7 13 0 0 -.." . ...,.. .............. - ~ ----
2 0 0 5 7 9 17 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 

~ ...... ,- ~~.~ -............. ~ ~-,...... ---. ~---. . -

3 0 7 3 10 12 11 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ...... ,..., ........ ~ .. -.... - ..,.. ........ - ... -~ ---- - ,--

4- 1 3 9 9 15 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .-----.-.. ~ :-- ... -- fo---._'- I--~-' -IW"_"'~_" 

5 4 13 11 13 4- 2 2 1 0 0 a 0 0 
~ .I$!'....,.... .... - .,. .. ...., 

--~ --. -
6 0 4- 5 Lt. 7 14- 14 2 0 0 0 0 0 

1------ ....... - - .. ..... ~ ............. 

7 1 3 3 8 8 15 9 2 1 0 0 0 0 
~---

._,-
~--.- .-.-..-. -- .. ~ ......... --~ 

8 1 8 5 12 9 9 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 _. __ . .-, .... --..... .... ~ •.. --- -.--.~, .~-... -.... : r,·_·-

9 1 2 3 ~L.:~.-- 10 10 0 1 

-;-t·*~:-1 ~.-~~ ~6"r 2 13 i 13 
I 

0 0 5 11 
. 

0 0 
I I i I 

I __ I I 
I' • I '----. I , - d • I .... ., I ............ ~ ........ t ..... 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give an indication of the u~ount of size variation 

anong the oharaoters. (It appears thnt the characters are more wide than 

-call, but character !1-e.nt te~1ds to decrease the nunber of blank oolumns). 

These tables show that manY of the charaoters are surrounded by a 

o0nsiderable border of white, and indeed it proved necessary to remove the 

extreme left and right h3nd rous and top and bottom colunns to reduce the 

original 1 2 x 1 2 charaoters "C 0 1 0 x 1 O. 

Table 4.3 shows the avurages over 40 12-tuples of tho numbers of 

different subpattorns per 1 2-tuplc, with T = 40, for all ten classes with 

Highleynan f s original 12 x 12 data and the 10 x 10 data derived from it as 
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above. Figures for the typed dE.ta, with T. = 40 and T = 92 are given f'or 

co~pexison. Table 4.3 has one column for each class, and is given in two 

parts for the sake of fitting on the page. 

Da.ta ,-
1 I 2 

--
4 5 ....--,-- ..-:-o:a ........ .,..,..,.. ... ........ ~- .. ....... u ... • 

HighleYI1<1,n 
12x12 11.525 24.625 5 25.125 25.32 --

Highleyman 
10x10 16.40 31.85 25 31.15 32.12 30.925 

~ ---_ .... ' ---
Type 

~_ . ..!_.~_40 l 24.65 27.80 _. ---l-
Type ! 

5 30.40 31.60 
.-.-.- ~ ... ~.~ t-----~--30.5 

I T = 92 40.55 54.50 

_ ~·..3.?.......·1 
~ _____ ~_I ___ .IL __ ~_-... __ ~~~~, _____________ Ll8.17 I 5 58.30 I 59.45 I 

c. .......... _ ......... _______ ~ ......... .,. ______ ...... _ .... - ______ _ 

1 

I class 
Date r'-"-------~ ... "'~=- ..• ~~..--,-----~ 

.. ---~--!--+-- 8 9 0 avera.ge per cle.ss 
.,.~......,......~-...... ~ 

Eighleynan 
12.x12 20.45 29.025 25.875 23.8 

Highleyman 
1 Ox1 0 26.875 34.65 32.775 30.1 --

Type 

T = 40 124.4 30.35 26.95 28.4 
-+---~I----

Type 
T =92 l43.52 63.32 51.85 55.2 I 

~~'-~~"""'" -
T~ble 4.3 Av~ag~s ov~_lill..-12-j;uples-9.f...~ numbe.E.~.})!_~rent 

su~~~erns per 12-tuple 
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4.3 p£eliminary ExperimenE 

4.3.1 Prel1.Ill.inary eA"P .. e.ri.!.~.a..wj.th recombinJ1&9L~~~ 

The aim of the preliminary experiments was to find optimal 

values of n, the number of element s in an n-tuple, and cJ>, the maximum 

number of di.:fferent stored n-tuple patterns per n-tuple. For economy 

these were not complete recognition experiments but incomplete ones, 

where the machine was given only a training set of 2' s and was then 

tes-c;ed to see whether it would recognise 1 r s as 2f sand 21 s as 21 s. The 

testing data was different to the training set data, and dif:ferent also 

to testing data used in the main reoognition experiments. 

92 typed 2' s were fed to the machine, which stored the :first <P ~ 

~tuple sub-patterns on· each: of 20 randomly cho$en n ... tuples. Twenty 

typed 11 s and twenty typed 2' s were used for testing. .A test '1 r was 

resolved into 20 n-tuple subpatterns, and each of these was tested by 

test 2 for membership of the same recombination set as the ¢ stared sub-

pat-cerns on that n-tuple. A oount was obtained, for each -cest '1 t, of the 

number of ~tuple sub-patterns found to belong to n-tuple recombination 

sets, and this count was averaged for all 20 test 1's. ·A similar average 

count was obtai. ned for the 20 test 2! s, and the differenoe between the 

averages was divided by 20 to yield the average difference per n-tuple, 

denoted here by 7J. 

Thus TJ = !..verage count p~ test_'-1.t - avera.ge count pm:. ... ~ .• t,..!..1!. 
20 

In f'ig 1!-.6, 11 is plotted against ¢ with n = 9, 12, 16. Although TJ is not 

a measure of' recognition perf'ormanoe, it is, unlikelY that the value of n 
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for WhiCh? is maximum will differ greatly from the value or n at which 

reoognition performanoe is maximum. Fig 4-.7 shows the numbers o£ basio 

instructions per n-tuple, divided by 2048, executed by Atlas in this 

experiment, with n = 12, ,and various ·values of ¢ • 

157. 

Similar experiments were conduoted with other pairs of classes I but, 

for econoIl\Y, with only eight 12-tuples. The entries in the columns of 

table 4.4 are the values of 8XT7 at the cf> values indioated at the heads 

of the oolumns, and for the pairs of recognition classes indica-lied at the 

left hand ends of the rows. For example, '3-4' means that the training 

set consisted of 3's and the testing set of 3's and 4'5. 

classes 
¢ 

~~-----~·----~---~----~·~----~l--------~~~F-------
17 1 8 1 9 20 1 21 22 I 23 24 

~-------~----~----~-----*----~------~-----~I--.--~-------~ 
3-4 2.25 2.12 1.12 3.87\ 3.87! 2.87 !o---.-.-.--+----+---+--.. .-~I__--+_--_+_--+--_+_---_t 
4-3 3.87 4.12 If-. 75 9.25' 9.12! 8.87 -.----...... ---1----+---........ ---+--.. '-*----4------.. ." ... ---.... 

~ 

3.5 3.75 3.25 5-6 2.5 
~--~------~----+_----~----.~----~----~----~-----~-------f 

6-5 1.75 1.62 3.0 2.25 
jL ... - ... ,.---+---~ ....... ---I--.--+----.-+---+---"+-...-.~-.--

7-8 ... _~.7J_~---+1-8. __ 6-2+---+-_~.J~. _._---1 

f-__ ~.::? __ ,_t__--,+---_+__-O_. ~.~~_.~ w _1_1_._5-+ __ .-..1~}~~~ ~~~.,----t 
9-0 1 .37 1 .37 I 2.37 I \ 1 .37 

~.~:-~---- 9.0 9.0~-~~~~1 r~O.-5-~r--
-------+----Io-·--~l-- -,-+---. I I - ... -- .... 4-.----1 

1-2 I 7 • 37 1 7 • 25 I ! 7.12 I 
~~ ';;;~:'-g-e -+1 -3-.-0-4 ..... , ~3-.1-2-t-f, -4·-.-3-3 .... , -6:56 t 5.18 i 6.50! 5. ~8r5. 88 ! 
........,.. ___ :..t .......... ~ __ ...,.. ___ !I000-__ .... ! _- .... ~.,.,L.~........ • ~~ .J.".... ____ ..... 

t'~~k .. 4.4. Values of 8x1) fE..Jl.Jt..terent pairs of' clajJses ..,Pond 
val '!...ep....'2.L_W4.th tD,ed numerals 

l 
\ 
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The 1] values in some of the rOV/8 ot: Table 4.1~. a.rG qetematioally higher 

than in others. One reason for ·bhis is that the 1] va.lues depend on the 

choice of n-tuples~ and the choice of n-tuples for all entries in a. row 

was usually the same. 

This effeot is also e.pparent in table 4.5, where the I1lc.;'\chine was given 

a tra.ining Bet of 40 of Highleyman's hand-printed 2'8, and tested with ten 

ha.nd-printed 2t s and ten hand-printed 3' s. The three rows show 11 values 

ob-Gnined with three different ohoioes of 10 12-tupl.es. 

~----------------------~---------------------~ 

From these small scale preliminary experiments, the values ¢ = 21 and 

n = 12 Vlere chosen for the main experiments on typed and hand-printed 

numerals. One reason for choosing n = 12 was that the Bleds~e a.nd Browning 

scheme appears to work best '1ith this data with n = 12 (a.pproxime~tely). 

h-. 3.2 ~ine.ry',-.e;,q>.e.rim~t~~_=b.~.~J1e .. lli.~o~ and ~...2Y!ll.ing scheme 

With the recombination scheme, in the main a.nd preliminary 

experiments, on~ the first ~ n-tuple sub-patterns on each n-tuple were 

stored. If on a.~ n-tuple the training set afforded. some number less than 

¢ of different 8ubpatterns, then on~ this number of sUb-patterns on this 
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0 denotes training with 10 

G II II .. 20 

.. 11 II 40 

II Ii II 90 

6 9 12 15 18 21 
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n-tuple yrere stored. With the Bledsoe and Browning scheme, in the main 

and preliminary experiments, on eaoh n-tuple the maohine stored §d! the 

different n-tuple sub-patterns in the training set, as in Bledsoe and 

Brr)\7ning (1959). 

Because the Bledsoe and Brovming scheme was far cheaper to run, the 

preliminary experiments used 40 ranc~m~ chosen n-tuples rather than 20 • 

.A training set of typed 2' S Vias fed to the machine, a.nd all -the different 

n--cuplc subpatterns on the 40 n-tuples Vlere stored. Twenty typed 1 f sand 

20 typed 2' s were used for testing. A test f1' was resolved into 40 n-

·oople ~tterns, and eaoh of these was tested for membership of the set 

of n-tuple patterns which had occurred at least onoe in the training set 

of 2' s • A oount wa.s obtained :for the number of' n-tuples in nhich this 

test was positive~ and the counts for all test 1's and 2's gave a value 

for average count ,.:per test f 21 - average count p~ test-'~ 
1] = 40 

In fig 4.8, 1] is plotted against n for the four cases where the 

training set comprises 10, 20, 40 and 90 2's respectively. As the number 

of 2's in the training set increases, the locus of maxima appears to 

flatten out towards the horizontal. This suggests that further increase 

in the size of the training set vlould. prod.uce a rapidly diminishing 

improvement in performance at optimal n. This is the small scale evidenoe 

mentioned in section 2.4.2 which suggests. that for very good reoognition 

performance, 'che required storage area (determined by the value of n) and 

the size of the training set may possibly be prohibitively great. Surely 

this possibility deserves fUII-soale investigation, particular~ with 



the maximum likelihood version of the scheme~ and with very muoh larger 

training sets than it was practical to use here. 

It might be thought that testing 2t s with 1 t s would not yield typica.l 

results since '1' is not a typical character. For instance the average 

number of' di:fferent 12-tuple subpatterns per 12-tuple in a training set of 

92 is ~-0.55 for 1 t s and 54.50 for 2's (table 4.3). In a complete run with 

Bledsoe nnd Browning t s scheme with 40 12-tuples, vnth T = 92 and 20 per 

class e.s the testing set, it YlD.S found that for 2 t s tes'l:;cd Ylith 1 fa and 2's 

T} = 0.345, while 

~nge count per test "2' - aver8J5.e of average count J?.~ ·~~t ytith.!lY: 

~_,l1':l~rals 

= 0.405 per n-tuple, 

and the standard deviation averaged for all 10 numerals of 

!:~'l.~o~t per test numert1h - average of average count per .. test wi1?£ 

~ll other numerals 

= 0.059 per n-tuple, 

whioh shous "chat the case nhere 2'8 are tested with 1f.a lies roughly at 

one stan~~d deviation from the mean, which is tolerably tyPical. 

For Highleyma·n': s hand-printed numerals, using 40 per class for 

training and a further 10 per class for testing, complete recognition 

experimen"cs were carried out with all 1 0 numerals, all with 40 n-tuples, 

vlith various values of n, and the results are shown in :fig. 4.9. With 

maximum likelihood weighting, Bledsoe and Bisson1a (1962) results with 

ua;l;a we::oe be-ctel'" with 72 2-tuplcs '~han ~7ith 24 6-tuploa; Yfhereas the present 





results, (c.f. Bledsoe, 1961) show the optimal. value of n to be roughly 

12, when the number of n-tuples is constant for all n. Since the average 

number, for all classes, cf different 12-tuple patterns per 12-tuple in 

the training set of 40 per class is 23.8 ± 4.5 (table 4.3), it is like~ 

that many of these n-tuple subpc'\tterns occur only once in the training set, 

and this is of course not sufficient to allmv a fair estimation of their 

conditiona.l probability. So it "-{Quld not be sensible to apply "che maximum 

likelihood Bledsoe and Bisson (1962) scheme to Highleymant.s data with 

12-tuples. 

4.4 !t~9ognition Experiments .. 

4.4.1, Ezperimental Technigue 

Let us first consider a single n-tuple. Bledsoe and Browning 

(1959) suggested using an n-tuple subpattern as the address, in the 

computer, of a v70rd in which one bi~b is assigned to each recognition class. 

After 11 learning " , the bit corresp8nding to the rth class is '1 f if and 

on~ if the addressing subpattern has occurred at least once in the rth 

class training set. In the present method, for each recognition class, 

the n-tuple sub-patterns occurring an each n-tuple at least once in the 

training set were stored in an explicit list. In other words, the member 

subp~tterns of each ~ were stored in a separate list, and thus the total 

number of lists was (total number of n-tuples) x (total number of recogni-

tion classes). Allowing for T entries per list, uith ten classes and one 

n-~Guple the present method demr-..nded 10XT n-bit words, whilBt the Bledsoe 

and Brorlning method required 2n 10 bit words. For example y[ith T = 92 and 



n = 1 2, the present method requires 11 ,040 bits per n-tuple, and Bledsoe 

and Browning's requires 40,960. Indeed it would not have been practioal 

to \70rk with n = 21 in the preliminary experiments exoept by the present 

method. But this method is sloTler than Bledsoe o.nd Brmming's beoause it 

involves searohing in turn through the members of Q to find whether a 
xr 

th sUbpattern on the x n-tuple does or does not belong to Q • From the 
Xl" 

point of view of recognition performance, both methods are the same: they 

are logically equivalent and differ only in implementation. 

Performanoe figures with various :rmmbera of n-tuples were obtained by 

the follouing method. A reoognition experiment was performed with, for 

example, 10 n-tuples, and a testing set of 20 oharaoters per class. For 

every. test pattern in every class, e.g. the jth test pattern in the qth 

class, the computer printed out the ten soores s '1' s '2' ••• s . , •••• qJ qJ qJr 

B • , corresponding to the ten classes. The score S j uaa the number of qJO q r 

n-tuples in the test pattern found to belong to their respective ~'s, 

in the case of the Bledsoe and Browni~g soheme, or found to belong to the 

same recombination set a.s the:ir Q t s, in the case of the recombination 
:x:r 

.th th soheme. The J test pattern in the q class was reoognised as belonging 

th 
to the r class au oh that s . VIas m?ximum. 

qJr 

A further recognition experiment was performed using the same test 

pe#tterns but now with a further 40 ~erent randomly choson n-tuples, and 

the computer printed out scores s . , for all q, j, r, as before. But it 
.qJX' 

was now possible, for every q, j, r, to add together s . from the 10 
qJr 

n-tuples experiment and the nevi s . from the 40 n-tuples experiment to 
qJr 



'l..t· t Th jth t th . d Ou a~ a . e est pattern in the q oJ~ss was norr reoogn2se qJr· 

as belonging to the rth olass such Je!k'l.t s'. was mnrimum. The result was 
qJr 

the same as it would ha.ve been if all 50 n-tuplea had been run at once, 

but this result, and the results for the component 10 and 40 n-tuple 

experirrents uere of oourse not statistioa.lly independent. Even so, and 

particularly when used with more than two oomponent experitnents, this 

method provides an indication of the trend of performance as the nUlIlber of 

n-tuplos is increased. 

In all the recognition experiments, the data used for testing was 

different to that used for "training". 

In a comparative experiment, the recombination scheme and the 

Bledsoe and Brmming scheme were applied to the typed numerals. Both 

schemes llere trained. with 92 che.racters per ola.ss, and tested with a. furtha' 

20 char~cters per olaas. In fig 4~O successful reoognition rate is plotted 

against the number of 12-tuples, the orosses being Bledsoe and Brmv.ning 

soheme results, and the circles being recombination scheme results. Using 

the method of section 4.4.1, vdth, far example, 5,10, 10,and 15 12-tuples, 

it is possible to obt~in several dif£crent performanoe figures for 20 

n-Jeuples. In fig 4.10 the different figures- for each number of n-tuples 

are averaged. With 60 n-tuples, the rejeot ~nd substitution error rates 

for ~he tHO schemes v/ere respectively 1.0%, 4.5'/0, (recombi..."1c.tion), and 

1.5;;, 4.5/b (Bled.soe and Browning). Fig 4.fO suggests str~)ngly that this 

O.5;:~ difference is not significe.nt. 
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In this experiment, the reccmbination scheme executed on average 

approximateJy 30,000 basic Atl!1s instructions in the testing of each sub-

pottGrn for recombination set membership. The series D , D
1

, ••• D o Vi 

seldom had more than 10 or less than 5 members. The actual characters 

which the recombination scheme failed to recognise were generally not 

those of poorest qualit,y. Fig. 4.11 shows some fail-ch~racters, and also 

some correct~ recognised characters deliberately chosen to illustrate 

poor quality. 

A further comparative experi~ent was carried out in which both 

schemes nere "trained" with 40 and tested with 1 ° typed numerals per class, 

and the results were:-

BleB_soe and Brovlning: 13% reject, 1~ substitution, 71~; correct recognition. 

Recombine':.tion scheme: 9% reject, 7;& substitution, 84;:b correct reoognition. 

Table 4.6 is a confusion matrix for the recombination scheme in this 

experiment. The rows correspond to -'Ghe classes of: the "Gest pe.tterns, and 

the columns correspond to "~he classes to which the test pat-cerns 1iiere 

assigned. 
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Table 4.6 Confusion Matrix f9£ rE::92.mbination scheme on tYJ?Elrl!.Uh T = 40 

Since 1 f s and 7's have the lo~cst values in the third rml of table 4.3 

it ~us to be expected that its and 7's ~ould often have less than the 

critical ¢ = 21 sub-patterns per n-tuple, and thus fare bad~ in the 

present experiment with T= 40. It is difficult to explain why, according 

to table 4.6, 2's and 5~s actually fared worst. 

From these experiments it appears that there is no aa_vCt.ntage in the 

recombination scheme with T = 92, but a 137b improvement on the Bledsoe and 

Brovfning soheme rlhen T = 40. This inprovement is, however, achieved at 

very great cost. 



4.4.3 Reoogn;.tion o!"Jic:n~.P!:'~~~ NUI!le£.,~ls 

The preliminary experiments on Highleyman's hand-printed 

numerals revealed that on a 12-tuple there were ~ften less tho..n the 

optimnl ~ = 21 different 12-tuple sub-patterns. To remedy this, and in 

vievT of Bledsoe and Bisson f s relative suocess with tVlelve 6-tuples 
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ct:mtained within a 9x 9 arrey, "Ghc eX'Grene left and right hand columns and 

top ~.nd bottom rO'-IS were removed to obtain 10 x1 0 patterns from Highlew1Ik1.n t B 

originc.1 12x 12 patterns. This lost vital information in D. few cases 

(tables 4.1, 4.2} but raised. the average nunber of 12-tuple subpatterns 

per 12-tuple to 30.1 ± 4.9 (table 4.3). 

In a oomparative experiment both sohemes were run \lith training sets 

of 40 o.nd testing sets of 10 hE'.nd-printed oharacters per class. The 

results for the Bledsoe and Brc\1ning soheme (crosses) ~~d the recombination 

soheme (circles) nith various nunbers of 12-tuples are sh0\7n in fig 4.1'2, 

where performanoe figures are averaged as in fig. 4~O. It appe~s that 

the recombination soheme gives a few percent better performance than 

Bleds()e al1d Browning's, but it w:')uld be desirable to repe8.t this experiment 

wi"l;h many more n-tuplcs to minimise the margin of statistical unoertainty: 

unfnrtunate~ this repetition was economicnl~ impraotioable, (but 55 

n-tuples is alrea~ n fairlY reas8nable sample). Table 4.7 is the 

oonfusion matrix for one of the co~ponent runs with the reconbination 

soheme with ll-O 12-tuples: this reveals a markedly uneven dis·cribution 

of performance among the recognition classes. 
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1 

6 1 1 

T~ble ~.7 Confusion Matrixf2F ~~~ination scheme P21 }~~anls data 

To give an idea of the quality of Highleyman's data it has seemed best to 

shcu all ten 8's used for testing, since the recombination scheme 

reoognised 5Q% of them. Fig 4.13 elso shows ~o 3's. 

The performance disparity bet~een the tuo schemes with T = 40 is 

less with the hand-printed -than with the typed data. Perhaps this is 

relnted to the far greater variation in size of the hand-printed characters. 

As a matter of passing L-rGerest, Bledsoe and Browning method results 

with Highleyman r s original 1 2 x 1 2 data VIi th 1 2-tuples are plotted in 

fig 4.1~, training with 40 and testing \"lith a. further 10 per olass. This 

confirms the trend of fig 4.{O where, as the number of n--cuples increases, 
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performance tends to an asymptotic va.lue less than 1 OC>ls. Performance 

with more than 100 12-tuples is botter than Duda. and Fossum's (1966) 

performance (7~) on this same data, but the cost of storage in the 
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Bledsoe and Browning scheme is very much greater 41 The "diminishing 

returns" trend of fig 4.14 is c;)nsistent with Liu's (1964) fino..ings for the 

improvenent in performance as the number of "logics" increases in his 

scheme. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The objections to using an eA~licit list or dictionary of all possible 

1's, 2rs, 3's, etc, are the size of the dictionary and the fnct that 

exhaustive collections of 1 f s, 2' s, 3 r s Vlould have to be previded a. priori 

for entry in the dictionary (section 2.5.1). It appears possible, from 

section 4.3.2, that the Bledsoe and Browning scheme will be f'ound to 

suffer from the same disadvantages, -though presumably to a lesser extent. 

But there are several possible ways of reducing the Bledsoe and 

Brm-lning storage requirements. For example, it might prove practica.l to 

apply Sebestyen and Edio's (1966) technique to the subpatterns on each 

n-tuple. That is, to treat the lists of n-tuple sub-patterns, on e. given 

n-tuple, in just the same way "Ghat Sebestyen and Edie have treated '''Thole 

patterns. This ~ould avoid the very inefficient practice of storing lists 

of sub-patterns explic it 13 • It Ylould not be wise to judge Bledsoe and 

BrQ\ming's storage requirements at face value, because it is not yet clear 

hoVl much they can be reduoed without cla.ooging performance. 
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On the other ha.nd it is not obvious that the training set requirements 

of the Bledsoe and Browning scheme C~.n be very much reduced. So it is of 

interest that in this pilot experimentation the recombinD:'ci(.n scheme has 

been found to work bett er than the Bledsoe and Browning scheme with a. 

fairlJr small training set. This improvement is of no irnmecliD.te practical 
.~ 

value, because the cost of the recOli.1bination scheme is great, ... e. J 

training set of 92 per cla.ss, which makes performance of both schemes. the 

sa~e, is not impractical. Neve~cheless, doing better with a smaller 

training set is a favourable trend. 

We have seen in Chapter 2 that recombina.tion sets are basic in 

ch[l.racter reoognition, yet remarkably little is known about 'what can be 

done with them. Having found how to recognise the remaining members of a. 

recombination set igiven some example members, perhaps it has been 

scientifically oorrect to see whether this can be used adv~ntageous~ in 

practical oharacter recognition. The recombination scheme can be regarded 

as a very rough approxima.tion to that demanded by hypothesis 1, because 

of the use of n-tuples and because test 2 cannot cope with a union of many 

recombination sets. It remains to be seen whether a be°i;ter approximation 

would lead to better performance, and whether the computation involved 

could be made efficient enough to be practical. 
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5.1 Introduc~ion to Chapter 5 

In a pattern pairs recombina-~ion set, let the number of' pall's in which 

both patterns belong to the same class be ms,and the number of pairs in 

which the two patterns belong to dif'f'erent classes be md- Then according 

to hypothesis 1 there must exist reoombination sets with high ms and md = 0, 

and (2.7 _2(d)) there must not exist recombination sets rrith md 1= 0 and the 

value of ms exceeding a low limit. These are strenuous requirements, and 

the present ohapter introduces a generalisation of' hypothesis 1 \7hich has 

the merit that neither of these requirements need nOVT be fulfilled, although 

the computation involved becomes far more cost~. 

In chapter ~, hypothesis 1 was introduced in terms of pattern pairs 

so tha-t it could be seen to be true in a limiting case. Chapter 3 dealt 

with "Ii he problem of' defining a single recombination set f'rom a set of 

example members. It has seemed best to tackle the generalisation of 

hypothesis 1 in the reverse order in the present chapter. That is, to 

start from the single partition case and an abstractly formulated problem, 

and to end up by generalising hypothesis 1. 

The problem is formulated in section 5.2, and sections 5.3 and 5.4 

give computational rules and experimental results. This is essentially 

pilot experimentation to establish that the problem formulated in section 

5.2 is tractable. Practical techni~es remain to be developed, and indeed 

it has not even proved possible to apply the present techniquG. to real 

cha.ract ers. 
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5.2 §J.!l.Bl.e Recombination~e"t.J2.r?bk~ 

For clarity this proble~ is stated in terms of the rules of operation 

of a gonerator machine (c.f. section 2.5.4). The generator generates 

patterns on an ordered array S of pattern element locations. 

The generator chooses a sct ~> = {a l' a 2' ••• O"i' 

integers, and an m subset partition SG on S, 

{ 1 SG = SG1' SG2' ••• SGi' .•.•• SGm J 

'I 
••• am J of positive 

such that, for i = 1 , 2, ••• m, if Ai is the number of elements in SG-iJ 

Ai 
then 2 ~ a.. For each subset SG.' for i = 1, 2, ••• m, a set 

~ ~ 

r L 
QGi = { P Gi l' P Gi2' ••• P Gij , ••• P GiO' i J 

of a. different alternative subpatterns on SG. are randomly chosen. A 
~ ~ 

different numerical value is assigned by the generator to each of the 

different sUb-patterns in Q
Gi

, and this value is restricted to being a. 

non-negative integer less than some arbitrary limit (but is otherwise 

randomly chosen). 

The generator assembles in all possible VlD.ys one subpattern from 

each of QG1' QG2' ••• QGi, ••• QGm' and the patterns in the resulting 

recombination set are shuffled into random sequence 

where e 
For all ex from 1 to e, the generator adds up the values which it 

has assigned to the constituent subpatterns of Pa , to obtain a total 

assigned value for Pa • The generator then assigns Pa to one of two 

classes R1 or R2 according as the total value assigned to Pa does or 

does not exceed some arbitrary limit L. 



The problem is: to design a machine which, given as datn some of 

the p~tterns belonging to Pi' P2, ••• Pe, each labelled ncccrding to its 

membership of" R1 or R2 , C £'.11 It:.bel a further p:1. ttern P¢ belonging to 
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P l' P 2' ••• Fe in agreemen'~ with the generator. Of course the recogni

tion machine is not to be given the class membership label of P ¢1' nor is 

it to be given L ' SG' L, nor the actual va.lues which the generator has 

assigned to subpatterns or patterns. The designer of the recognition 

machine is, however, informed of the general rules, stated above, by 

which p~tterns are generated and assigned to the classes R1 and R2• 

5.2.2 Discussion of th~_,.Erobl_eE! 

5.2.2.1 .. Previou's ·Si!$l.~~_~~bil1":.tion set_s Probl~ 

The problem of distinguishing patterns belonging to the 

union of R1 and R2 from all other patterns is precisely the problem 

encountered in section 3.3.1. There was no mention there of assigned 

values because there was no requirement for assigning members of the same 

recombination set to different recognition classes. Another way of 

looking at this is tha.t the section 3.3.1 problem is a limiting case of 

the present one in that all subpatterns there have the same assigned 

value. It is then impossible on the above rules to assign different 

members of the same recombination set to different cl~sses, und there is 

no point in talking about value assignations. 

If' the generator chooses subpatJcern sets which are in fact the sets 

of all possible sub-patterns on the subsets of SG-' then the generated 

recombll1ation set is the set of all possible patterns on S, and this is 

diohotomised into R1 and R2 by value assignation. In section 3.3.1, the 
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set of all possible patterns on S is dichotomised into members and non-

membGrs of the recombination set. It is interesting to compare these two 

types of dicho-'Gorny, but in pat·cern recognition we are no·c c8110erned vrith 

all possible patterns on S. 

5.2.2.2 Solution whep. __ tllLb,?-E,..i}L,EE-rtitj..-9!l is given 

In the above problem (5.2.1) it was stipulated that the 

generator does not disclose the bnsic partition. Let us now suppose, for 

the duration of the present subsection (5.2.2.2), that the generator does 

in fact disclose SG~ but does not disclose any of the assigned values, 

~-nor L. The problem is still non-trivial, but it has a 'well knovm 

solution. 

First it is convenient to introduce a transforma.tion ·w'hich transforms 

any pattern, Pa , say, on S ~1tO a uniquely corresponding pattern Va on a 

new' array z.. For 0,,11 i from 1 to m~ there is a. separate element in Z 

corresponding to each of the possible alternative subpatterns on SGi-

For example, if all the subsets of SG c~ntain n elements, then Z contains 

n 
m x 2 elements. An element in Vq is 'if or '0' acc~rding as the 1: 1 

corresponding subpatterns is or is not present in Pa _ 1,0"c YI be a vector 

with components corresponding 1 : 1 -Go those of Z, such the..-'c any component 

of W is precise~ the value assigned by the generator to the subpattern 

which corresponds 1 : 1 to t he element of Z which in turn oorresponds 1 : 1 

to that component of W. The components of W corresponding to subp~tterns 

to which the generator makes no value assignation (i.e. subpattcrns not 

belonging to QGi for any i) are zero. Clearly the dot product of W with 

Va is the value assigned by the generator to Pa -
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It is also clear that the hyperplane vr.v= L separates all Vex such 

that P a ~ Ri from all Va such that Pa € R2 • It folloW's from the rules of 

opere.t.ion of the generE'..tor thc"t this hyperplane necessarily exists. 

Therefore a hyperplane for separating Ri and R2 can be found by, for 

example, the perceptron or o.dnline rules (section 1.8.2) or the algorithm 

of Ho and Kashyap (1965) applied to the transformed patterns Vi' ••• Va, 

... , thus solving the present problem. Machines applying such rules to 

tro.nsfDrmed patterns have come to be known generically as .!-__ ~~chines 

(Nilsson, 1965). 

Roy and Sherman (1967) also oount Bledsoe and Bissonfs (1962) maximum 

IDceln100d n-tuple scheme as a ~ machine. If the values assigned by the 

generator to the subpatterns were in fact the logarithms of the Ri class 

membership conditional probabilities, then Bledsoe and Bisson f s scheme 

used o.,s in section 2.2.5 1yith threshold L Ylould correctly recognise 

p,3.tterns belonging to R
i

, if the n-tuplcs. were chosen to be the subsets of 

SG. As explained in section 1.11.1, the separation of pD.tterns on Z by a 

hYl)crplano is tantc.mount to separr--Gi;)n by a polynomial surface in the 

original spc..ce. 

The maximum likelih:loc. methnd of section 1.5.1 is questionable because, 

to -Gake C'..n extreme example, 2 t s 'which are tall and n.'1.rrOVl, or short and. 

broad, can be perfectJy clcDX and recognisable 2' s although they may not 

occur very f're<j,u ently. Thus frequency is not necessarily the best basis 

for scp~rating classes. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the representative regions 

of ~vlO fictitious recognition classes RA and~. The ~ region includes 

densely and sparselY populated regions, as indicated by dots. There is a 
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Figure 5.1 A Sta ti sticall;y Determine~ !iypel'plane 
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danger that the dense region will be predominant in ietermining the 

sepe.rating hyperplane, anc1 -'.;hc:c part of the sparse region vIil1 fe-lIon 

the YvTnng side of' the hyperplane (c.f. section 1.7.1). The methods of 

sec-'Gion 1.8.2 are designed to avoid this difficulty and to find D. hyper

plane if one exists. 

Similnr~, Bledsoe and Bisson's method does not neoessnri~ find a 

separating po~omial surface if one exists. And the training rules of 

section 1.8.2 can only find a separating polynomial surface if it exists· 

Er~v~~ that they are given a priori the rules for transforming S to Z, 

or in the present case, are given SGe This is an extr3mG~ serious generio 

limitation of ~ machines, which must be overcome if the problem formulated 

in section 5.2.1 is to be solved without Se;. being given. 

5.2.2.3 Truth Values ~sggalities 

Suppose that a recognition machine were to attempt to find 

SG and W m""Plicitly, froo example mombers of R1 and R
2

• In fact the 

mo.chine could only possibly :rind some partition SG., say, and some weight 

vector, WI, say, such that for all example patterns Pa belonging to R
i

, 

Vi! • Va was greater than W' • Vf3 for ~ll example patterns P{3 belonging to 

R2 - Apart from this condition, there is no way of determining vlhether any 

given choice of SG and vrr is right or wrong. Instead of using this 

oondition to de-termine a separa.ting surface, it is possible to t1ake equalJ.y 

relia.ble recognition decisions by app~ing this condition direct~ to 

unknown patterns, riithout ever finding a weight vector e)..'"P1ici-tly ~ 

D.ccording to the folloYling rules. 
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If for nn unlmown pattern P
tJr

, it can be proved that the value a.ssigned 

by the generator to P¢ is grep:1:;er than that assigned to any given example 

member of R2 , then it is reasf;n~ble -lio assign P¢ to R
1

• If' it can be 

proved. tha'c the value assigned to Pt,lr is less tha.n that assigned to each 

exo..nple member ()f R
1

, then it is reasonable to assign P¢ to R
2

• So for any 

Pa belonging to R
1

, we require means for determining whether (value assigned 

to Pa) > (value assigned to P tjJ); and for a.ny P{3 belonging to R2 no require 

means for determining whether (value assigned to p¢) > (value assigned to 

In section 5.3 rules for determining whe"cher such inequalities are 

true or false will be badly stated, and in soction 5.4 snaIl scale 

e)~orimental results will be presented to show to what extent these rules 

actually work. These rules do n8t involve finding a weight vector or 

partition explicitly. 

Five ye·3rS elapsed between Rosenblatt" s (1957) first description of a 

perceptron and Novikoffts (1962) proof of perceptron convergence. A$ has 

been seon, tho perceptron training rule can be used in solution to the 

5.2.1 probleo when SG- is specified.. The present rules wn~k. with SG
pos~t~on 

unspecified, but the nuthcr is in Rosenblattts (1957)/cf being unable to 

exple.in the intuitiveJ,y devised rules analytically. ll. very limited 

analytioal discussion is given belarl in Chapter 6. 

Test 3 in sectinn 5.3 is intended as a solution to the 

followb1g problem. 
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~10 recognition classes R1 and R2 are to be generated exact~ as in 

section 5.2.1. The recognition machine is to be given some example 

nembers of R1 and R2 , labelled acc8rding to their olass membership. The 

machine is then to be given two further patterns, Pcp and Pp , such that 

Pcp E"R1 and Pp E" R2- But 'l:ihe flEtchine is not given the cla.ss membership 

labels of Pcf> and Pp ' norL' SG-' nor the assigned value of nny pattern or 

subpat-'cern. Even so, the recognition mchine is required to detcr:n.ine 

whether the assigned value for Pcp is greater than that for Pp , or vice 

versa. The machine makes a oorreot decision only if it decides that the 

assigned value for P ¢ is greater "chan that for pp .• 

For example, m th S comprising six elements, the recognition machine 

night be given 

P' 1 = bbwbwb, 

P2 = w w b b b w, 

P3 = b b b w VI VI, 

p-
4- = wb b b b V1~ 

P5 = b b b. w b 'w, 

P6 = WbYlbwb, 

Pcp = b b b b b w, 

Pp = wwbbvlW. 

P1 E" 

P 2 E" 

P3 e 

P4 e 

P5 e 

P6 e 

5.3.1 !?£,finitions 

R1 

R2 

R2 

R1 

Ri 

R2 

Test 3 is mere~ a modified version of Test 1, and much of 

the SDJJe notation will be used, although Co' Ct , Do' Dt must now be 
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redefined.. The range of existentially quantified pattern subscripts 

a, (3, 0, Y is the range of subscripts of patterns belo~ging to the R1 or 

R2 -'craining sets or Prp or Pp • For any two patterns Pa , Pf3 it is 

oonvenient to define the proposition 

The sets Co' C1 , ••• Ct' ••• , Do' D1 , D2 , ••• Dt , ••• of digit pairs 

are nOVI defined by meens of the following condi tiona:-

iaf3 ~ Co if and only if Ha~&(P it:~ ~ P:v;1) 

ia{3 e Do if' and only if HaJ3&(P ice:: P ifj) 

ia{3 ~ Ct if and only if 
I' 

Ha{3 &( j j)«jaf3 ~Ct_1)&(j Y)(3 o)ctiaY, jay, if3o, jf38l~:Dt_1)) 

iaf3 ~ Dt if a.nd only if (iaf3 eDt _
1

) & ( j) «j a f3 ~Dt_1 ) v 

«jail ~Ct) & ('3 y) (J 0)( ({jay, j il/J JCDt _1) & ({ iay, :iJ3IJJ .. ~ Ct )))) 

Dw is defined as the first member of the series Do' D1 , ••• Dt , ••• D~_1' 

~~, ••• such that D = D i-
n W w-

5.3.2 Statectent of T~st 3 

Test 3 works through all digit pairs to find the members. of 

Co. nnd Do. It then VTorks thr~)ugh all members of Co to £ind the members of 

C1 , and, after this, works through all members of D to find the members 
. 0 

of D
1

, ~U1d so on. Thus it first \larks through all meobers of C
t

_
1 

to 

find the lleUlbers of Ct " and then through D
t
_

1 
to find the meubers of Dt41 
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Test 3 decides thnt the value assigned to P¢ is greater than that 

assigned to P p if and only if' every digit in P¢ and Pp belongs to at least 

one digit pair belonging to D\7. If this c0ndition is not satisfied, no 

decision is made. To test the reverse inequality, D is recomputed vn. th 
w 

R'1 = { P p} and R2 = { P </>}, e.nd it is decided that the value assigned to P p 
is greater than that assigned ·~o Pcp if and only if every digit in P ¢ and 

Pp belongs to at least one digit pair belonging to Dw. 

A test has been described elscvlhere (Ullme..nn 1 967b) which is perhaps 

easier to understnnd than test 3, but very much less ec()nomice..l. 

5.4 EJSRerimcnts vY'ith Test 3 

5.4.1 Single recombjnation set 

Patterns were genere.ted and labelled in accordance 'iii th the 

rules of section 5.2.1, with the limit L arbitrarily chosen so that not 

nare than two thirds of the patterns in the recombination set belonged to 

R1 or to R
2

• A number of labelled p~tterns were successive~ read in by 

the ·test 3 progranme and stored as explained below. When the next pattern, 

the Tth , say, was read, if it belonged to R1i it was taken o..s P ¢ and the 

most recently s t')red meober of R2 was removed from the list of stored R2 

patterns and taken as P p. l~l"i:;erl1atively, if the 7th pn:c'-cern belonged to 

R2 i·e 'W[l.S taken [1.S Pp and the m()s·~ recently stored member Dr R1 1:7aS 

rCIiloved from the list of stored R1 patterns and taken as Pcpe Test 3 

searched through Do' D1 , ••• to find Dw' and then repeated this ~or the 

reverse inequality. If the correct truth value was assigned to an 

inequality this vias counted as ",~cces~ with the rth pattern, and if an 
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inequality lrnown to be false 'Was ta.lcen to be true, this '"las counted 

In chapter 3 the procedure 'Wus sinply to store ns a training set the 

first 1; patterns from the generc:cl)r. In the present cnse i-t YlaS 

arbitrari~ decided to store patterns according to the fallowing rules. 

If the first pattern from the generat0r belonged to R1 it was stored in an 

R1 list, and if it belonged ·co R2 it was stored in an R2 list. Subsequent 

patterns fr0r!l the gener[!.tor Vlere stored until one meober of R1 ana. one 

rJerJber of R2 had been stored. The next pattern to be rend Vias tree.ted a.s 

the 7th pattern described above and the forward and reverse inequalities 

vrere tes·bed. This pa/ctern V[[l,S s'cored in the R1 list if labelled R1 and the 

R2 list if labelled R2 only if success wa.s net achieved with it, and this 

storage rule applied for nIl subsequent values of 

••• • Pa.tterns whioh had beGn renoved fi-OI:l the R1 

'Were roturned to the lists whence they cane before 

7= T+1,T+2, T+3, 
and taken 

or R2 lists/as Pc/.> or P p 

-'-h 
the (T + 1) u pattern 

was read. .l'. ~ wa.s a. sequenoe in vlhich all patterns P1 to Pe from the 

genera/cor were rea.d in turn e.nG. processed as has been described. 

It uas expedient to write test 3 in Elliott J~ol, and this 

restricted the scale of exp~rimentation even more than in Chapter 3 

(where l.BL V{f1S used). Ten runs were performed, and ta.ble 5.1 shows the 

number of successes (out of ten) with 7 = e - 5, e -4, • _. • Experiments 

were performed with two values of N, tho nunber of elenents L'I'J. S, [l.8' 

indicnted. There were no failures in this experioent. 
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In this experiment, the generator generated patterns PiG' 

P2G' ••• PeG and labelled them exaotly as in section 5.2.1. I~ then 

genern.ted another e patterns PiR, P 2H' •••• PeH ::tnd labelled them acoording 

to the same rules. But the basic partitions of P1G' ••• POG and P
1H

, •••• 

PeR were'dif'ferent 1 and if any pat-i:iorn in PiR' ••• POH wes the snme as any 

p8:'litern'in Pi G' ••• PeG' the pa."i:;·~erns P
1H

, ••• PeH vlere rejected and 

replaced by a newly generated set. The cless R1 wa.s the union of" the R1 

classes in P1 G-' ••• PeG a.nd P1H' ••• PeH, and similarly for the R2 classes. 

The PiG) .~. PeG and PiR' ••• PeR patterns were shu:Cfled up together into 

randoI:l sequence and presented to the test 3 prDgramme as a run of 2 () 

patterns. The experi!!lental prooedure wa.s otherwise a.s in scction 5.4.1, 

t),nd test 3 itself was not modified. Ten runs Vlere made with N = 6 and 

> = { 2,2,2} J giving the follOwing results: 

Lverage number of failures per run: 1.1. 

Lvernge nu~ber of Successes per run: 2.6. 
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1 0 

to illustr~te subpattern Simple Example 
sets and values wi' w2, w

3
, ••• , such that the 

total value for any pattern in the reoombination 

set is given by an algebraiC expression, some 

terms of which are exemplified in the sixth from 

bottom line of page 190. 
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This shows that the introduotion of a. second reoonb1nAtion ,settcauses., 

de'beriorn1iion of performance. 

5.5 ~othesis 2 

5.5.1 ~ingle patt~~s an~Egle Reconbination Se~ 

~~lthough in seotion 5.4.1 test 3 never gave the Ylrong answer, 

itl'j d lI .. t a~: ta~ ~~~t it is signif'icant that even 

this limited performanoe C::l.n be achieved without SG being revealed by the 

gCl1er~tor • ( Conceivably perfOrIIk1.nOe would be better if' SG had Dore 

subsets (c.f. seotion 3.4.2 ~nd experiment 1 in Ullmann, 1967b)). The 

purpnse of section 5.5 is to explain how a more successful L"'.nd further 

developed version of test 3 could be applied in character reoognition. 
~ 

In section 5.2.2.2, a Pa to Va transformation and weight 'vector were 

introduced, such that W. Va was the value assigned by the generator to Pa-

Let us now introduce a variable x. which is '0' or '1' ncoording ns the . ~ 

i th element of S contains 'w· t or tb f, and smili.r variables for e.ll other 

elements of S. lJl eloment in Do pnttern on Z is '1 t or 10' aocording as a 

prod.uct such as x. • (1 - x.) • x. is t 1 r or '0 t. So the dot pr0duct W • V 
1 J ~ 

can be written out ;i.»; ;hi oft"dl' ~ ~ .e.>o-ow...~ 
VI • Vex = W1 (1 - :x., ) (1 - x2)x3 + w2x1 x2x3+~ (1 ~X1 }x2x" + ••• + w8x4-(1 - XS) + ••• 

By elementary oanipulntion to remove the brackets and ensure that each 

product term occurs on~ once, as in Roy and Sherman (1967), we can v1rite 

where u1 ' u2' ., ... are the coefficients of the sepa.rating poJ...ynomial. It 

is fair~ obvious that because the generator starts from a basio partition, 
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the separating polynomia~ must obey a restriction \vhioh can be specified 

as follows. If we first set all the po~omi81 ooefficients, the ufs, 

equa.l to unity, and then delete any pro duct tern which is included in a.ny 

other (in the sense that x
1

x
2 

is included in x
1

x
2
x
3
), then for all i, that 

is, for all elements in S, x. is included in one and only one of the 
J. 

product terms remaining in the po~ominl. (These remaining produot terms 

correspond 1 : 1 to the subsets of SG.) It will be convenient to refer to 

poJ.Yl1onic..ls obeying this restrintion as p-p 0 lynomia Is " (I~ t for "partition') .. 

(1~ hyperplane is a p-polynomial surface for which the subse"'cs of the ba.sic 

partition are the individual eleDents of S.) 

L oharacter recognition problem in uhich there are on~ two reoogni-

tion cla.sses, w"hich are p-polynoninlly separable, is a special case of the 

seotion 5.2.1 problem. This can be solved, as indicated in seotion 5.2.3i" 

by testing the truth values of manY inequalities, by means of test 3 or a 

more successful development of test 3. The advantage of this over previous 

methods is that no previous method will find, at least virtually, the 

p-polynomial separating surface if it exists. But the disndvantage of the 

present nethad is costliness of the cQDputation: ma~ inequalities must 

be tes"ced, each at great cost. 

If', now J more than two classes are to be recognised, it is possible 

to break the many-class problem down into many two-olass problems, as 

illustrated here for the three class case. Let the three classes be 

R , R , and R. Given some exnmple members of Rand R U R , the machine q r s r q s 

cnn determine whether any further pattern belongs to ~ or to Rq U Rs ' 



provided that Rr is p-polynomially separable from Rq URs. Similar 

oonsiderations apply to the R /R :, jR and R /R l,~ iR dichotomies_ s q-- r q r .. 4 s 

(The basic partitions ~or the three dichotomies need not be the same). 
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If, for example, an unknown pat~ern is found to belong to Rr rather 

"chan to Rq' .... "jRs , then it is reoognised as belonging to Rr - If it belongs 

to R ..... ) R , we must find for example whether it belongs to R or R '_)R , 
q s q r s 

and thus perhaps reoognise it as a member o~ R. This is a simple 
q 

extension of' oonventional one-many diohotomisation methods (seotion 1 .8.4) • 

5.5.2 ~ngle Patternp~~l.l~t~ Reoombination Sets 

There is, however, a danger that the above method will lead to 

the reoognition of an unkncvm pat'cern as belonging to two different classes 

simultaneously. To guard against this we oan introduoe piecewise 

p-po~omial separation as an obvious generalisation of piecewise linear 

separation (seotion 1 .8.6). For simplicity let us oontinue to oonsider 

three main classes, and let their training sets be respectively 

Rt Rt Rf Subclasses can be determined as follows. The machine attempts, 
r' q' s· 

on the above rules to recognise in turn all the patterns in R~. All 

patterns belonging to n:. which are recognised as belonging to some other 

th class as well as the r , are removed frOD R' and taken as the training 
r 

set R;2 for an r 2
th subclass of R

r
• The remaining patterns in R'r are now 

treated as the training set for the r
1
th subolass. 

The maohine next attempts to recognise all the patterns belonging to 

R t and forms a new subcla.ss "braining set froD those which are misrecognised. q' 

In working "Ghrough R t the recognition method is now applied with t\vo 
q 
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dichotonies for the rth class instead of one: the machine nm1 has 

training sets and deoision procedures for the diohotomies Rr1/R I , Rand q- s 

Rr~qL)Rs.. Similarly the machine attempts to recognise the 8
th class 

training set patterns, and generates from this a training set for a new 

sup-class. Next the machine again attempts to recognise members of ~1-' 

and R~2 'I' and any of these which are found to belong to any of Rq1 , Rq2 ~ 

R
s1

' Rs2 are taken as meob ers of the training set R~ 3 for a new subclass 

R S · 01 d: 1· d t th qth and sth olass sub-r3" J.ID.1. ar proce ures a.re noV! app 1.e 0 e 

olasses, but nov; with three rth class dichotomies, Rr1/RqLJ Rs ' Rr~qlJRs. 
andR

r 
3'1\ lJ R s. The machine mlrks its way repeatedly through r th, q th, 

th th th th 0 • s ,r ,q , s class subclass tral.l1l.ng sets until no further subclasses 

arc introduoed.. The resulting system of dichotomies oan then be a.pplied 

in the reoognition of further pat·~crns: a pattern is assigned to the rth 

th 
class if it is found to belong to anY of the subclasses of the r class. 

This modification of Firschein and Fischler's (1963) method has been 

described to show that piec0~ise p-po~omial decision making is like~ ~o 

be fairly straightforward once 'che L.l1dividual dichotomies have been 

mastered. The systeQ just described eoploys one individual dichotoqy ror 

each subclass, and the basic partiti~ns in all the dichotomies are 

gencral~ different. 

To say that Rr1 is p-polynomially separable froo Rq \._ .... i Rs is to say 

that there exists a ohcice of SG' subpattern sets, assigned values, and 

limit L, such that a generator generating t-f;o classes R1 and R2 according 



So Rr1 is a subset of a recombination set, and 

Rr = Rr1URr2URr3U •••• 
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is a union of subsets of recombination sets, or equivalently, a subset of 

a union of recombination sets. This is a generalisation of the single 

patterns version of 'hypothesis 1, in that each recombination sot is now 

free to include patterns belonging to the rth, qth, and s th classes. The 

single patterns version of hypothesis 2 is: that recognition classes 

are piecewise p-polynonially sepexable. (This can be regarded as a fusion 

of the "compactness" and reconbination sets ideas enoountered in Chapter 2) • 

5.5.3 Patter~]airs Versio~ of HyPothesis 2 

As in Chapter 2 , it is nov; convenient to introduce a second 

array, T, of pattern element locations corresponding 1:1 to S; and again 

to define U as the ordered union of Sand T, so that a pair of patterns, 

one on S and one on T', can be regarded as a single pattern on U. The 

pattern-pairs version of hypothesis 2 is: that the set of all possible 

same-cla.ss pattern-pairs is piecewise p-polynonial1y separable fron the 

set of all possible different-class pattern-pa.irs. 

Let J
1 

and J
2 

respectively be "Ghe sets of all possible sar:le-olass 

and different-class pairs, and let the subolasses of J
1 

be J
11

, J
12

, J
13

, ••• , 

so that J 1 = J 11 L) J
12 

t .... ,iJ13 t_'..... That J
11 

is p-poJJrnomialJy separable 

from J2 implies that J 11 is a subset of a recoobination set, and it oan be 

seen that hypothesis 2 is a generalisation of hypothesis 1, in that there 

is nnw no linit on the numbers of sane-olass and different-class pairs 

uhich can belong to a~ reoombination set. 
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th th From training sets of q ,r , •• ~ class patterns it is possible to 

construct training sets of J1 and J2 pattern pairs, as in section 2.7.3 • 

.An unknown pattern is paired in turn 1ilith training set pat"cerns from all 

classes., For any r, i.e., for [l.l1Y class, i:r the unknmvn pattern paired 

with an rth class pattern is found to belong to J
1

, then the unknown 

pattern is recognised as belonging to the rth class. The J1 training set 

on ~hich this decision is based general~ contains same-class pairs of 

qth, sth, etc. cl[';ss patterns, and thcrefore 1 as in section 2.7.3, 

transference is possible. In the siJ."!gle patterns systen, e. separate 

training set is required for each subclass~ This nay involve such big 

overall training sets that it nay be better instead to use transference, 

because then, loose~ spealcing, the bigger the training set for one class, 

the sooller it need be for anoJeher .• 

To relate the single patterns and pattern pairs versions of hypothesis 

2, let nIl oenbers of R be vTriJG"~en in turn on S and paired \,/i th one fixed 
r 

nember, Prf , of Rr on T. The resulting pairs belong, by definition,to J 1 • 

Let all neobGrs of all classes other thnn the r th be writJGen in turn on S 

and paired with P rf on T. The resulting pairs belong to J 2- . since the 

pattern on T is corn~on to all the J
1 

and J
2 

patterns it does not serve to 

distinguish bet~een theo and can therefore be ignored. Hence, as with 

Hypo'l;hesis 1, the single patterns version is essentially a special case of 

'bhe pattern pe-irs version of hypothesis 2. 

--1 
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5.6 9~~cl~ion to Chapter 5 

The main advantage of hypothesis 2 over hypothesis 1 is that it allows 

recombination sets to contain many same-class and many c:li:rf'erent-class 

pairs and is therefore less like~ to be violated. 

In section 2.2.5 we sarI that patterns recognised by Bledsoe and 

Bissonts (1962) soheme as belonging to the rth class belonged to a union 

of recombination sets; and in section 5.2.2.2 wese.w that the Bledsoe and 

Bisson rules make D. dichotomy within a single recombination set. This 

suggesJcs that hypothesis 2 may not require so many be,sic recombination 

sets, so many subclasses, as does hypothesis 1, whioh is likely to imply 

smaller trainD1g set requirements. 

As previous~ remarked, the section 5.2.2.3 method involves testing 

a large number of' inequalities, each at great cost. The more conventional 

method of applying a transformation and taking dot products "would be far 

more economical in logical oper.0.tions, but oannot be applied uhen the 

transfornation is unknovm, whereas the 5.2.2.3 method can be. 

In test 2 the membership of D is independent of the unknmm pattern. 
VI 

Once D has been found, it is possible to find F fS for m~ny unlalmvn 
w u 

patterns in parallel, by providing special circuitry for each unknown 

pattern. In test 3 this is not the case, since the whole computation must 

be performed ab in.itio for every inequality which is tes·ced. Therefore in 

hardware implementation test 3 would be much slower or much nare costly 

than test 2. 
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These considerations lead to the suggestion that the hypothesis, 2 

nethocl should only be used to distinguish between classes Hhich the 

hypothesis 1 method has failed to distinguish. The hypothesis 1 nethod 

is liable to lead to the decision that an unknown pattern belongs both to 

R and to R. The hypothesis 2 method could then be applied to Rand R , r s r s 

bu'c not to the other classes, thus economising in computation. This 

suggestion is rendered Dare sensible by the fact that tests 2 and 3 are 

so sinilnr that rluch COL1Bon hardware or sof,tware could be used. 

Presuonbly this will be true nlso of more practical developments of 

tests 2 and 3. 
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CH.f1...PTER 6 

6.1 Introduction to Chapter §. 

This chapter de~ls with various matters arising froID previous chapters. 

In perticular, it provides a limited analytical discussion, extensions of 

technique to deal with a ma~ level grey scale and with segnentation and 

context, a suggestion as "GO hOVI hypotheses 1 and 2 can be Jchought of in 

terms of similarity, a critical remark on the rela.tionship betvlcen man and 

machine "learning", a.nd a brief general conclusion. 

6.2 Linear Dep~ndence 

6.2.1 SinglG Recomb;nation Set with two sub-patterns pe~ubset 

It will be shown here that in the case where a reconbination 

! 

set hb,s two subpatterns per subset, a pattern vlhioh is identically 

linear~ dependent on a set of patterns belo~ging to the recombination aet 

must also belong to that reconbination set. 

In this treatnent patterns are regarded as vectors, but no values are 

assigned to brs tlnd w's, (such as, for example, b = 1, w = 0, or b = 1, 

b = -1). P ¢ is linearly dependent on P l' P 2' ••• P cf> if and only if 

there exist scalars k1 , k2 , k3' ••• ko:, ••• kep, kl/J' where kl/J~ 0, such 

that k1 P1 + k2P 2 + ••• + kcla + ••• + k¢P ep + ktjJ P I/J = 0 • • • • 6 (i) • 

Since b', sand w's are here treated as algebraio unknovlns, to ShO'tN that 

Pi' P2' ••• Pcp' P¢ are linearly dependent we must show' that they are 

identioally linearly depencl.ellt. This requires that for any given pattern 

element location the SULl of coefficients k 0: for patterns Po: in which 

th!:.t location contains 'b I must be zero, ,and likffilise the suo of 
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coefficients ka for patterns Pa in which that location contains 'w r must 

also be zero; and this must apply for all pattern element locations. For 

later reference this is sunmarised by writing 

~ 
>' ka = 0 
T 

For example, if 

P1 = wbbw P2 =wwbw 

bwwb wbwb 

bwww wbww 

bwwb w b VI b 

bwwb w b w b 

wbbw w b b b 

we find that (the further 'C!) 

but P6 = VI b b w 
bwwb 

b W Vl b 

bwwb 

bwwb 

wbbw 

~-
and '\ k = 0 

L- a 
w 

P
3 

=v7bbw 

bwwb 

bwwb 

b Vi W W 

bwwb 

wbbb 

P5 =wbbw 

bwwb 

bwww 

bwwb 

w b b b 

•••• 6(ii). 

P 4-
=wYlbw 

v7 b w b 

'Ii; b w b 

wbww 

w bv; b 

w b b w 

is linearly dependent on 
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If a pattern P ¢ on S is identically linearly dependent on a. set of 

patterns Pi' P2, ••• P¢ belonging to a recombination set Gy~ then P¢ 

belongs to Gy ' where Gy and Yare as defined in section 3.2.1. 

Proof 

Let us consider the n pattern element locations SYhi' ~jJ •••• Byhn 
which constitute one of the subsets, SYh' of the basic partition Sy. Let 

the subpatterns b~longing to Y on this subset be named "A and p; and let 

ViA' v jA' ••• vn"A' and vip' ••• vnp ' and vi ¢' ••• vn¢ be the pattern 

elements in locations SYhi' ••• SYhn respectively in 'A, p and Prp

(Thus viA' ••• , v
iIl 

••• , etc stand for fbI or 'w', and for example 

vip' V jP , ••• vn/i = p.) 

Let kA be the sun of all ka such that A belongs to Pa , and ~::be the 

sum of all ka such "'chat /i belongs to Pp • Then frOD 6(i) i"e follorls that 

kA. vii\. + kJ.l vip + kt/J vit/J = 0 

k.\ V. '\ + k v . + k l " v. ", = 0 
1\ J I\, P JP If' J If' 

• • • • 

• e • 

The definition of linear dependence precludes k¢ = 0, so for 

i to m it foll~IS from 6(ii) that v.\ = V',h or v. = V·,h-
J/\' JIf' J J.l JIf' 

For any j from i to m, if v., I- v. = v,", then from 
JI\. J 11 J If' 

6(ii) , 

and from 6 (iii) , (iv), ••• (v) it foll~IS that 

{Vi¢,' v j¢,' ••• Vo¢,} = Jl. 

•••• 6Ciii) 

•••• 6(iv) 

•• e·. 6(v) 

all j from 
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Similarly, if vOl/ F v. ':\ = V 0,', then k = 0 and 
J~ J/\ J~ J.l 

If for all j, frOD i to rD., v jA. = v j/1 = v j ¢ it follows that 

A.. 

( 1 
Thus :if P t/i is linearly dependent on P l' • •• p~, t v i'/1' v j ¢' ••• v nl/l J 
is nccessaxily the sane as A or /1 or both. Since this holds for all 

subsets of Sy' P l/I must consist entirely of subpatterns belonsing to y. 

Therefnre by definition of Gy ' P ¢ bel~ngs to Gy ' 'which prov~s the theoretl. 

But uhen there are more than two subpatterns per subset, this theorem 

no longer holds, and identical linear dependence is no longer a satisfac-

tory recognition criterion for reconbination set nembers. Thus test 2 is 

not sinply a test for identical linear dependence, and what nathenatical 

property it tests for instead remains to be found out. The test described 

ll1 section 3.2.2 is a simplification of a test for identical linear 

dependence suggested by Professor Bickley (private cOmDunication, 1967). 

Let us nov; cnnsider the generator in section 5.2.1, and in 

particular the restricted problem where SG is the trivial partition whose 

subsets are the individual eletlents of S, and the generated recombination 

set is the set of all possible patterns on S. The generator has assigned 

a value to 'w' in the ith element of S, and also a value to fbI in the ith 

elenent. It is permissible to use 'WI and 'b
' 

as algebraio symbols for 

their assigned values, exoept that, for example, fb' in the ith and jt~ 
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locations of S generally stands for clifferent values. To emphasise this 

w'e can give b f sand. w's subscripts accord.ing to their location on S. 

Suppose that, for example, S conprises three locations. For the patt~ 

bwb on S, the value assigned by the generator can be represen"ced by 

Suppose for example that \ye are given by the generator that m1'w, bbw i 

and bwb belong to Ri and. that wbb belongs to R
2

• We are now given the 

unknorrn pattern b\n1, which is to be recognised. by the procedure of 

section 5.2.2.3. This involves finding whether the value assigned to brvw 

is greater than that assigned to ubb. So we must fincl vlhether 

•••• 6(vi) 

But i-c is known that values assigned to members of R1 exceed those assigned 

to tloobers of R
2

• Thus it is knQ'l,1n that 

w 
1 + w2 + w3 > Wi + b

2 
+ b3 •••• 6 (vii) 

and b
i + b2 + 'VI 3 ~ W 1 + b 2 + b3 •••• 6 (viii) 

and b
i + w2 + b

3 
> w + b2 + b3 1 •••• 6(ix) 

By adding these inequalities an d cancelling out terras connon to both sides 

of the sun vIe obtain 2b1 +- 2vf2 + 2\13 > 2w1 '* 2h2 + 2b3, 

whence it follows that 6(vi) is true. 

In general, a large nunber of inequalities Ii' I 2, I 3 , •••• I¢ can 

be obtained. from the training set patterns, just as 6(vii), viii), (ix) 

were obtained above. An inequality l¢ such as 6(vi) is necessari~ true 

if there exist non-negative coefficients k1' k
2

, ••• kef, such "Ghat 

•••• 6(x) 
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But this is unsatisf'ac·~ory in the general case where the choice of' 

SG is unrestricted, so that the subsets of SG may contain nore than one 

element of S. Test 3 therefore does not sinply find linear combinations 

of inequalities; but it is interesof:;ing to note the similarities on the 

one hand of equations 6(i) and 6(x) , and on the oth~ hand of tests 

1 and 3. It is clear that test 3 is essentially logical and does not 

~nipuLqte numbers. Instead it is algebraic, in that it manipUlates 

symbols representing unknorrn values. 

6.3 1~~sion~of the A~1'2..ic ~e __ chnigue 

Chapters 2 and 5 have forr:1Ulated. hypotheses calling for computational 

·cechniques which are yet to be devised, towards which tests 2 and. 3 are 

mere~ a step. Although still retlote f'rom pr' acticality, it is natural to 

enquire \1hether this approach could foreseeably cope with non-binary 

characters and make use of context. 

6.3.1 Grey Sc~ 

Tests 2 and 3 start by finding identical and. non-identical 

digit pairs. A pair of pattern elements are 'identical' if they are both 

in the sane state, that is~ if their brightness is the sane. Hitherto 

this has been restricted to 'black' and 'white' but there is no reason 

why it should not imnediately be extended. to any nUI21ber of discrete grey 

levels: to determine the nenbership of C and D it is only neces.sary to o 0 

dcteroine whether or not pairs of grey levels are the same. The recursive 

definitions of Ct and Dt would remain unchanged. 
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6.3.2 Conte'Si 

Instead of being applied to the reoognition of pat-'cern-pairs 

in \7hich the patterns are individual oharacters, hypothesis 2 could be 

applied to the reoognition of pe.irs of' words. Training seoGs of all the 

words to be reoognised would provide training sets of pairs of same-olass 

(i.e. semantioal~ identioal) words and different-olass words. From this 

it would be possible 'to determine whether any further pair of v/ords were 

setlantioally the saoe or different, and thus to recognise unlmOYffi Vp rds by 

pairing YJ'ith known ones. 

Bledsoe and Brovnning (1959) trained their maohine to recognise 

individual letters, using a separate training set for each character 

rather than for each word. UnlO1(A1n wards were recognised aocording to 

total maximum letter soore, as explained in section 1.17.3. But this has 

the great disadvantage that tn ob-cain the individual let-'cer soores it is 

necessary first to segoent the unknown character into le-c"ters. The only 

way for the Bleds oe and BrOlming scheme to avoid this is tn treat whole 

words ~ characters, and have a. large training set for c2.oh word in the 

diotionary. The hypothesis 2 1,7ord-pairs method \1ould avoid the large 

training sets for individual nords by transference of learning between 

words, and avoid the segmentation problem by working with \1hole words:. 

(Transferenoe could be expected to reduce training set requirements 

because, loose~ speaking, the bigger the training set for one ~ard, the 

snaller for another.) 
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It is no ooincidence that letters are put together to ~ake up a word 

in the eEl.rne way that subpatterns are put together to nake up a pattern 

belonging to a reconbination set. 

6.4 ~itularity of Patterns 

In a reoonbination set such as for exanple GA3 in section 2.6.3, the 

pairs of subpe~tterns on Sand T on the sane subset of U3 are ~~ in 

that they differ only in size and position. In this sense it is olear 

that pairs of similar patterns can be partitioned into pairs of sinilar 

sUbpatterns. If we say nore loosely that all pairs of patterns belonging 

to the sane recognition class are nutua~ similar, then we can say that 

the intui"cive idea underlying hypothesis 1 is, in this loose sense, that 

pairs of sinilar patterns 00.11 be partitioned into pairs of similar sub

patterns. And further, that a pair of patterns can be recognised as 

sinilar by esto.blishing that they are nade up exclusively of pairs of 

sinilar sUbpatterns. Patterns are here essentially similar or dissinilar, 

and sitlilari ty, is binary. 

According to hypothesis 2 simile..rity is no longer binary: the 

"assigned value" of a pair of patterns can be thought of intuitively as 

-bheir "similarity". A pair of patterns belong to the sane recognition 

class if their sinilarity exceeds a certain limit. The sinilarity of a. 

pair of patterns is the suo of the sioilarities of pairs of constituent 

subpat·cerns. 

6.5 LeD:E~ 

The term "learning" has cone to have a fairly clear meaning in the 

pattern recognition literature, but it is dangerous to presuppose that 
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"learning" in contemporary machines bears more than a very superficial 

. resenblance to that in the nervous system. The follovdJ."1.g exanple is 

intended to ShCWI where the danger arises. 

In section 3.4.2 a machine uas given sooe examples of pairs of 

identical patterns, and then required to recognise further pairs. The 

machine exhibited "learning" e.nd "generalisation" of learning, in the 

sense in which these terms are used in this field. But similar behaviour 

would be exhibited by two other drastically different machines. 

First, suppose we knon a priori "Ghat the set of all possible pairs 

of identical 4 bit patterns is a recombination set ruth not more than two 

sUbpatterns per subset (but that we kn~1 no more than this about identical 

patterns). Then the section 3.2.2 test could be applied, rather th~n 

test 2. 

Secondly, suppose that it is also known that the subsets of the basic 

pextition consist of one element of S and one element of T, and that the 

subpatterns are all 'both 'btl or 'both tuff. But suppose that it is not 

knovm a priori which element of T belongs to the sane subset of the basic 

par"cition n.s any given element of S. 

Let the elencnts of Sand T be respective~ 3
1
,8

2
, 3

3
,8

4 
and T

1
, T

2
, 

T3, T4, and in general, Si and Tie A training set of pairs of identioal 

4 bit patterns is provided, and the follo~1ing rule applied. If and o~ 

if S. and T. are both 'b l or both 'WI in each training set pair, then 
J. J. 

{Si' Ti } is assuned to be a subset of' the basic partition. Having thus 

frmnd the basic partition, and knowing the alternative Bubpo.tterns, the 
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recognition of further pattern-pairs is straightforrrard. But let us 

stipulate that no recognition decisions are to be nade until the training 

Bct is at least as big as in the preceding two systems: this will make 

errors unlikely. 

The difference between these three systems night not be clear from 

their behaviour in the section 3.1~.2 experinent. The essential difference 

is in what is given a priori, and Jehus in the range of ,E9ssible "learning" 

ta.sks which each system can perforD. Since the range of' possible learning 

tasks which a brain can perform is generally obscure, the va.lue of' ao

called Bachine learning as a model of brain learnll1g is questi~nable. A 

similar difficttlty applies to so-called "recognition", (Ullnann and Evans 1 

1965) • 

6. 6 £L~olusion 

It is quite siople to nake a nachine distinguish circles fran other 

figures because ue knm1 an a priori formal definition of circles. One 

reason far the difficulty of autoBatio recognition of unconstrained hand

printed 2's is that we do not know an ll. priori definition of 2's. It has 

been found possible to specify or (lefine constrained hand-printed 

characters, in terms of features, well enough to give good recognition 

performance, and several constrained hand-printed character readers are 

cOl:lL1el'oia.lly available~ But when the rules of oonstraint are removed, 

the number of possible shapes jf hand-printed 2 t s beconcs extrerne~ large. 

The problem of specifying or defining ~ these possible shapes does not 

appear yetta have been solved; at least, not well enough to give 

recognition perfornance co~parable ruth human recognition perforuance. 
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One Ylay of working towards a suffioiently oomprehensive definition, 

or perhaps feature-specification, for 2' s, is to \1ork first with 

constrained 2 r s, and only fev., other characters., and then to develop the 

refinement and conplexity of the machine to reoognise suocessively larger 

alphabets of successivelY less constrained charaoters. This appears to be 

the usual commeroial. approach, whioh has the adva.ntage that-it is 

iI!l.rnedia.tely clear whether any modification ir.lproves perfornance or reduces 

cost. But this evolutionary oethodology has a.lready been widelY pursued 

for abclut ten years, and progress appears at present to be slav/. This 

remark is based mainly in the published litera.ture, which revea.ls little 

of the progress behind the barriers of cOmlercial secrecy. But the 

coomercial incentive for the automatic recognition of, for exaople, hand

printed chara.cters on envelopes in the mail, is very great, and machines 

uhich do this (e.g. Shibaura, 1967) are still linited in perfornance. 

The evolutionary development of piston engined aircraft did not lead 

directly to the atta.inment of airspeeds greater than that of scund, because 

of intrinsic a.erodynamic lir.rl:i:;ations of airscrew propulsion. There is 8 

c1.mger the.t the evolutionary approa.ch to charaoter recogni·cion ma.y nel"er 

be oompletely successful for entirely unoonstrained hand-printed characters 

and cursive script, because the sheer complexity of the requisite speoifi

cations of characters may defeat conventional sioplif,ying assuoptions. 

The success of' this approach rereins to be seen, but surely it would be 

wise at the saoe time to develop new teohniques which are radically aore 

povlerful than those already in use, however great the difficulties. 
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A conventional maohine (a ~ machine, Nilsson, 1965) can only find a 

separating polynomial surface :i.i' previously given a transformation such 

that the polynomial separation in the original space is tantanoun"c to a 

linear separation in the transformed space., But in practice we usually 

cannot ir.unediately specifY such a transformation: the problem of finding 

one is far from trivial, and it is to this that the present uark has been 

addressed 4P The vlork of' Chapters 2, 3, and 4- can be regarded as a pre

liminary s:implification of' the problem of inplenenting a polynoDial 

dichotoqy studied in Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 5 it nas found p·')ssible to make litlited progress Ylith 

polynomial dichotor.1isation without the linearising transf'ortlation being 

given. This progress was restrioted to p-polynooial dichotonies, but 

p-polynomials are a large class of polynomials. The basis af the technique 

was algebraic inference, without an equation for a separating polynomial 

being found explicitly. An extreme disadvantage of this algebraic 

technique Has its great cost, but perhaps a.s a first step it is a little 

better to achieve limited perforoonce at great cost than to Bake no head

way at all, with a problem so basic as this. 

Inn~ediate problens for future work are: to provide analytical 

explanations of tests 2 and 3, to inprove the efficiency of these tests, 

and "CO find how to deal with uni:lns of recombination sets and piecewise 

po~onial separations. It is quite likely that no cheap solution to the 

pr.oblem of' finding, or virtually finding, a. separating polynomial will 

ever be found. But it is possible "chat even an expensive solu·Gion will 

be worth having. 
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.Appen~: The Programming of' Test _Z-

It is not oustomar,y in this field to publish details of' computer 

simulation programmes. The test 3 and Bledsoe and Brownll1g programmes in 

detail a.re not very reoorkn.ble, and \7il1 nO.t be given here. The reoombine.-

tion soheme oonsists of' test 2 combined with the Bledsoe and Br~nning 

programme. This appendix contains f'lov{ diagrams for test 2, because the 

de"eails of the test 2 progra.l'l1I:le may perhaps be of interest. The following 

paragraphs contain brief notes on the flow diagrams. 

The general idea is to use a two dimensional table Tap 

(a,p)th \7ord has one digit corresponding to each digit-pair 

in whioh the 

ia(3. The flow 

diagrD.ms refer to the case vrhere n = 12, so the table oonsists of 12 bit 

wards. But in fact each such ward also has an octa.l fraction (3 bits), 

which is zero unless otherwise speoified, (see ABL Programming Manual, 

published by leT). Whenever any word oontains a.ny digit whioh fnils the 

Ct membership oondition, all other digits (iaP I s) in that word neoessarily

fo.il their Dt nembership conditinns; so for the sa.ke of' eoonomy that word 

must be eliminated froD the table. When a number of suocessive Vlords in 

the same oolumn of the table have in this way been eliminated, it is 

desirable for the oomputer to jump over all of them to the first non-

eliminated entry. This could be a.ocomplished by list-prooessing, but in 

faot a simpler technique has proved more eoonomioal. In this, the first 

e~.ted ~ord in a sequence of' oonsecutive eliminated nords is filled 

vlith eo jump number, which tells the computer how many rows to jump to reach 

the first non-elihlinated entry. Junp numbers are distinguished :from non-
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eliminated table entries by having .1 in the octal fraotion position. 

th The ¢ + 1 entry in eaoh ooluzm is 0.7, so that the computer can detect 

the end of a column by collnting T~ with 0.4. The octal fr~ction .3 is 

reserved for diagonal elements in the arr~~ so that these can be detected 

by ccllatinn with 0.2. Having deteot_ed a. jump number which is not also 

an end marker, the computer removes the octal fraction by oollation with 

bincry 63, (sinoe jump numbers never have more the~ 6 bits). 

Tapi is the ith digit in Ta.p. If Ta/3i( Dt , then Tpai (Dt , and there is 

no need to compute this membership condition twioe. This is why the main 

Dt computation works davin each coluLlIl only as far as the diagonal marker. 

But for Bome purposes the computation works dovm the whole colufI1.n, and 

for this, when the membership oonditions for Ta{3 have been oomputed, the 

resulJliis copied into T{3a' unless Tafj has been elinino,ted. Unfortunately 

this somevV'hat complicates fig A.1 " 

If T {3e( Dt , T ,R. = 1, and if T {3. (C ..... , T. ,f,J" = O. Ta.ble Ta'R is 
a J.. a,..,l. . a J. " al"1. I'" 

continual]y modified during the computation, but table T~p remains 

c~~nstD.nt, and aluays cCJntains the members of Co a.s 1 t.s. 

Before the oonputer enters the fig A.1 flow diagram, computer words 

Q1' '1
2

' ••• Qa.' ••• Qrp alreD..dy cC'lntain the cJ> training set pC'.tterns. 

vThen the oomputer reaches "exittt in fig A.1, the table Tap contains the 

members of C
YI 

and. Dw' represented respectively by Of s a.nd 1 f s. The 

t1iaP( Ct?U block is sho1m in detD.i~ in fig L..3, and figs b...2, 5, 6 are 

sinilarly related to the overo.ll flO\1 diagrams. The ia{3 eCt and iafi eDt 

subroutines each have two exits, tneg f and fipOS', to ~e used acoording 

a.s the appropriate membership c.')ndition is not, or is,ful:f'illed. 
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The Et , Ft oomputation also starts from the traininB aet Q1, ••• Q~, 

but now a.lso from the pattern P ¢ "'co be tested for recombination set 

membership. One-dimensional table Pa :is analogous to Taf31 o..nd contains 

uords uith one bit corresponding to iaW for all i. Et 
a is analogous to 

T~f3. If P¢ is found to belong to the same reoombination set as ~, ••• Q~, 

the pr?grauune takes the "success" exit I and otherwise the "fa.iln exit. 

(%1 f3 I A, IJ are voriable subscrip"bs for table entries. 8 is the number 

of the rou containing the last-enoounterod jUClp-number in l\ oolumn. e is 

the number of changes in mcr.lborship of Dt or F t' and is· set to zero at the 

beginning of the Dt +·1 or F t + 1 oomputation. y has the value "1' at the 

top vf a odllumn, or when T
a

_
1 

' f3 oon~t;D.ins a non-eliminated wnrd, and zero 

otherwise. i is the digit subscript. u and g are logical eooumuk~tors. 

s is a syJitching variable to indicate which of wo suooessive times n. 

blook of progra.l:1me is being executed. L
1
,.. Itp is a te.ble Ylhose entries 

give the addresses of the la.st non-eliminated entry (or appropriate jutlp. 

number) balov; the c1.io.gonal in the oorresponding columns. 

In the flov; diagrans, the operations &, v, E, F , rv , are D.S 

indicated in the follouing (truth table) eXD.mples:-

1100 & 1010 ::: 1000 

1100 V 1010 = 1110 

1100 Ii!t 101 0 = 1001 

1100 ~ 1010 ::: 0110 
IV 1010 = 0101 

. The symbol. t 
• _ t .- is used for the assignment operation, as in 1;.,1OOL • 

Thus 'D.: =b l means t a takes the value of b t. • In a.ny box headed "for all a 
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do", nIl operations in that box are exeouted for all valu.es in turn of a., 

from. 1 to ¢, (simila:rlJr for f3.) 

The total nUtlber of .t'J3L :instruotions in the progranne outlined in 

figs A.1 to A.6, i.e., the test 2 pragranme, was about 400; und in the 

reoombination soheme, roughly 900. (o.f. 4000 "Manchester nnrk 1ft 

conputer instructions in Grimsdn.le et 8.1, (1959)) ~ 
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R.o.ter 

~/ 
for all 0,,(3 do 

T :=(Q = Q ) 
c$ a,-!3 

T'R:=(Q t. 't(3) a'(- a. 

~I 
for all a. do 

T :=1.3 
C1(t 

T. ~ + I, CL: =0 • 7 

do 

e:=O 

0,: =11-------
(3:=1 

y:=l 
T(3o,:=Ta.(3 

223 

--.~.-,---

yes 

L' QItJ 
-l---'------J 

i---=/~ T a{3 : =1.1 
0:=0, 
y:=O . 

- [~:=~ + 1 ~ yes 

For all !3 do 

if Lf3 -I y} then 

T
Lf3

+ 1,~:=L~ + 0.1 

--------~-------

~----~ 0,:=0, + 1~ __________ ~ _________ ~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ 

-, 

Figure A.l ~Ov~er~a~l~l~~Fl~o~w~D~i~a~g~r~a~m __ f~o~r~C and D Membership Tests 
- - W 'I.-I 

l 
I 



Enter 

s:=l 
),..:=1 
[.1:=[3 

________________ ~--~----~),..:=l 

no 

!l: =0, i 
s:=o 1 

"'1 TAfJ.i· = O'll 
,no ~~ 

1---__ ----I~l7-. g-:-:;:g-~ -V-, (-~-: -!l-~-": -rv-rn.-'6B-, )-1. 

Figure A.2 Detail of Dc Hembership Condition 
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~ 'neg' 
exit 



Enter 

~ ~ 
s:=1 
!\: =1 
1l:=f3 

I 
.....--l.~ u:=g . I g: =0 k-------i--l 'A:=1 
. ! - 1-1: =a, 

D,l:.:-' _ 
I I T ~~~-
I Al 

r----...;.:., l yes 

A:="A· +(T,\. & 63) 
1\1.1 

; 

no 

g:=g v (TAi-1 & T~)I 

no 

'pos • 
exit 

,'. 

Fiq;ure A.3 Detail of Ct. Hembership Condition 
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~ 'neg' 
exit 



fail exit 
Ii' 

no 

g = es 

r."or all ct. do 
g :=P' v P 

<.:) ct. 

. It\ 

Enter 

-L '----, 
for all ct. do 

P :=(P. = Q ) 
a. 1~ ~ .ct. 

P1:=(p t. Q ) 
a. ~f a. 

I 

l3~'1..+ I: =0 • 71 ,ty 
_ ~ ~'¥""~' ... 'Il:''''~' 

no 
\11 

I p a. g; 0.4 = O? I 
Ino . 

--~ i:=l 

\;/ 

~J~ ____ .;...n~o_-4~ =??J-X_e_s _____ :;> success 

exit 

Figure A.4 Overall li'low Dj~~.am for E and F 
• 'vI --- V/ 

yes 

a,:=a, -{- I 
y:=l 

Tests. 
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i:=i 

no 

.~. y = I? J xes '" P-;-::l.l-

.~.....J "". 8~=o. 
no 
I y:=O 

~ __ ft, . 

'r"~'~~~ 
(~-1 a.: =0, + 1 ~ . .-., ...... ,---... ~..-.----" . 

.. ~1I .... ~~~_;:~4~~ 



.~---......-. ~~ -SQS -~ .-

Enter 

j, 
~::11 r~_p'~-;-iyes ,I "::0:1 tl: =CL g- a, . /j g.-O 
g.-O ~. I [ ;r-----.. ----.-'~~. ~- -11: 1\ no \J.' -:-~J.---------[-=-------···1--

,T)'fl
i 

= O? _ Ye£~, - T,.fl& 0.1 = O? [3.&"0.: :~T~---- P,,-i ~ O? 1 no __ 

es po ~Jno 

,--> ~ NT"fl & iVp ct)] ~''::'''.l:-. &-._-.~-.:-_~-_~-_~] Ino 

~ ~ "T[--~~~~-l.~~_ .... ---~ .. --,-~lJ .~~ 
~I":=" 0} 11 . C + (T"ft & 63) 1 ~:=" +~~~~~~)_ ~-=-r---'" 

~ 
: 'neg' exit~[g=NPct?1 .;;y pos t exit 

.,-

Figure A.2 . ~~l of Ft _}~embership C9ndition 

tD 
~ 
I\} 



--------------------.... ..-_----- -- ---- ~---..-.-...,., _ .. -----

Enter 

I 
s:=l 
g:=O 
",:=1 
!l:=a 

yes ~_'_.k = l/ Yes.::: ? . ~
".'¥ 

-ITAIIil O?}___ 2~ 
no . . J no 

~I '\,1. 

rg~=g-;(p~ & ~;2]. 5.: & 0.4 = 0.3
no 

!l rJ--...· ",..., .. ~ . .,e-.. ~. 

-'".- les 
~ ~ ~F=~ A:=A + ~63 .~. TA[l)1 

t , "t' yes I neg eXl ~~ __ ...... c~ __ ~. ~. : 

f 

--{~::~J 
r r----~-' 

.J; 'fl 

l_p1:&.o:i-~-;~ yes 3>r;i
l
= ofes 

r no . no 
. \II . "" 

no I PA & 0.4 :o?J [g:=gV (P~ & p;J 
• yes ' ,I 
.I [ .'/ . '-:::;::(63 & PA)]--'/.'---~--~~~~}: ~ 

I 
u & g = O? -r-o--.. ~'-,. tpos' exit 

Figure A'.6 Det~il of E
t 

l1embership C onc1:i;-t ion 

I\) 
VJ 
VI 
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